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FOREWORD 

This exhibition, Ukiyo-e Prints and Paintings, The Primitive Period (1680-1745) is 
first and foremost a fitting tribute to the late Margaret 0. Gentles, former Curator 
of the Buckingham Collection of Japanese Prints and distinguished author of the 
first two volumes of the catalogue on that collection in the Art Institute, an institu
tion which she served with distinction for thirty-three years. Jack V. Sewell's tribute 
to her expresses eloquently the admiration and affection in which she was held by 
her colleagues and her friends throughout the world. 

The assembling of the exhibition and the preparation of the catalogue has been 
the pleasant task of Donald Jenkins, the Associate Curator of Oriental Art and to 
him we owe its conception and fulfillment. He has travelled to Japan and throughout 
the United States in search of important woodblock prints, many of which are being 
shown here for the first time. 

This exhibition also has several other firsts: it is the first exhibition since the not
able show in Paris in 1909 to deal exclusively with the Primitives; it is the first ukiyo-e 
exhibition in the United States to show both paintings and prints; and finally, it is 
the first ukiyo-e exhibition in this country to borrow extensively from Japan . Through 
the kindness and cooperation of The Nihon Keizai Shimbun (Japanese Economic 
News), loans from important private collections in Japan never before seen in this 
country are included. We are much indebted to Bunzo Sato, Director , Cultural 
Projects Bureau of The Nihon Keizai Shimbun, for his assistance in this project and 
for many other favors . 

Through a grant from the Mary Livingston Griggs and Mary Griggs Burke 
Foundation, the publication of this catalogue has been made possible . This support 
is gratefully acknowledged. Jack Hillier, distinguished author and critic in the field 
of Japanese woodblock prints has been a constant source of help and advice to our 
staff in assembling the exhibition and in obtaining loans in Europe. To the staff of 
the Embassy of Japan in Washington and to the Honorable Umeo Kagei, Consul 
General of Japan in Chicago, and his staff we extend our deepest appreciation for 
their generous assistance. Edward Findlay of the United States Embassy in Tokyo 
has assisted us in arranging certain loans to the exhibition and to him we also ex
press thanks. 

Our deepest debt of gratitude is due to the museums and private collectors who 
have generously lent their treasured possessions, to travel in many cases from distant 
parts of the world to Chicago, for the enjoyment and enlightenment of the visitors 
to this great exhibition. 

C. C. Cunningham 
Director 
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MARGARET 0. GENTLES 
1905-1969 

It is not a simple task to set down a few words, no matter how carefully chosen, 
thereby to memorialize an old friend. A simple recital of honors and achievements 
is, at best, perfunctory and impersonal; to strive for a more objective appraisal of 
a rich and dedicated life is well-nigh impossible, more particularly when the friend 
was, for so long, a part of the writer's everyday life. 

The death on November 26th, 1969 of Margaret Oliver Gentles, Keeper of The 
Clarence Buckingham Collection of Japanese Prints and Associate Curator of 
Oriental Art, ended a long-standing "affair of the heart" with Japanese prints and 
the Museum she served for thirty-three years. She was not trained as an art historian, 
indeed she was a sculptor, and a good one. Not a great one, she would have been 
the first to suggest, but of sufficient talent to win awards and to be shown in exhibi
tions, including ones at The Art Institute of Chicago. Unfortunately, or so it must 
have seemed at the time, her completion of studies in The School of the Art Institute 
of Chicago in the early 1930's came at a period when commissions for sculpture 
were conspicuous by their absence. Her first employment was in the stamp section 
of a major department store. It suggests that the formative forces which shape 
destinies were already at work. Certainly detecting the distinguishing characteristics 
that make these small shapes of paper collectable was training for a discerning eye 
to perceive the subtleties of fine Japanese woodblock impressions. 

When, in 1936, there was an opening for a secretary in the Oriental Department 
of the Art Institute, Margaret Gentles applied for the job and obtained it. Neither 
travels in Europe, art school experiences, nor the knowledge of perforations and 
postmarks necessary to the philatelist had prepared her for the typewriter. With 
night school courses and patient peers she mastered the machine and developed a 
unique system, alas, now lost, of shorthand. The position was short-lived and she 
was soon replaced, only because those for whom she worked almost immediately 
recognized the keenly perceptive eye and inherent taste which distinguished her ma
ture career. As Departmental Assistant she worked most closely with Helen Gun
saulus, Keeper of The Clarence Buckingham Collection of Japanese Prints, who 
became her mentor. As the junior member of a small staff in charge of a large col
lection, she had of necessity to concern herself with nearly every facet of Oriental art. 

Margaret Gentles became in 1943, on the retirement of Miss Gunsaulus, Keeper 
of The Clarence Buckingham Collection of Japanese Prints. When the writer first 
met Peggie, as she preferred to be called, she had been Keeper of this impressive 
collection less than five years, yet her position and regard in the art world, and cer
tainly in the eyes of this volunteer, graduate student apprentice, was of substantial 
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stature. She taught then, as she did periodically throughout her career, a print course 
for the Art Institute School. After pulling the necessary portfolios from their storage 
cabinets, I was occasionally privileged, when other tasks could be postponed, to sit 
in on these classes. Never was her love of a fine impression, nor her ability to com
municate this enthusiasm more evident. She honestly disliked giving formal lectures 
and remained severely self-critical, invariably without cause, before and frequently 
after, such public performances. However, in the intimacy of the classroom, armed 
with fine originals and surrounded by students with whom she closely identified, she 
was unusually and superbly articulate. Only late in her life did a similar enthusiasm 
supplant her innate distaste of the lectern when she was expected to occupy it. 

Peggie Gentles' love of her subject found expression in many outlets other than the 
rudiments of caring for the collection and adding to it. She sought out, advised and 
encouraged new collectors and counseled the more advanced. Continually changing 
exhibitions in the Buckingham Print Gallery provided an opportunity to heighten 
the connoisseurship of collector and occasional visitor alike. 

Under her supervision, the first volume of The Clarence Buckingham Collection 
of Japanese Prints: The Primitives, begun by her predecessor, was published. Con
current with its publication she arranged a large and comprehensive exhibition of 
the finest impressions in the collection. She subsequently wrote and guided to com
pletion, Volume II of the Buckingham Catalogue . The diversity of her expertise is 
evident in the publication, a few years before her death, of Turkish and Greek Island 
Embroideries from The Burton Yost Berry Collection. Undoubtedly because of the 
wealth of pattern in the prints, textiles were her second love, and she had a particular 
predilection for the rich embroideries of the Near East. 

The first important exhibitions in the Midwest of contemporary Japanese prints, 
and contemporary pottery as well, were illuminating by-products of her first of sev
eral trips to the Orient. In 1964 she selected for Asia House Gallery a choice group 
of one hundred prints from public and private collections in this country, and pre
pared its accompanying catalogue. It was the first major exhibition of Japanese 
prints to be held in New York in nearly twenty-five years. 

As an art historian, Margaret Gentles was completely museum-oriented and her 
devotion to The Art Institute of Chicago was second only to her concern for the 
specific collection entrusted to her care. A friend, writing shortly after her death, 
was reminded of an incident on a trip they made to London only a few years before. 
The friend always assured a safe landing by taking out a modest insurance policy. 
Peggie guessed that she would too-making the Museum beneficiary. It was for her 
a perfectly logical thing to do, nor was it entirely selfless, so complete was her identi
fication with the Museum. It was during this same London visit that in the course of 
a spirited discussion with an important private collector , a long-time personal friend, 
she said, with enormous dignity, "But-I am a museum"-and she meant it. The 
statement reflects a professional probity respected by dealers, collectors, and col
leagues. This integrity, discriminating taste and judgement, enhanced by a warm 
personality, and tempered by a superb sense of humor marked her professional and 
personal life. 

The present exhibition seems a mosf suitable memorial to Margaret Gentles. It 
considers a period of Japanese print-making she admired above all others. It includes, 
from the hands of these same artists, paintings, which if she loved slightly less than 
prints, she none-the-less recognized as inherently important to any consideration of 
the artist. The exhibition, and the scholarly efforts it will hopefully provoke, will 
contribute to a greater appreciation of the art form Peggie so strongly-if quietly
championed. 

Jack V. Sewell 
Curator of Oriental Art 
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INTRODUCTION 

SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The Primitives have long been among the most prized of all Japanese prints. They 
have also been among the rarest, many being known only in unique impressions of 
great fragility. Because of this, and because the surviving examples are dispersed in 
public and private collections in Europe, Japan and America, it has been difficult to 
bring this art into full focus. Yet scholars and collectors alike are agreed that there 
is an intensity, a forcefulness, to these works that sets them apart from the later 
prints and marks them as one of the most accomplished forms of graphic expression 
achieved in Japan. The theatrical bravura of Torii Kiyonobu and the bold, calli
graphic line of a Kaigetsudo oiran, her garments gathered into a single gesture of 
queenly hauteur, represent splendid moments in the history of Japanese art. 

But the Torii and Kaigetsudo artists were also painters, and many of the same 
qualities that we admire in their prints are found, expressed with even more telling 
immediacy, in their paintings. If the prints are rare and seldom shown, they are at 
least relatively well known in reproduction. With the paintings it is another story. 
This will be the first opportunity for many viewers to see an ukiyo-e painting of this 
period. Strange, we in the West have been collecting Japanese prints for over a 
century now, little realizing that all the while we were exploring only one aspect of a 
much richer tradition. The paintings belong with the prints. This exhibition is an 
attempt to bring back together work that we have too long arbitrarily kept separated. 

This work-whether paintings, prints, or book illustrations-is known as ukiyo-e. 
The literal translation of this Japanese word is "pictures of the floating world," the 
many overtones of which will be discussed later. For the moment let us attempt a 
provisional definition: it is the work of a school of artists that first emerged in the 
17th century and that drew its subject matter from the pastimes of its patrons, the 
newly prosperous middle classes of that period, whose entertainments centered around 
the brothel districts and the kabuki theaters. The art arrived, already quite early, at 
two classical formulations, pictures of beautiful women, usually high-ranking courte
sans, and pictures of kabuki actors, though shunga, erotica, was also important from 
the start. Ukiyo-e was not, at least to begin with, a popular art in the current sense of 
that word, even if, viewed from the standpoint of the traditional schools, it did con
tain much that was vulgar, gaudy, or sensational. 

The first ukiyo-e prints (as distinguished from paintings and book illustrations) 
began to appear in the final quarter of the 17th century. They were printed in black
and-white only, color, if present at all, being added by hand. This phase of print 
making-the primitive phase as we have employed the term here-ended around 
1745 with the gradual introduction of printed color. It will be seen at once that these 
early prints are "primitive" only in a technical sense, and then only in relation to 



subsequent developments in color printing. The term has nothing to do with any 
lack of esthetic sophistication, as can be seen by looking at paintings by the same 
artists. There is nothing primitive in any sense about a Kaigetsudo painting; and the 
yet earlier Kam bun Period paintings are, if anything, even more sophisticated. 

It will come as a surprise to many viewers that the artists who signed the prints did 
not actually execute them; that is, they had nothing to do with the printing process 
itself, the carving of the blocks and the taking of impressions . This aspect of the work 
was overseen by the publisher, whose name-and frequently whose address as well
also often appeared on the prints. The artist merely supplied the design. If he already 
had a reputation as a painter, as was generally the case, every effort would be made 
to reproduce in the woodcut the qualities that made his paintings popular. 

Woodblock prints had been made in Japan already for centuries when the first 
ukiyo-e in this medium appeared some time around 1660. The earliest Japanese prints, 
some of which date even from before this millenium, are associated with Buddhism. 
From the middle of the twelfth century on they are found in considerable numbers. 
Some, more cheaply produced, were presumably used as charms, perhaps souvenirs 
of a pilgrimage to a distant temple; others, more refined technically, were often 
fairly faithful reproductions of well-known images, perhaps an especially revered 
image at the head temple of a sect. These latter prints, especially, were apt to be 
hand-painted and mounted as scrolls. At times the overpainting is so thick that they 
are not even recognized as prints. It is only in recent years that these Buddhist prints 
have begun to be studied; and there is still a great deal to be learned about them. 

Another early use of the woodblock in Japan was in printing books, and here the 
connection with ukiyo-e was much closer. Though moveable type was known in 
Japan-it was, after all, an Oriental invention-it was seldom used in printing books. 
The seemingly much more difficult device of carving a separate block for each page 
was used instead . There was thus no basic difference between printing a book page 
and printing a picture. It should be pointed out also that presses were never used 
for this operation , that, instead, sheets of paper were simply laid face down against 
the inked blocks and rubbed from behind until the impression "took." One result 
of all this was that the growth of the book publishing industry, which was spectacular 
during the course of the seventeenth century, automatically brought into existence 
a reservoir of skilled craftsmen, block carvers and printers, potentially capable of 
turning out prints as well as books. Since the first ukiyo-e prints were in fact brought 
out by book publishers, it follows that the origins of ukiyo-e, at least woodblock 
ukiyo-e, are to be found in the history of book illustration. 

The extent to which this is true can be seen in the fact that Morono bu, traditionally 
considered the founder of ukiyo-e, is best known for his books. He designed very 
few single-sheet prints, and most of those were shunga, erotic works, a genre which 
by that time had already seen considerable development in book illustration. But 
almost all the subject matter of early ukiyo-e had previously been explored in book 
form. The single-sheet print (ichimai-e) was an outgrowth, a development, from 
book illustration; and if it soon overshadowed the parent stock, the relationship 
still remained; and, even much later, prints drew upon book illustration as a source 
of motifs. 

There is yet another way to look at this relationship. Though books had been 
printed in Japan prior to 1600, they had not been printed in any great numbers. It 
was only with the advent of the Tokugawas that social and economic conditions 
were such as to bring a literate middle class of any size into being. As this class grew 
in numbers and affluence, it began to patronize the arts and develop a literature of its 
own, based, to be sure, in part on classical models. Eager to be educated, uplifted, 
or merely amused, and with the means to indulge these desires, this class formed, for 
the first time in Japan, a real public for printed books. Publishing houses soon sprang 
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up to satisfy this public, with offerings ranging from light literature to Confucianist 
tracts. When, slightly later, the first ukiyo-e prints appeared, they appealed to the 
same public; one that, moreover, had already begun to develop its own set of atti
tudes and tastes. So yet in another sense, with regard to the public they catered to, 
books and ukiyo-e prints were intimately related. 

Yet the relationship with painting must not be forgotten. Moronobu, after all, 
thought of himself as a painter, not as a book illustrator. And when the first single
sheet prints appeared in the late 1670's or early 1680's, they were clearly patterned 
after-if they were not actual reproductions of-paintings. In fact two kinds of 
prints appeared, one based on the kakemono or hanging scroll, the other based on 
the makimono or handscroll. As in the paintings they were patterned after, the first 
was vertical in format and treated a single, independent subject; the second was 
la id out horizontally and formed part of a sequence or series, usually narrative in 
nature. Sugimura Jihei's Strolling Woman (no. 18) is an early example of the first 
kind of print; the opening print of his Ju-ni-dan Yoshitsune sequence (no. 20) is a 
typical example of the second. 

To return to the word we began with, ukiyo-e; the literal translation given before, 
"pictures of the floating world," is unilluminating at best, at worst downright mis
leading, suggesting to the uninformed images of pine-clad islands vanishing in mist. 
To the Japanese, ukiyo, "the floating world," expresses a wide range of meanings, 
none of which, however, is susceptible to direct translation into English. The oldest 
connotations of the word (which were never completely lost) derived from Buddhism 
and expressed the ephemeral, transitory nature of existence. In this sense, the word 
was not without its pessimistic overtones; yet it would be a mistake to overemphasize 
these. The traditional Japanese sensitivity to nature, to seasonal changes, to such 
phenomena as a bamboo bending under wet snow or the fluttering fall of a single 
cherry blossom, ultimately stems from this sense of the fragility of all life. This was 
not a gloomy view; it simply invested perception with a certain tinge of sadness, 
giving it a poignancy it might otherwise not have. 

By the seventeenth century, the word had begun to acquire more specific, and, in 
some quarters at least, more positive, connotations. The "floating world" became a 
particular form of life, not all life in general; a form of life that one chose or drifted 
into. In one sense, it was still the same "floating world" as before, only a more ex
treme manifestation of it, the element of willfulness, of choice, having entered in. Now 
one "let himself go;" now one "gave himself up" to a world that still, underneath, 
he knew to be fleeting. Such overtones remained even when the word came to mean 
"up-to-date," "stylish," even "risque," all of which meanings it had acquired by the 
late 17th century. 

As part of this introduction, some mention should be made of the use to which the 
prints were put. Who bought them, and why? What did they do with them? Oddly 
enough, it is not easy to answer such questions. The actor prints were certainly bought 
by habitues of the stage, who kept them as keepsakes of memorable performances, 
probably not mounted as scrolls but simply laid away, to be taken out as the whim 
struck them or when they reminisced with friends. The prints of courtesans, especially 
those in kakemono-e format, would more likely be mounted as hanging scrolls. The 
purchasers need not have been frequenters of the pleasure quarters, but more likely 
than not were; at any rate they would be those who, at least in imagination, had 
come under the spell of "the floating world" and all it implied. 

Other prints might sell to a less specialized audience, the narrative prints, for 
example, which were always mounted either in album form or as handscrolls. The 
books, more varied in subject matter than the prints, would sell to an even more 
diverse public. 

But whoever the purchasers, and whatever their motives in buying, they certainly 
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never placed the kind of value on these objects that we place on them. The prints 
cost little and were never regarded as art in the way that a painting was regarded. 
The deplorable condition in which many prints have come down to us is an indication 
of this. The books hardly fared any better. Many show signs of having been used 
for coloring books or for practicing writing. 

One fact must be borne in mind, ukiyo-e prints were made to sell, and in a highly 
competive market. This meant that successful prints were quickly imitated, and 
fashions, once started, were run into the ground. Outright plagiarism also occurred, 
apparently, since pirated versions of some of the more popular prints are not un
common even today. 

It would be wrong, however, to make too much of these shady business practices. 
Copyright laws were nonexistent then, after all; and ukiyo-e artists, like their medi
eval European counterparts, drew upon-and contributed to-a stock of motifs 
which they considered common property. For them, originality meant something 
quite different from what it means to us. Where we place stress on novelty, on break
ing away from the past, they gauged originality by the skill with which an artist 
attained a fresh effect with familiar materials. 

The more one studies ukiyo-e, the more he is convinced that every design was 
based on some model or prototype and that changes occurred only piecemeal and 
over a considerable period of time. This fact is obscured because so many of the 
prints and book illustrations have since disappeared, in fires or earthquakes or 
simply through neglect. Today we have only a fraction of the works of this period 
that once existed. 

At this point some mention should also be made of shunga. It is an aspect of 
ukiyo-e that was frequently ignored in the past and one that remains difficult to put 
in proper perspective even today. Extravagant claims have been made, perhaps in 
part to compensate for past neglect, that shunga comprised as much as half of all 
Japanese prints. This seems highly unlikely, even if that proportion might hold 
good with some artists, such as, possibly, Sugimura Jihei, more than half of whose 
prints included in this exhibition have been taken from shunga albums. But whatever 
the numbers involved, there is no question that art of this nature played an important 
role throughout the history of ukiyo-e and perhaps especially during the Primitive 
Period. The pity is that our own responses to it make it difficult for us to reconstruct 
how these works were regarded at the time, either by the artists who produced them 
or the public who purchased them. 

As James Michener has said, "erotic" is hardly an adequate word to describe 
these prints and paintings. They treat human sexual behavior with a frankness one 
is hardly prepared for. Every conceivable form of sexual experience seems to be 
touched upon. Some shunga is Rabelaisian in its excess; other scrolls or albums are 
tranquil and idyllic. The point is, and it is an important point, the artist does not 
cease to be an artist just because he is dealing with this subject matter. The albums 
-probably the most common form of shunga was the album of twelve sheets-show 
the consistency combined with the sense of development, variation, and surprise 
that one would expect from any set of prints conceived as a unit. The opening sheets 
of such albums, which were usually limited to the delicate preliminaries, and an 
occasional "interlude," included for the sake of variation, are all that are apt to be 
found in public collections. Even so, they give a good sense of the level frequently 
attained by these sets. 

The erotic implications of ukiyo-e have too long been overlooked. To the initiated 
there are numerous erotic overtones even in many a conventional actor print, not to 
speak of the pictures of courtesans. By excluding shunga from our view of the art, 
we have blinded ourselves to these and, in so doing, have, in a very real sense, emascu
lated a great tradition. 
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MAP OF NORTHEAST EDO 

I Shin Yoshiwara, 2 The Sumida River, 3 Ueno, 4 Asakusa 
Mitsuke , 5 Nihombashi, 6 Edo Castle, 7 Publishers' District. 
From Edo Zukan Komoku, 1689, by Ishikawa Ryusen; 
original in Tokyo National Museum. 



EDO, THE PHYSICAL SETTING 

By the end of the seventeenth century, Edo (present-day Tokyo) was one of the 
largest cities in the world. Yet it was a relatively new city, having been little more 
than a village when Tokugawa Ieyasu, who became Shogun in 1603, made it the 
virtual capital of Japan. From the start, the center of the city was the castle, which 
sat in the midst of a complex tangle of streets and canals, looking, in maps of the 
period, much like a spider in the heart of its web. A great part of the new city was 
built on low-lying, marshy ground or on land reclaimed from the bay. Numerous 
canals drained this section of the city, supplying water to the castle moats and 
providing access for water-borne goods deep into the various commercial districts. 
The many canals, waterways, and bridges of Edo remained a feature of the city 
until quite recent times. 

The enormous work of excavating the canals and moats, extending the fortifica
tions around the castle, laying out streets, and filling in land, with all the engineering 
and organizational problems involved in building a great city from the ground up, 
lasted until well towards the middle of the century. The labor for all these projects 
was supplied by the various regional daimyo. Many of the workmen eventually 
settled in the new city, giving the names of their home provinces to the neighbor
hoods they congregated in. Merchants, from Osaka and Nagoya, sensing the new 
business opportunities opening up, set up branch offices in Edo. Craftsmen were 
brought in, especially from Ieyasu's hometown of Suruga, given their own quarter 
of the city, and granted certain privileges to induce them to settle. Thus seventeenth 
century Edo was something of a melting pot, and certainly part of its vitality and 
independent attitude towards tradition stems from this fact. 

Another distinctive feature of life in Edo was the presence of large numbers of 
transients. Government policy required the daimyo to keep residences in Edo and 
leave members of their family there as hostages. In addition their personal presence 
was required on a regular, periodic basis. Hence the frequent arrivals and departures 
of the great daimyo processions which so astonished the admiration of the few foreign 
visitors (such as Kaempfer) privileged to see them. When a daimyo was "in attend
ance," he was accompanied by a retinue which varied in size according to his rank 
but which included all the supernumeraries necessary to set up court in the capital. 
The periodic fluctuations in population thus caused, the presence of large numbers 
of people who were essentially consumers, plus the population imbalance in favor 
of men (men forming the greater part of the daimyo's train), created an environment 
markedly different from that found in any other city in Japan. 

A most important part of the setting, particularly from the point of view of ukiyo-e, 
were the brothel districts or pleasure quarters . The most famous of these was the 
Yoshiwara. After the disastrous Meireki Fire of 1657, this licensed prostitutes' en
closure was moved from the area it had occupied close to the commercial center of 
Edo, to the far northeast outskirts of the city. Already earlier the characters for the 
name had been changed from those meaning "Field of Reeds" (an indication of the 
first site's proximity to the bay, on filled-in land) to ones meaning "Field of Felicity." 
The relocated quarters were frequently referred to as Shin (i.e., new) Yoshiwara. 

This move was not without its consequences for ukiyo-e. A visit to Yoshiwara now 
became something of an extended outing. The usual route taken, by water from the 
Asakusa Mitsuke up the Sumida to Imado, thence by land along the Nihonzutsumi, 
pleasurable in its own right, became intimately associated with these visits. Land
marks along the way, the temple of Asakusa Kannon, the little hill of Matsuchiyama, 
appear in the art with increasing frequency; and the association with Y oshiwara is 
almost always implied. The Sumida River itself became more and more the focus of 
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Edo's amusements and pleasures. From this period on, the locale for many an ukiyo-e 
print would be either on this river or along its banks . From this time, too, the 
chokibune, a small, fast moving boat, operated by a single oarsman-a type of craft 
much used in trips to Yoshiwara-began to appear in the prints and the illustrated 
books. 

The enclosure itself was rectangular in shape. A wide central street, Naka-no-cho, 
divided the area into equal halves. Other, narrower streets led into this at right angles, 
and there were two other streets parallel to it at either side. A large gate, Omonguchi, 
at the end of Naka-no -cho, afforded the sole entrance into the quarters, which were 
surrounded by a high wall. Outside, in the immediate vicinity, rice paddies lay to all 
sides but one. 

The Y oshiwara was, in many respects, a world unto itself, with its own customs, 
its own code of behavior. There the tayu (high-ranking courtesan) was queen, and 
status depended on winning her favor. In that regard the commoner was as well off 
as the samurai. Indeed, in his new-found wealth, he was often in a much better posi
tion to play the role of the munificent patron. Then too the samurai frequented the 
pleasure quarters at a disadvantage; their own stern code of morality frowned on 
such behavior, and in Yoshiwara scenes by Moronobu and others, they were shown 
wearing deep-brimmed basket hats and holding fans up to their faces in an attempt 
to remain incognito. The commoner, on the other hand, could find a kind of libera
tion within the walls of Yoshiwara. There it was his taste, personality, and wealth 
that counted, not his position in the strict hierarchy of society outside. Much of the 
spell of Yoshiwara must have depended on this promise of liberation it held forth. 

Society within the enclosure was as rigidly stratified as it was elsewhere in Toku
gawa Japan; only a handful of women ever attained the rank of tayu. Even these, 
for all their beauty and accomplishments, for all the romance of their position, 
could have enjoyed little personal freedom in our sense of the word. After the tayu 
came the koshijoro and misejoro. These are the women shown in the pictures of the 
time seated behind barred windows at street level. Thus put on display, they could 
ill affect the hauteur of the more inaccessible tayu. There were yet other categories 
of courtesan below these, but they were seldom depicted in art. 

It is important to understand the role of the courtesan in Japan during this period. 
There was little room for romance in the life of the average Japanese woman then. 
Marriages were arranged, the partners seldom knowing one another beforehand. 
Once married, a woman was rarely seen publicly. There were no balls, no parties, 
few social occasions of any kind in which she took part on an equal footing with her 
husband. And Japanese society simply had no place for the grande dame. There was 
no equivalent of the European salon. Women were even excluded from the stage. 
Only as a courtesan could a woman be noticed, talked about, vied for. Thus the 
courtesan became the symbol of everything alluring in womanhood. The very in
accessibility of the tayu, the ideal courtesan, simply added to the mystique. 

THE HISTORICAL SETTING 

During the Tokugawa Period, dates were almost always expressed in nengo, "year 
periods" or "era names." Thus in the colophon of an illustrated book one might 
read "published on an auspicious day in the third month of Genroku 2." Since the 
Genroku Period began in 1688 and ended in 1704, the date translates as 1689. Nengo 
were of varying lengths. The Tenna Period , for example, lasted only four years 
(1681-1684). Nengo were often changed after large-scale disasters-fires or earth-
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quakes-or upon the accession of a new Shogun or Emperor. The names chosen were 
always of auspicious import, Tenna, for instance, meaning "Peace of Heaven" and 
Genroku, "Origin of Good Fortune." 

The more memorable nengo convey the same kinds of associations to the Japanese 
as do words like "Georgian" or Victorian" to us, summing up the taste and manners 
of an entire epoch. Historical events too are remembered by the nengo in which they 
occurred. Thus, the fire of Meireki 3, which destroyed much of Edo, is simply called 
the "Meireki Fire." 

The Genroku Period (1688-1704) is remembered as one of the more illustrious in 
Japanese cultural history. Two of the greatest figures in later Japanese literature, 
Saikaku and Basho, were still alive and producing some of their most typical work 
when the Period began. Chikamatsu, the dramatist, was at the height of his powers . 
Karin and Kenzan were in mid-life . It was a fitting moment for ukiyo-e to come into 
its own, and by the end of the Period, two figures whose influence was to be crucial, 
Torii Kiyonobu and Okumura Masanobu were well started in their careers. 

The Period was a formative one in kabuki too. It was at this time that Ichikawa 
Danjuro I perfected the aragoto ("rough stuff") style of acting, modelled in part on 
the behavior of certain swash-buckling types of the day, the otoko-date and the tanzen, 
but harking back also to the fabled exploits of the hero-giant Kimpira, and even 
beyond that to the stylized wrath of the Buddhist Guardian Figures. The sheer 
exaggeration of the style delighted audiences, and aragoto became Edo's own con
tribution to kabuki tradition, which until then had largely been formed in Osaka and 
Kyoto. It is important to remember that kabuki was still a relatively new art at this 
time, its reputed beginnings in the women's kabuki of O Kuni going back no further 
than the early years of the century. 

It is the spirit of aragoto, all bombast and exaggerated fury that inspired the best 
early work of Torii Kiyonobu. The long alliance of kabuki and ukiyo -e, later repre-
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sented by such masters as Shunsho, Sharaku, and Toyokuni, had its beginnings in 
these years. 

The Genroku Period is important in yet another respect. It marked the final spread 
of a money economy to even the most remote villages of Japan. This meant that 
wealth was no longer necessarily tied to the ownership and control of agricultural 
production. The consequences of this development were far reaching. For one thing, 
it made possible, for the first time, the large-scale accumulation of capital in the 
cities. Princely fortunes were amassed, but due to the peculiarities of the Tokugawa 
tax system, which was based primarily on rice production, these fortunes were vir
tually immune to taxation. Thus the top-heavy feudal hierarchy, the enormous re
tinues of the daimyo, the legions of samurai and hatamoto, all lived from the yield of 
the land; as their expenses grew, the farmer, who was the ultimate source of their 
income, was forced to give up an ever greater proportion of his crop. Rebellions 
ensued. Other distortions occurred elsewhere in the economy. The ultimate result 
was to be the downfall, 180 odd years la_ter, of the Tokugawa regime itself. 

Meanwhile, however, the new money economy contributed to the growing pros
perity of the urban middle classes, the patrons of ukiyo-e. Without a doubt, economic 
developments lay behind much of the spirit of Genroku, its sense of extravagance 
and robust self-indulgence. But already by the start of the Kyoho Period (1716-1735) 
the financial position of the government had deteriorated to the point where the need 
for extensive reform had become obvious. The more humble samurai, too, found 
themselves in straitened circumstances. Thus, when the eighth Shogun, Yoshimune 
-before his investiture head of a provincial branch of the Tokugawas-took office 
in 1716, he instituted a series of changes known subsequently, after the nengo, as 
the Kyoho Reforms . These were by no means limited purely to economic matters 
but aimed at nothing less than the total renovation of society from top to bottom. 
The idea was to return to the stern principles that had governed life in the early years 
of the Tokugawa Period. Renewed emphasis was placed on the martial arts; sump
tuary laws were promulgated; the elaborate protocol of court life was simplified. 

Such measures clearly affected the world of art. The early years of the Kyoho 
Period show a marked turning away from the more assertive styles of the Genroku 
years. The most striking change is in the reduced scale of the prints; but something 
of the earlier breadth of treatment also is lost, never to be completely regained. 

There was one respect in which Y oshimune liberalized the policies of his predeces
sors. He removed the restrictions on the importation of certain categories of foreign 
books. Whatever the immediate consequences of this move, the renewed openess to 
Western ideas almost certainly contributed to the development, somewhat later, of 
the uki-e, the perspective print; and the example of imported Chinese books must 
have encouraged the development of color printing. 

As the Kyoho Period wore on, the austerity of its early years began to be for
gotten. The process is clearly reflected in the prints, which grow in scale and com
plexity until the threshold of color printing is reached around 1745. 



THE GROWTH OF THE ART 

According to the traditional view, current until quite recently, ukiyo-e began with 
Morono bu. So entrenched was this assumption that, in the early years of this century, 
almost any unsigned ukiyo-e print of the Genroku Period or earlier was simply attrib
uted to this artist without question. The first challenge to this view came with the 
publication, in 1926 and 1928, of Kiyoshi Shibui's monumental Estampes Erotiques 
Primitives du Japon, which drew attention to a great contemporary of Moronobu's, 
Sugimura Jihei. This artist's very existence had been all but forgotten for over two 
centuries, yet his stature can be seen from the fact that many prints previously thought 
to have been among Moronobu's finest have since been shown to be his. More recent 
research, notably by Dr. Richard Lane, has begun to trace the origins of Moronobu's 
style in the work of anonymous predecessors. It now begins to seem that Moronobu 
does not so much represent the beginning as the culmination of an early phase of 
ukiyo-e. One might say that his was the first "classic" ukiyo-e style. 

The developments leading up to the formulation of this style lie outside the limits 
(somewhat arbitrary perhaps) of this exhibition, yet some mention should be made 
of them. Much of this early work took the form of book illustration and so has escaped 
the attention of print specialists. The books themselves are extremely rare; moreover 
the subject matter, largely erotic in nature, has tended to inhibit discussion of them. 

Dr. Lane believes that he has detected at least one master artist working among 
these anonymous book illustrators. He has christened this artist the "Kambun 
Master" after the Kambun Period (1661- 1673) during which his characteristic work 
appeared. There can be little doubt but that, among the works given to this master 
by Lane, several books and at least one printed shunga scroll are by the same hand. 
All share the same, highly individual facial type and a markedly angular treatment 
of garments and limbs. Whether the same artist also designed some of the larger 
prints given to him by Lane seems more questionable. A great deal of work remains 
to be done on this period. 
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One of the surest ways of isolating individual "hands" and tracing the progressive 
stages of a particular style, is to find closely related versions of the same motif and 
compare them. Take, for instance, the double kakemono-e (no. 15) illustrating an 
episode from the Tamatori Monogatari. It is so close to the smaller version of the 
same theme (no. 16), here attributed to Sugimura Jihei, that one is forced to the 
conclusion that one of the two prints must have been directly based on the other. 
That the smaller version is the more concentrated and forceful seems evident at once. 
Indeed, the differences between the two versions are every bit as striking as the simi
larities. The lines are livelier in the smaller print, and the artist seems to have been 
more conscious of the graphic possibilities of the woodcut medium. The use of black 
is particularly effective. All of this suggests that the smaller version is the product of 
a later period. 

Moronobu's first signed and dated work is an illustrated book Buke Hyakunin 
Isshu, published in Kambun 12 (1672), but he may well have brought out other books 
before this. In any case, by the late 1670's he had already perfected the style that was 
to characterize, with only minor changes, all his work until his death circa 1694. Since 
dated works by Sugimura are known from at least as early as 1681, and he was active 
until well into the 1690's, it follows that he and Moronobu were both at the height 
of their careers at approximately the same time. This makes it not so surprising that 
Sugimura's work is so often confused with that of his more illustrious contemporary. 
But in the light of this confusion, and considering that, between them, these two men 
virtually dominated Edo ukiyo-e at the time, it might be well to stop at this point 
and compare them. 

There is a certain courtliness in Moronobu's work, pointing to earlier, non-ukiyo-e 
traditions. This is especially apparent in his paintings. Interest is dispersed in his 
designs, scattered over the surface, never culminating in a single dramatic gesture, an 
emphatic conjunction or opposition of two figures such as one would find in Sugi
mura . He views everything with an aristocratic detachment. Even in depicting the 
most ardent love scenes, he never loses his sense of balance and control; if a sword 
or cloak is thrown to the floor, we are more aware of the elegance of its placement 
than of the gust of passion in which, presumably, it was flung aside. 

Where Moronobu is at his most characteristic in book illustration and painting, 
Sugimura (by whom there are no known paintings) excells in the album or single
sheet print. His figures are large in relation to the picture surface, and often there is 
either no background or the merest indication of one. He makes rich, almost ex
travagant, use of costume designs, employing them to build surging or thrusting 
rhythms that flow through and culminate in the figures. There is an intensity, an 
urgency, in his work that contrasts interestingly with the detachment found in 
Moronobu's. 

Two examples drawn from the exhibition will illustrate these points. In the Moro
nobu album sheet (no. 8), the curves of the lovers' bodies are repeated in the curves 
of the stream and of the rock at the upper right. The lovers themselves thus become 
part of a composition that is inherently rhythmic and decorative in conception. 
Even the sword, seemingly left so casually leaning against the rock, serves the decora
tive function of enlivening a portion of the picture surface that would otherwise 
seem relatively vacant and uninteresting. The flowers not only underscore the gentle 
lyricism of the subject, but also add an elegance not unlike that found in maki-e 
lacquer pieces. In the Sugimura album sheet (no. 26), the line of the woman's robe 
as it trails behind her is picked up by the hem of the man's kimono, and together 
the man and woman form a single curve embracing more than half of the design. 
The fluttering cord design on the attendant's kimono seems to impel her away from 
the couple. The intensity of the design, the insistence with which it focusses on the 
figures, is unquestionable. 
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The next major development in ukiy o-e is associated with the early Torii School. 
Books and prints signed Wagako Torii Shobei (Japanese painter, Torii Shobei)-i.e ., 
Torii Kiyonobu-begin to appear shortly before 1700 (but Shibui cites one book as 
early as 1689). One of the earliest of these prints included in the exhibition, a large 
kakemono -e showing the actor Uemura Kichisaburo as the princess Nyosan no 
Miya (no. 50), reveals a certain affinity with the Sugimura print just described. Inter
estingly, the design on the princess's uchikake is similar to that on the attendant's 
kimono in the Sugimura print; but a more basic relationship between the two works 
is shown in the powerful curve formed by the sweep of her robes as she turns to look 
down at her cat. Here too, as in the Sugimura album sheet, but in the more imme
diately arresting kakemono-e form, disparate elements are combined in a single 
movement, a unitary compositional thrust, creating a work of unforgettable impact. 

This is not to say that Kiyonobu was directly influenced by Sugimura, though he 
is certainly more like that artist than like Moronobu. In one sense, ukiyo -e entered 
an entirely new phase with Kiyonobu . He strengthened the link with kabuki to the 
point where the two arts became inseparable. Contemporary developments in kabuki, 
in fact, probably played an important role in the evolution of the Torii style. 

Kiyonobu seemed to favor almost from the start full, rounded forms, both in the 
ballooning outlines of his figures and in the blunt, thick, or round shapes he used 
so frequently in costume details . As one would expect, the theatrical, or even bom
bastic, element in his work was pronounced, reaching a classic extreme in prints like 
no. 51 and no. 53. The exaggeration in such subjects is found not only in the activity 
represented, but in the very bravura of the artist's technique. He employed a thick, 
almost extravagant line that came to dominate the prints more and more . At the 
same time, the rich complexity of costume design, such as had existed in Sugimura , 
began to be played down . 

This emphasis on line was picked up by the second member of the Torii family to 
emerge into prominence: Torii Kiyomasu. Kiyomasu's line is more refined than 
Kiyonobu's , and often it becomes more playful and calligraphic. By the second 
decade of the 18th century, many artists were using line in a similar manner, and 
the elaborately tied obi affected by the courtesans at this time provided them with a 
perfect subject for rendering in linear, near calligraphic terms. Occasionally this is 
carried so far that the figure itself seems to be nothing more than a device for the 
display of the artist's technique, the necessary scaffolding to support a tour-de-force 
of brushwork . Some extremely stylish prints date from this period, however; and it 
is perhaps no accident that kimono designs made up of actual calligraphy enjoyed 
considerable vogue at this period . 

This fashion may have originated with the Kaigetsudo School, which enjoyed 
great popularity at this time. These artists were primarily painters, but they also de
signed a small number of very impressive prints, all in the kakemono-e format. The 
relationship with their paintings is close. It is highly instructive, in fact, to compare 
the prints with the paintings in order to see how effects produced in the one medium 
were achieved in the other. 

A comparison of these prints with print s made at the same time by the Torii 
artists will also prove revealing. The Kaigetsudo figures are never as robust and ener
getic. Even when the costume designs are large (as in no . 110 by Doshin), they are 
more static and less turgid than equivalent designs in Torii School prints. Finally, 
as grand as these Kaigetsudo women are in their bearing, they are never theatrical; 
and for all their hauteur-and all their vulgarity-there is often a certain air of 
introspection about them. 

The ukiyo -e print, at least in the 18th century, was a product of Edo . Prints were 
made in the Kyoto-Osaka area (the Kamigata or Kansai, as it is called in Japan), 
but they had little influence on the course of ukiyo-e print development. With book 
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illustration, however, it was a different story. The Kamigata had a running head start 
in this field in the 17th century and continued to publish for the Edo market, in spite 
of competition from the local Edo publishers, through the 18th century also. In part 
this was due to the fact that Kyoto, the Imperial Capital, remained the home of the 
traditional arts and retained the lead in high fashion too, being especially famed for 
its rich brocades and fine dyed fabrics. Pattern books of these-catalogues, in effect 
-were eagerly sought after in Edo (see no. 47). 

One of the most influential artists of the Primitive Period was a Kyoto artist , 
Nishikawa Sukenobu, whose entire output, apart from paintings, took the form of 
book illustration. His books ran through many editions and apparently were as 
popular in Edo as in the Kamigata. His specialty was women: court ladies, courte
sans, farm wives, and city women, all of whom he depicted going about the myriad 
activities of their daily lives. His designs have a classic clarity; the figures are beauti
fully disposed across the page; but what strikes one most is his inventiveness. Prob
ably no other artist of the period, unless it be Masanobu, created a greater variety 
of designs, designs as absorbing in subject matter as they are satisfying as composi
tions. Sukenobu's influence continued well beyond his lifetime. Harunobu ( d. 1770) 
based many of his most famous prints directly on Sukenobu designs. Among earlier 
artists, Masanobu was probably the most influenced by him. Sukenobu's role in the 
development of ukiyo-e has frequently been overlooked because he did not work in 
the single-sheet form and so is not represented in most Western ukiyo-e print collec
tions. 

A major break seems to occur in ukiy o-e around 1718, a result, presumably, of 
sumptuary legislation, part of the so-called Kyoho Reforms, put into effect at this 
time. The most obvious change had to do with size. The kakemono-e format, which 
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had provided the necessary scale for so many of the most spendid prints of the two 
preceding decades, ceased to be used. The hoso-e size now became standard; and the 
hoso-e triptych provided the only means of breaking out of this rather severe limi
tation. 

A marked change in palette also occurred at about this same time and may well 
represent an effort to compensate for the restrictions in size. A wider range of colors 
began to be used, and the sprightly effect was enhanced with areas of scattered brass 
filings (imitating gold) and a lacquer-like coating over the blacks, this last providing 
the origin for the most common Japanese term for these prints, urushi-e, "lacquer 
pictures." 

Two names seem to be most closely linked with this new development: Masanobu 
and Toshinobu. Works by Masanobu , showing the influence of Torii Kiyonobu, had 
appeared as early as 1701. The Torii influence was so strong, in fact, that it is often 
impossible to tell these early prints, when unsigned, from Kiyonobu's own. But before 
long, Masanobu began to evolve his own variation of the dominant Torii style; and 
by the beginning of the second decade of the 18th century, he was moving towards 
an even more independent position . 

Masanobu's career, lasting through the 1750's and associated with any number 
of major technical and stylistic innovations during that time, is unique in ukiyo -e. 
From the very beginning he showed himself interested in an unusually wide range 
of subject matter. Unlike the Torii masters, who were associated so exclusively with 
the stage (in spite of the Keisei Ehon and early shunga albums), or the Kaigetsudo 
School, which specialized in pictures of courtesans, Masanobu seemed at home with 
any material. He probably introduced a greater number of motifs, drawn from a 
greater variety of sources, than any other artist of the period. If he did not originate 
the mitate, that witty translation of classical themes into the rakish idiom of the day, 
it was certainly he who popularized the genre and established it as an accepted cate
gory of ukiyo -e. The "Beauties of the Three Capitals" theme, so popular in the 1720's, 
was almost certainly invented by Masanobu; and he was one of the first, if not the 
first, to work in the uki-e, or perspective print , form. 

In his greatest uki-e (such as no . 151), he shows that he has mastered more than 
a few simple tricks of perspective; each element of the composition plays its role in 
creating a convincing sense of enclosed space. Such works had enormous influence 
on the future course of ukiy o-e. Masanobu was also associated with another develop
ment that was to have important implications for the future, the invention of the 
hashira-e. This demanding form opened up a whole new range of expressive possi
bilities, but its effectiveness depended upon the careful definition of the picture sur
face itself, the fixing of precise bounds within which what was withheld became as 
important as what was revealed. Placement acquired new significance in these prints, 
but a significance that depended upon the inviolability of the picture surface . 

Toshinobu was a pupil-and perhaps also a son-of Masanobu . His earliest 
works seem to date from 1717-1718, the time of the break, or shift in taste, referred 
to above. In fact, the exhibition includes an urushi-e by him (no. 159) in kakemono -e 
size, which must, accordingly, have been brought out just prior to the imposition of 
size limitations in 1718. Though obviously in a style derived from Masanobu, 
Toshinobu's prints have an open, graceful quality that sets them apart. Masanobu's 
prints, by contrast, are apt to seem more involuted and complex . 

The first Torii Kiyonobu died in 1729. Considerable debate has arisen over the 
identity of his successor, who also called himself Kiyonobu, the man referred to 
today as Kiyonobu II. There are those who believe that he was identical with Torii 
Kiyomasu; but whether this Kiyomasu was the first or second to bear that name is 
also a subject of controversy. The position taken here is that, in the absence of 
compelling reasons to think otherwise, one should assume that all work going under 



the same signature is by the same hand. In support of their positions, previous writers 
have pointed to marked stylistic changes in the prints; but such shifts and discon
tinuities occurred frequently in the careers of ukiyo-e artists . Masanobu is one case 
in point, Harunobu is another. 

Numerous minor figures appeared in the K yoho Period, some working in the 
shadow of their better-known contemporaries, whose pupils they often were, others 
striking out in more independent directions. Shigenaga is one. He seems to have 
drawn more frequently than others on sources outside the ukiyo-e tradition. Toyonobu 
is another. A pupil of Masanobu, he was to that artist's late years what Toshinobu 
had been to his middle years. Making Masanobu's hashira-e style his own, he created 
prints of such classical perfection in that mode that many now prefer them to 
Masanobu's own . 

One of the most frustrating aspects of ukiyo-e research is the paucity of trust
worthy biographical information on the artists. This applies particularly to the 
Primitive Period, where there is next to nothing in the way of contemporary mention. 
Prefaces to illustrated books, which might have been expected to shed light on the 
artists' lives, prove singularly unhelpful. Indeed, we know much more about the 
lives of most kabuki actors of the period than of the artists who portrayed them. 
This lack of information in part reflects the humble position of the ukiyo-e artist in 
Tokugawa society, though it also stems from the characteristic Japanese disregard 
(which has nothing to do with disesteem) for details of this sort. A painter's lineage 
(i.e., whose pupil he was), an anecdote or two indicative of his ability, this is often 
all that is recorded. 

This essay has dealt thus far almost exclusively with the prints. But if the history 
of ukiyo-e in the 18th century is largely determined by developments in print making, 
this is not true of the 17th century. Ukiyo-e began as painting. It was really not until 
the 1690's that ukiyo-e in woodcut form became independent enough to influence the 
direction the school would subsequently take. Perhaps this stage was reached in 
part because, by then, the paintings and prints had come closer together in the kinds 
of effects they sought to achieve. Woodcut book illustrations of the Kambun Period 
(1661-1672) seem very primitive by comparison with paintings of the time. But was 
this as much due to technical backwardness on the part of the woodcut artisans as 
to the fact that the Kambun style was not as compatible with the woodblock medium 
as later styles? A comparison of a painting of the Kam bun Period with a Kaigetsudo 
painting will show at once the extent to which there is a greater breadth and continu
ity of line in the latter. Costume details are simplified and more clearly massed. 
Colors are bold and contained within more sharply defined limits. The possibility 
that this shows the growing influence of the prints on painting has been raised earlier. 
But there is, of course, also the possibility that painting moved independently in 
this direction. Genroku taste in general seemed to favor bolder, larger forms. This 
can be seen in kimono designs, for example. In ukiyo-e yet another factor may have 
been involved. According to tradition, the Torii artists were theater sign painters. 
As one would expect from their very nature, none of these signs have been preserved, 
but one can imagine the broad, emphatic style in which they must have been exe
cuted. It is quite likely that such signs would have had an influence on other types of 
ukiyo-e painting. 

Whatever the reasons, there are striking differences between the first three paint
ings in this exhibition (nos. 1, 2, and 3) and all the later ones. There is a delicacy of 
touch, for one thing, that sets them apart, and costume details of great refinement 
are scattered almost at random over the garments. This latter effect is most apparent 
in the earliest of the three paintings (no. 1). It is an enormous step from such work 
to paintings such as no . 102 by Kaigetsudo Ando, which by contrast seems astonish
ingly bold and emphatic. 
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The reader will notice that many of the prints in this exhibition are given rather 
precise dates. He should bear in mind, however, the way in which these dates are 
arrived at . 

In the case of actor pictures, the actor can usually be identified by his man or 
crest . Frequently his name , also, is inscribed on the print. Stage records exist giving 
the birth and death dates of many of the actors, as well as the kinds of roles they 
specialized in, the theaters they played at, and the "hit" plays they were remembered 
for. The names of many plays and the leading actors performing in them are also 
chronicled. On the basis of such information, a limited number of prints can be 
dated with great accuracy. An educated guess can be made as to the dates of a much 
larger number. But pitfalls exist. Roles are difficult to identify with the meagre in
formation supplied in most prints. The stage records are undoubtedly incomplete. 
Moreover-and here the greatest potentiality for error occurs - scholars have made 
some key assumptions on the basis of a few (presumably) securely dated prints, as
sumptions such as that urushi-e are not found prior to 1718 or that prints showing 
marked Kaigetsudo influence are not apt to be found after 1714, the date of the 
Lady Ejima scandal (this in spite of the fact that Kaigetsudo-style paintings appar
ently continued in vogue until much later). 

In other words, it is quite possible that information will yet come to light chal
lenging some of these assumptions. There is a sense in which ukiyo-e research is still 
in its infancy. This is particularly true with regard to the period covered by this 
exhibition, where no one has even begun to come to terms with the immense volume 
of material involved, especially in painting and book illustration. The notion has 
gained currency in recent years that ukiyo-e is a static field, that everything there is 
to be known about it has already been said. (I am speaking here of the situation in 
the West and particularly in America.) As a result, young people are not entering 
the field. One of the purposes of this exhibition is to point up how little we, in fact, 
still know about the ukiyo-e primitives . Far from being a definitive statement, it is 
intended simply as a beginning. If it opens up possibilities for new research, if
even closer to our wishes- it reopens people's eyes to the greatness of the art, we will 
be satisfied. 
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STANDARD PRINT SIZES IN INCHES 

kakemono-e 

oban yoko-e 

extra oban 

22 X 12 

10 X 15 

12 X 22 

hosoban (hoso-e) 

wide hashira-e 

12 X 16 

27 X 6 

STANDARD PRINT DESIGNATIONS 

sumizuri-e 

tan-e 

urushi-e 

beni-e 

ink prints in black and white only. 

hand colored prints in which tan, red lead, is the 
domin ant pigment . 

hand-colored prints in which transparent glue is used 
to create a lacquer-like effect. 

hand-colored prints in which the dominant pigment is 
beni, a dye extracted from the petals of the safflower. 

All measurements are given in centimeters , but standard size designa
tions are given above in inches. Height always precedes width. Refer
ences to publications are given in abbreviated form. (See the Bibliog
raphy for clarification.) Artists' signatures usually follow a standard 
formula. The name may be preceded by eshi or gako, both meaning 
"painter" or "artist." These words may themselves be preceded by 
Wa, Nihon, or Yamato, all meaning "Japanese." The name is invariably 
followed by hitsu, "brush" (that is, "by the brush of") or zu, "picture," 
or kore o zusu, "drew this." Publishers' seals often give addresses as 
well as the publisher's name. (See the map for the location of some of 
these publishing houses.) The termination -cha in these addresses sig
nifies "street ." The termination -ya, literally "house," was used to 
designate a place of business and thus identifies the name of the firm. 
Hammoto means "publisher." The Art Institute of Chicago has been 
abbreviated to AIC and The Clarence Buckingham Collection to Buck
ingham Collection. 







ANONYMOUS · WORK OF 
THE KAMBUN PERIOD 

1 "Kambun" Beauty 

Kakemono, 61 x 24.5; ink, color, and gofun on paper 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1660's 
Reproduced: Zaigai Hiho, pl. 18 

Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Burke, New York 

1661-1672 

Paintings of this kind have been traditionally assigned to the Kambun 
Period (1661-1672). Compared to later work, the brushwork is lighter 
in touch, the kimono designs more complex, the figures themselves 
more elegant and withdrawn. It seems evident that they appealed to a 
more refined clientele; there is none of the reliance on obvious effects 
that appears later. In this picture, there is a strange, almost furtive, 
charm to the woman that is hard to define. She buries her head in her 
shoulder and draws her arms into her sleeves in a gesture that might 
be coyness or even reluctance; it is hard to say which, if either. The 
kimono patterns are delightfully irregular; areas of tie-dye and stencil 
printing break into the overall flower design at random. Cool, restrained 
colors are used throughout. 

2 Woman with Long Hair 

Kakemono, 63.5 x 26.1; ink, color, and gofun on paper 
No signature; no seals 
Date: Kambun Period (1661-1672) 

Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Burke, New York 

This painting expresses perfectly the delicate, poetic sensibility of the 
Kambun Period. Deer, autumn flowers, and scattered maple leaves 
decorate the long, white uchikake. One senses the light touch of the 
brush as it drew the grasses and the fine strands of the girl's hair. 

3 Beauty Raising a Sleeve to Her Mouth 

Kakemono, 78.1 x 26.4; ink, color, and gofun on paper 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1650-1660 
Former Collection: Saga 
Reproduced: Images, no . 11 ; Gale Catalogue, no. 8 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Gale, Mound, Minnesota 

This painting reveals a more opulent side of the Kambun Style. One is 
reminded of the sumptuous development of the textile arts during this 
period. Almost every technique of textile ornamentation then known 
-tie-dyeing, embroidery, stencil printing-seems to be employed in 
the superb garments this woman draws about her. 
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4 A Musical Party 

HISHIKAWA MORONOBU 
Created the first "classic" ukiyo-e style. 

His first signed and dated work 
appeared around 1670. He died ca. 1694. 

Kakemono, 29.4 x 48; ink, colors and gofun on silk 
No signature; seals: (on screen) Moro and Nobu 
Date: ca. 1690 

Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Burke, New York 

A party of elegantly-clad women has gathered in a loose circle. One of 
the women plays a samisen while the others seem to follow the music 
or possibly sing from books. A man, somewhat apart from the rest of 
the group, his back turned to us, also plays a samisen. Could this be a 
music lesson rather than a party? The patterns on the women's kimonos 
resemble those found in Moronobu's illustrated books, and several of 
the figures could almost be taken directly from a page of Furyu Sugate-e 
Hyakunin Jsshu (no . 14). That and the fact that, for all its elegance, 
there is a certain stiffness to the drawing suggests that this might be 
the work of Morofusa, Moronobu's son. 

5 Music under the Cherry Trees at Ueno 

Obarr yoko-e, 27.6 x 42.2; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals 

5 Date: ca. 1680 
Reproduced: AIC I, p . 1 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1689 

This one print, one of twelve from a series known as Ueno Hanami no 
Tei, "Flower Viewing at Ueno," will have to serve as an example of a 
type of print that Moronobu excelled in. Such prints, or rather print 
series, were the woodblock equivalent of scrolls such as nos. 44 and 45 
and were, in fact, often mounted as scrolls themselves. The Museum 
of Fine Arts, Boston, for example, owns the complete Ueno Hanami no 
Tei so mounted. 

6 Matsukaze and Murasame 

Extra oban yoko-e, 28.6 x 52.6; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals; title: (in panel at right) Matsukaze/Murasame 
Date: ca. 1680 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Frederick Charles Hewitt 
Bequest Income, 1912 

A narrative print of the kind one more readily associates with Sugimura 
Jihei (cf. no. 20). The story of the two salt water carriers, Matsukaze 
and Murasame, seemed to be a favorite with ukiyo-e artists. The two 
girls fell in love with a nobleman, Yukihira, who was exiled to their 



remote village; when he left, he promised to return but never did. 
The story was adapted as a No play and later taken over by kabuki. 

7 A Young Dandy and His Mistress 

Ohan album sheet, 31 x 38.5; hand colored 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1680 
Reproduced : Hiraki Catalogue, no. 2 

Hiraki Collection, Tokyo 

A young dandy makes advances to a woman who seems relatively un
moved and, in a gesture found frequently in Moronobu's work, buries 
her chin in her collar. The lovers are in a room open on one side to a 
garden and closed off at the right by a screen. The rich, decorative 
formality of this print, stated already in the scrollwork of the border, 
is remarkable even for Moronobu. The garden seen beyond the ver
andah is as stately and formal as the landscape on the screen. Even 
the figures share in this quality and are more a splendid arrangement 
of forms on the page than the embodiments of any recognizable 
emotion. This splendid formality is typical of this series, listed by 
Shibui as his Moronobu Series E. 

8 Lovers in an Outdoor Setting 

Ohan album sheet, 23.5 x 33. 7; sumi-e 
No signature ; no seals 
Date : early 1680's 
Former Collections : Ficke , Ledoux 
Reproduced: Ficke, pl. I ; Ledoux, Primitives, no. 4; Gentles, no. 5; 
Master Prints , no. 3 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art , New York, Dick Fund, 1949 

Probably no other single-sheet print by Moronobu has been more 
universally admired. It has the openess and classic clarity of his finest 
illustrated book designs but with a breadth that they, by the very limi
tations of the format, never achieve. It is from the same shunga album, 
Shibui Series D, as the following print. 

9 Lovers with Attendant 

Ohan album sheet, 29.9 x 35.1; surnizuri-e 
No signature; no seals 
Date: early 1680's 
Former Collection : Chandler 
Reproduced : Michener, p. 29, pl. II 

Honolulu Academy of Arts, James A. Michener Collection 

This is less pastoral than its companion print, and the figures seem 
almost enveloped in the surging curves of the mosquito net, the bed
ding, and even their own costumes. In this respect the print reminds 
one of Sugimura Jihei. 
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10 Chu-iri Kashirazu Buke Hyakunin Isshu, "One 
Hundred Poems of Warriors, with Commentaries and 
Illustrations" 

Illustrated book, one volume (complete) with 100 illustrations; 27 x 19; 
original cover with original title slip reading: Chii-iri kashirazu Buke 
Hyakunin Isshu, zen. Artist, publisher, and date given on last page: 
Kambun 12 (1672), an auspicious day of late spring, eshi Hishikawa 
Kichibei, Tsuruya Kiemon han. 

AIC, Martin A. Ryerson Collection 

This important book gains additional significance as the first signed 
and dated book by Moronobu. He may well have illustrated earlier 
books, but none with his signature has been recorded thus far . The 
fact that the illustrations show considerable maturity suggests that it 
is not a first work. The warriors are shown for the most part seated in 
conventional poses, but there is invariably a certain animation to the 
features; and smaller illustrations above evoke the scenery referred to 
in their poems. 

11 Edo Suzume, "The Sparrow of Edo" 

Illustrated book, twelve volumes complete , sheets numbered; 27 x 19; 
original covers with original title slips reading: Edo Suzume, 
Machijii Annai Mono, "The Sparrow of Edo, A Guide to the Entire 
City." Date of publication, artist's name, and publisher's address and 
name given on the last page of the final volume: Emp6 5 (1677); eshi 
Hishikawa Kichibei, Edo Odenma Sanchome, Tsuruya Kiemon han. 

AIC, Martin A. Ryerson Collection 

There are only two or three illustrations per volume, but each is of some 
well-known landmark of old Edo, such as Nihonbashi, the theater 
district, Ueno, bamboo yards at Yotsuya or one of the gates of Edo 
Castle. Moronobu's observant eye, his uncanny ability to single out 
the most tell-tale characteristics of each class or occupation, is evident 
throughout. 

12 Kyogen Zukushi, "Collection of Kyogen" 

Illustrated book, one volume (complete) with 21 numbered pages 
(Japanese style); 27 x 18.5; original cover; original title slip missing, 
title printed at top of outer margin of each numbered page. Artist not 
given, but date and publisher's address appear on final page: Emp6 
6 (1678), Tori Abura-ch6, Hon'toi-ya, kaihan. 

AIC, The F. W. Gookin Memorial Collection 

A band of actor's mon appears at the top of each page. The first two 
pictures are of street scenes in the theater district and show sufficient 
resemblance to no. 41 to suggest that they were done by the same 
artist. The following illustrations show scenes from various plays. The 
illustrations focus on the activity on stage but include interesting 
vignettes of the audiences as well. 



13 Uchiwa Ezukushi, "Collection of Fan Designs" 

Illustrated book, one volume (complete), with 20 illustrations; 
26.7 x 18.8; original cover with hand-written title slip. Date of 
publication: Tenna 4 (1684); publisher : Urokogata-ya. 

The New York Public Library, Spencer Collection, Astor, 
Lenox and Tilden Foundation 

The illustrations, which are drawn as though they were painted on fans, 
include traditional motifs and incidents from well-known folk tales. 
The fan forms were probably used simply as a device for giving variety 
and interest to the page and should not be thought of as designs for 13 

actual fans. Commentaries on the illustrations appear at the top of 
each page. 

14 Furyu Sugata-e Hyakunin lsshu, "Fanciful 
Portraits from the Hyakunin Isshu" 

Illustrated book, three volumes (complete), containing 100 illustrations 
in all; 27.5 x 18.5; original cover in blue overprinted with a grass 
design in silver; original title slip reading: Fiiryii Sugata-e Hyakunin 
Isshu. Date and address and name of publisher given on the last 
page: "An auspicious day of the fourth month of Genroku 8 (1695), 
Odenma Nichome, Kinoshita Jinemon han." 

AIC, Martin A. Ryerson Collection 

Hyakunin Isshu, literally "One Poem Each by One Hundred Poets," is 
probably the best known Japanese anthology of classical poetry. Here 
the illustrations sometimes represent the poets, at other times ideas 
expressed in the poems. The closing note explains that these pictures 
were by Moronobu but published by his son, Morofusa, as a memorial 
to him, from which one concludes that Moronobu died in 1694. 

SUGIMURA JIHEI 
Contemporary of Moronobu, with whose 
work his has often been confused. Active 
from the early 1680's until at least 1697. 

15 Episode from the Tamatori Monogatari 

Kakemono-e diptych; 52.7 x 30.2 (each sheet); hand painted 
No signature; no seals 
Date: late 1670's 

Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, Massachusetts, John Chandler 
Bancroft Collection 

This and the following print both illustrate the most dramatic episode 
in the Tamatori Monogatari, "The Taking of the Crystal Story," also 
known as Taishokan (after the central character, the Taishokan Fuji
wara no Kamatari). This tale seems to have enjoyed great popularity 

15 Illustrated page 25 
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throughout the Tokugawa Period. Shigenaga illustrated the same epi
sode (no. 182), and the story also appeared in the popular manuscript 
books known as Nara-bon. 

The complete story is too involved to recount here. Simply put, the 
Dragon King had captured a crystal jewel intended for Kamatari. The 
crystal enclosed an image of the Buddha and was to have been in
stalled in the Kofuku-ji Temple at Nara. Kamatari, meanwhile, had 
fallen in love with a woman diver and had had a son by her. Determined 
to recover the crystal, he sought her help. An orchestra was set up to 
lure the Dragon King and his retainers from the depths of the sea. 
They are shown here , at the upper right in both prints, listening to the 
music in rapt attention. The diver has already taken the crystal from 
the pagoda-like structure at the lower right. A dragon, discovering the 
theft, pursues her, while men pull her towards their boat with a rope. 
Kamatari, desperate, is restrained by attendants from jumping in to 
help her. The sequel, which is not shown, is that the woman has both 
legs snapped off by the dragon and dies. When she is pulled aboard, it 
is seen that she had cut open her breast and hidden the crystal inside. 

This is probably the earliest print in the exhibition. It seems de
cidedly "primitive" by comparison with the next print, itself a fairly 
early work; and both its size and the manner of coloring set it apart 
from anything encountered later. 

16 Episode from the Tamatori Monogatari 

Extra oban yoko-e, 30 x 56.8; hand colored 
No signature; no artist's seal; collector's seal at lower right 
Date: early 1680's 

Achenbach Foundation for Graphic Arts, California Palace of the 
Legion of Honor, San Francisco 

This print has already been discussed in the Introduction (p. 21). 

17 The Poetess Koshikibu no Naishi at the Temmangu 
Shrine 

Kakemono-e, 58.8 x 32.2; sumizuri-e with touches of hand-painted 
color 
No signature; no seals 
Date: early 1680's 
Reproduced : U.T., vol. II, no. 55; Hiraki Catalogue, no. 5 

Hiraki Collection, Tokyo 

The face has the high cheek bones and arched nose of Sugimura's classic 
facial type. There is a grandeur, openness, and freshness to the print that 
is astonishing, considering its early date. The figure seems to be caught 
in motion. She raises her hand as though better to see something in the 
distance , or is it in surprise; in any case, the gesture has the languorous 
grace of a dance movement. Her knees and thighs bend forward while 
her feet remain on the floor and she moves in that graceful shuffle so 
beautifully affected by Japanese women even now. In raising her arm, 
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she displays one of her furisode to the full; the other, empty, hangs 
loosely beside her. The pose as a whole takes the form of an elegant 
"S" curve. The kimono pattern, of large peony flowers and hexagonal 
mon, is unusually bold and handsome. This is the only known im
pression of this print, and one readily understands why it has been 
registered as an "Important Art Object" in Japan . 

18 Strolling Woman 

Kakemono-e, 57.15 x 28.25; heavily overpainted in green, red, 
yellow and gofun 
Signature: ( see below); no seals 
Date : ca. 1687 
Former collection : Morse 
Reproduced: Tomita, Loan Exhibition of Prints from the Morse 
Collection, Wadsworth Atheneum, 1951; Hillier, "Sugimura Jihei ," 
Oriental Art, Spring, 1959, frontispiece ; Hillier (1960), pl. 2; 
Gentles (1964), no. 14 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1957.558 

A striking print, important from any standpoint, but particularly sig
nificant as the earliest kakemono-e definitely attributable to a known 
ukiyo-e master. The characters for "Sugi" ·and "Mura;" appearing in 
the woman's collar form a hidden signature of the kind found so often 
in Sugimura's other prints, leaving no doubt as to the work's author
ship. The hair style and costume suggest a date as early as 1687, a full 
generation before the first kakemono-e ofTorii Kiyonobu . The painting 
in this print is unusual, too, almost completely covering the printed 
areas , more in the manner of some of the early Buddhist prints than 
in either of the two styles of added hand painting normally found in 
ukiyo-e of this period . Both the tan-e style, the most common, where 
broad areas of tan and yellow were used, and a somewhat earlier 
manner, favoring smaller swipes or daubs of tan, green, and yellow, 
seemed to respect the integrity of the print to a greater extent, and the 
dense blacks of the printed lines registered as such even after the added 
painting . 

There has been considerable discussion about this print, some, Miss 
Gentles among them, having maintained that it is not a print at all, 
but a painting. Recent examination under a stereo-microscope has 
shown, however , that at least some of the lines are printed. Also, 
another impression , but in ruinous condition, has recently come to 
light in a collection in Italy. 

19 Yoshida Kaido, "On the Yoshida Highway" 

Kakemono -e, 59 x 29.2; tan-e, with light touches of tan and pale 
green 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1685 
Former Collection: Fenollosa 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 15 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1699 



Miyako no O Kun i (near legendary originator of kabuki who flourished 
in Kyoto during the early 17th century), seated with an attendant in an 
open second floor room, looks down on Ukiyo-no-suke who holds an 
umbrella over the wakashu Kant6 Koroku. Apparently a scene from 
an unidentified play. Another impression of this print was reproduced 
in the Hayashi catalogue (no . 185). That impression seemed to be on 
denser , more fibrous paper and was badly wrinkled . The margins were 
unusually wide at the sides, and in the left margin appeared the signa
ture , "Morofusa hitsu." There is every likelihood that this signature 
was a later interpolation. In the early years of print collecting in the 
West, dealers frequently provided "missing" signatures, apparently to 
overcome the reluctance of collectors to buy unsigned prints. This 
print seems much too early for Morofusa and is almost certainly an 
early work by Sugimura . 

20 First Sheet of Ju-ni-dan Y oshitsune Tabi no 
Nasake, "The Love Affair of Yoshitsune, Twelve Acts" 

Kakemono yoko-e, 30.5 x 57.2; tan-e, colored by hand in pale yellow, 
blue, green, and tan 
No signature; no seals 
Date : late 1680's 
Reproduced : AIC I, p. 7 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.2286 

This print, presumably the first of a set of twelve illustrating the story 
ofYoshitsune, was formerly attributed to Moronobu; but a print in the 
Musee Guimet in Paris, obv iously part of this set, shows an attendant 
whose kimono is decorated with the characters "Sugi" and "Mura;" 
and the set is now conceded, even on purely stylistic evidence, to be 
by Sugimura . 

21 Enjoying the Cherry Blossoms at Ueno 

Extra 6ban, 30 x 59; hand colored 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1685 
Reproduced: Ukiyo-e, no. IO 

Dr . Walter Amstutz, Mannedorf, Switzerland 

A mixed group of merrymakers , including samurai, wakashu, and 
women of pleasure, dance in a circle around a blind samisen player 
and another figure who is apparently keeping time with a fan. They have 
set up a wind curta in on the other side of which two samurai look on, 
the one wearing a basket hat as a form of disguise. Four other people 
approach from the right while above, two servants , evidently burden
carriers for the party behind the wind curtain, enjoy themselves drinking 
sake (Ise brand) poured from a wooden bucket. The figures are close 
to the figures in the Portland Lion Dance, no. 22. Could the two prints 
be from the same set, a series of twelve prints on the festivals of the 
various seasons? 
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22 Lion Dance 

Ohan yoko-e, ·30 x 54. 7; colored by hand in yellow, green, tan, and 
brown 
No signature; no seals 
Date : ca. 1685 

Portland Art Museum , Portland, Oregon , Mary Andrews Ladd 
Collection 

The only other known impression of this print is in Japan , in the Hiraki 
Collection , and is registered as an "Important Art Object." This copy 
is in poorer condition-there are extensive losses along the top, and 
most of the umbrella at the top center has been reconstructed-but the 
vitality of the original design still shines through, and the emphatic 
blacks, so characteristic of Sugimura, are set off handsomely by the 
lively hand-added color. 

Since most prints of this kind originally formed parts of sets or 
series, one wonders whether in this case any companion prints have 
survived. 

23 A Young Man Seated beside a Woman, Another 
Young Man in Attendance 

Ohan album sheet, 25.5 x 37.4; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals 
Date : l 690's ( ?) 

Watanabe Collection, Tokyo 

This and the next print are both from a hitherto unpublished shunga set 
that recently came to light in Japan. The set is remarkable in that it 
contains twenty-four rather than the customary twelve prints , though 
of course there is always the possibility that it is actually two separate 
sets that at some time became mounted together as one. The figures 
are uniformly large, and background details, such as the screens so 
often employed by Sugimura in other shunga series, are absent. The 
kimono designs are bold and generous, and the prints in general show 
a breadth of treatment that is unique even for Sugimura. This particular 
print is similar in some respects to the Sugimura print formerly in the 
Ledoux Collection (Ledoux, Primitives, no. 5). The series is difficult to 
date but shows a maturity that suggests a later rather than earlier phase 
of the artist's work. 

24 A Young Man Standing before His Kneeling 
Mistress 

Ohan album sheet, 25.5 x 37.4; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals 
Date : 1690's (?) 

Watanabe Collection, Tokyo 

See previous entry . 



25 Lovers and Attendant 

Ohan album sheet, 27 x 37.15; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals 
Date : 1690's (?) 
Former Collection: Richard Lane 

H. George Mann, Chicago 

A shunga print from the same series as the previous two; but in this 
case the design has been altered. Originally it included an erect phallus 
which was removed by scraping or picking away the impression-bearing 
fibers of the paper only, leaving the underlying fibers intact . There have 
been several well-known examples of such "doctoring," a Sugimura 
print formerly in the Ledoux Collection being perhaps the most pub
licized. It is obvious that, in most cases, commercial motivations are 
behind attempts at alteration of this sort, since "acceptable" Primitives 
of this quality are at a premium . The pyramidal design is a powerful 
one and the dense, lustrous blacks are handled with an authority that 
adds to the print's impres siveness. 

26 Sheet from a Shunga Album 

Ohan yoko-e, 27.3 x 40.6; colored by hand in vermilion, malachite, 
and gofun 
Signature: ( on man's belt) Jihei, (worked into design of the courtesan's 
robe) Sugimura; collector's seal : ( at lower left) of Crzellitzer 
Collection 
Date: late 1780's 
Former collections : Crzellitzer , Schrankstadter 
Reproduced: Bachofer, Die Kunst der Japanischen Holzschnittmeister, 
p; 2 ; AIC I, p. 20; Gentles (1964), no. 13 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1935.406 

This remarkable print, one of Sugimura's most powerful designs, has 
already been described in the introductory essay (p. 24 ). The white in 
the courtesan's robe is unusual and may be a later addition. The paper 
is much darkened. Another, unpainted impression is in the Watanabe 
Collection. The print is from Shibui's Sugimura Series A . 

27 Lovers 

Oban yoko-e, 25.7 x 39.4; sumizuri-e 
No signature ; no seals 
Date : ca. 1685 
Former Collection : Harari 
Reproduced: Hillier (1960), pl. 3 

AIC , Buckingham Collection 67.375 

The sharp angles of the screen contrast with the full blown curves of 
the rest of the design. The circular motifs on the figures' kimonos are 
repeated in the full moon on the screen and even in the arched back of 
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the mother cat on the floor. The sense of intimacy between the two 
figures, emphasized by the way in which their costumes seem to flow 
together, is heightened by the placement of the screen, which seems 
to shelter them and give them privacy. 

28 Lovers Behind a Screen 

Ohan yoko-e, 26.6 x 36.8; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals ; poem (on screen) Au made no omoi wa, 
koto no kazu narade, wakare (zo) koi no hajime narikeru, "The 
things that I thought before I met you are as nothing; it is parting 
that is the beginning of love." 
Date: late l 680's 
Former Collection : Waggaman 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 22; Gentles (1964), no. 11 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1687 

In its curious merging of the figures of the two lovers and its strange 
insistence on certain geometric elements in the composition, mainly 
circles, and diagonal lines, this is an unusual print, even for Sugimura . 

29 Lovers Leaving a Room 

Oban yoko-e, 25.4 x 36.2; sumizuri -e 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1685 
Provenance: J. Hillier 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1963.1145 

A perfect example of Sugimura's inspired use of compositional devices 
for expressive ends. The fold in the screen points to the emptiness above 
it, emphasizing the division between the two halves of the picture. The 
print offers an interesting psychological study, a drama in miniature, 
as the couple at right move off arm in arm, leaving the woman at left 
slumped together in what appears to be dejection. 

30 Lovers Overseen by an Attendant 

Oban yoko-e, 26.7 x 36.2; sumizuri-e with color added by hand 
30 No signature; no seals 

Date : late 1680's 
Former collection: Stoclet 
Reproduced: Stoclet Sale, Sotheby Catalogue, May 3rd, 1965, no. 45, 
opposite page 18 

Theodor Scheiwe, Munster, Germany 

A beautiful print in excellent condition. As with many of Sugimura's 
designs, the figures fill the page to the very edge. The phoenix motif 
on the woman 's kimono appears frequently in shunga prints and per
haps had some symbolic significance. Here, disporting across the lower 
part of the kimono, the birds form an animated part of the total design. 



31 Lovers 

Oban yoko-e, 23.5 x 34.9; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals 
Date: late 1680's 
Former collection: Vignier 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 22 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1690 

The couple has apparently been looking at a shunga scroll which can 
be seen, partially unrolled, on the floor at right. This print is from the 
same series as the last, one apparently not recorded by Shibui. 

32 Lovers Interrupted 

Oban yoko-e, 27.6 x 36.8; sumizuri-e with color added by hand 
Signature: ( on the one woman's obi) Mura; collector's seal : 
undeciphered 
Date: ca. 1685 

Honolulu Academy of Arts, James A. Michener Collection 

This and the following print are both from a shunga album listed by 
Shibui as Sugimura Series D. Here the figures seem larger than ever in 
relation to the picture surface, and in their richness and animation 
the robes almost seem to have a life of their own. 

33 Lovers Overseen by Attendant 

Oban yoko-e, 27 .3 x 36.8; sumizuri-e with color added by hand 
No signature; no seals 
Date : ca. 1685 

Honolulu Academy of Arts, James A. Michener Collection 

The lovers are seated on a blanket-like winter kimono that has been 
spread on the floor. They seem almost engulfed by the richness of the 
kimono designs that surround them. 

34 Genji Ukiyo Fukasa-e, "Genji of the 
'Floating World' in Fukasa-e" 

Illustrated book, one volume ( of three), containing 25 illustrations; 
26.9 x 18.3. Dated in the preface, Tenna 4 (1684); publisher: 
Yamagata -ya Ichiroemon. From the Vever and Densmore Collections. 

Madame Huguette Beres, Paris 

Where the greater part of Moronobu's printed work is found in book 
form, Sugimura Jihei concentrated on ichimai-e, single-sheet prints. 
These might, to be sure, be bound as books or albums but were not 
"tied" to those formats. Thus it makes little difference in our apprecia-
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tion whether the illustrations to Yamato Furyu E-kagami (no. 35) are 
mounted adjoining one another in scroll form or bound page by page 
in a book . In the work before us, however, the illustrations are clearly 
framed within their respective pages. One thinks of books like Moro
nobu's Buke Hyakunin Jsshu (no. 10) or his Furyu Sugata-e Hyakunin 
Isshu (no. 14). This is the only comparable work by Sugimura in the 
exhibition . 

35 Yamato Faryu E-kagami, "Picture Mirror of 
Fashionable Japan" 

Illustrated book, one volume containing one half-page and fourteen 
two-page illustrations, but several pages are missing: all of pages 
eight and nine (following the Japanese pagination) and the facing 
halves of pages seven and ten; 25.1 x 18.7; 19th century cover with 
title slip in manuscript. Artist's name, date, and publisher giv~n on 
last page: Tenna 4 (1684), an auspicious day of early spring, 
eshi Sugimuri uji hitsu, Yamagata-ya Ichiroemon kaihan. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hillier, Redhill, Surrey, England 

The illustrations show such seasonal pastimes of the "floating world" 
as mock fights with blossoming cherry branches, viewing fall maple 
leaves, picnicking under blooming wistaria, or visiting a secluded shrine. 
The style is quite close to that in the Portland Lion Dance (no. 22) 
suggesting that the print must be roughly of the same time. There is 
another copy of this book, lacking the title and mounted as a hand
scroll, in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. The Hillier copy was 

35 formerly in the Hayashi Collection and is listed in the Hayashi Cata
logue (no. 1376). The illustrations have been spoiled somewhat by 
being overpainted with strong , probably 19th century, colors. 

MOROSHIGE 
Pupil of Morono bu. 

Active during the 1680's and 1690's. 

36 Beauty Seated on a Verandah 

Kakemono, 29.1 x 46.4; ink, colors, and gofun on silk 
Signature: Nihon-e Hishikawa Moroshige zu; seal: Moroshige 
Date: ca. 1700 
Former Collection: Hart 
Reproduced: Hart Catalogue, no. 15 

Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Burke, New York 

There is a gentle poetry, a lack of insistence, in this painting that might 
almost be interpreted as weakness. This refined, introspective side of 
the Hishikawa tradition would be picked up later by Choshun; but at 
the start of the 18th century the trend seemed to be towards a more 
emphatic, more robust form of expression. Moroshige's figures often 
have an air of defencelessness about them. This one seems to be no 
exception. 

OPPOSITE: 78 Torii Kiyomasu 







37 Young Man Reading to a Woman 

Oban yoko-e, 27.3 x 37.5; sumizuri-e 
Signature: ( on picture in the tokonoma) Moroshige zu. 
Date: ca. 1690 
Former Collection: Fenollosa 
Reproduced: Fenollosa, Masters of Ukiyo-e, no. 5; AIC I, p. 17 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1691 

From a shunga album of twelve sheets, Shibui's Moroshige Series C. 
The print is remarkable for its multiplicity of textures and motifs, 
which fill the entire picture surface. This exuberance is reminiscent of 
Sugimura Jihei, but it does not carry over into the composition itself, 
which shows the restraint, the emphasis on balance and control, that 
one associates with the Hishikawa School. 

38 Couple Seated Back to Back 

Oban yoko-e, 27.3 x 38.1; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no publisher's seal 
Date: ca. 1700 
Former Collection: Fenollosa 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 17 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1716 

A page from a shunga album, Shibui's Moroshige Series B. This curious 
print with its defenseless-seeming couple oddly isolated on the page is 
more typical of Moroshige's work than no. 37. 

39 Koshoku Eda Murasaki, "The Amorous Purple 
of Eda" 

Illustrated book, five volumes bound in one (complete); three 
double-page illustrations per volume; 22.5 x 15. 7; early, but apparently 
not original, covers with hand written title slip reading: Koshoku Edo 
Murasaki; artist's name, Furuyama Moroshige, appears as the 
signature on a kakemono in the first illustration in Volume 5; author's 
signature and publisher's address are given on the last page: sakusha 

37 

(author) Ishikawa uji; Tori Abura-ch6, hammoto. 39 

Former Collections: Vever; seals of several Japanese collections 

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hillier, Redhill, Surrey, England 

Though the date of publication is not given in this copy, at least one 
Japanese source (Inouye) gives it as Jokyo 3 (1686). 

It is difficult to describe Moroshige's charm. His designs have a 
curious naivete about them which is quite appealing. For all his de
pendence on Moronobu, he has none of that master's suave fluency. 
Moronobu seems closer, somehow, to older, more aristocratic tradi
tions. The author of this novel, by the way, is Ishikawa Ryusen, who 
is included in this exhibition as an artist in his own right (no. 40). 
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40 Illustrated page 43 

ISHIKAWA RY-OSEN 
Cartographer, novelist, illustrator. 

Presumed to be a pupil of Morono bu. 
Active from 1686 to 1717. 

40 Yamato Kosaku Esho, "Selection of Pictures of 
Farming in Japan" 

Illustrated book, Volume 4 only; ten double-page and one 
half-page illustrations, two missing; 26 x 18; early (original?) cover 
with title slip in manuscript reading : Ishikawa Ryiisen Ehon, "Picture 
Book by Ishikawa Ryiisen." Artist and publisher (but not date) 
given on last page: Yamato eshi Ishikawa Ryiisen zu; 
Tori Abura-ch6 Izutsu-ya Sanemon. 

AIC, The F. W. Gookin Memorial Collection 

The evidence suggests that Ishikawa Ryiisen was a person of lively 
curiosity and considerable talent. He wrote the novel Koshoku Edo 
Murasaki, illustrated by Moroshige, which is included in this exhibition 
(no. 39), as well as several other novels which he illustrated himself. 
He prepared one of the most ambitious early maps of Edo, the block
printed Edo Zukan Komoku. His illustrations, though definitely in the 
Hishikawa tradition, seem lively and original. 

HISHIKA WA SCHOOL 

41 Street Scene in the Edo Theater District 

Extra oban yoko-e, 31. 7 x 55.9; tan-e 
No signature; collector's seal only (on yagura at right) Wakai 
Former Collections: Mosle, Wakai 
Reproduced: Mosle Catalogue, pl. CXXXIV, no. 1855; AIC I, p. 6'9 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1928.847 

On small platforms in front of one of the theaters, the Saruwaka-za, 
four men shout out the attractions of the day and, with upraised fans, 
point to the stage inside where a musician and two actors are perform
ing. The entrance to the other theater, the Ichimura-za, is at the left, 
through the narrow door closed off with a man-emblazoned curtain. 
Two men flank the cash box at this entrance. One of them, who is 
standing, leans forward with a ticket in his hand, apparently offering 
it to someone in the street. The theater fronts are covered with narrow, 
vertical signs announcing various performances and actors. The curious 
box-like structures overhead, known as yagura, or "battlements," were 
a type of sign or marquee that remained a feature of kabuki theaters 
until the late 19th century. Note the plumed spears on top, which 
resemble those used by Tsutsui Kichijiir6 in his famous spear dance 
(see no. 51). Down in the street, a guard rushes in to break up a potential 



brawl between an otokodate and a samuari, while a young pickpocket 
(at far right) takes advantage of the fracas to "heist" the samurai's 
purse. 

This print was formerly attributed to Kondo Kiyoharu, but it is so 
similar to the opening illustration of Moronobu's Kyogen Zukushi of 
1678 (see no. 12) that it must be close to that in date and by Moronobu 
or a close follower. The sense of activity and the telling way in which 
people are caught in characteristic poses argue for an attribution to 
the master. 

42 Young Woman Near a Plum Tree 

Kakemono-e, 55.9 x 29.2; tan-e colored by hand with touches of tan, 
buff, olive green, and lilac 
No signature; no publisher's seal 
Date: ca. 1688 
Former Collection: Fenollosa 
Reproduced: Fenollosa, Masters of Ukiyo-e, no. 5; Buckingham 
Memorial Catalogue, frontispiece; AIC I, p. 18 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1703 

A rather difficult print to place . It was at one time attributed to Moro
nobu. In AIC I it is given to Moroshige. In several respects it is close 
to the early Sugimura Jihei print in the Hiraki Collection, no. 17. The 
pose-one arm upraised, the empty sleeve of the opposite arm left 
hanging, the knees bent-is almost identical. The total effect of this 
print, however, is much weaker, and one is left with the impression 
that it is a later, more derivative work. 
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43 Courtesan Entertaining an Actor 

Kakemono, 27.3 x 30.5 ; ink, color, and gofun on silk 
No signature; seal: Hishikawa 
Date: ca. 1695 
Reproduced: Gale Catalogue, no. 20 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Gale, Mound, Minnesota 

In its refinement and elegance, this is a painting that fits readily into 
the Moronobu tradition. Only in a certain lack of animation does it 
declare itself to be the work of a follower not the master. Jack Hillier 
has suggested a possible attribution to Morofusa. 

44 Pleasures of the Seasons in the Floating World 

Makimono (handscroll), 45 cm. high; ink, color , and gofun on silk 
No signature; no seals; attributed to Morohira 
Date : ca. 1700 
Provenance: S. Mori 
Reproduced: Young and Smith, Japanese Painters of the 
Floating World, no. 14 

AIC , Lucy Maude Buckingham Collection 1929.853 

The scroll begins with an outing under blossoming cherry trees . The 
pleasures of summer follow, with people shown eating , listening to 
music, playing go, or simply enjoying the coolness on board two large 
river boats . Autumn opens with a kemari game played inside a bamboo 
cage. Nearby a group of girls are playing handball, while inside an open 
pavilion another group of people are absorbed in the incense guessing 
game. The scroll closes with a tea house under bamboo. The section 
showing the kemari game is closely related to a print of the series 
"Ueno Hanami no tei" by Moronobu. The section showing one of the 
two pleasure boats with a "kitchen boat" alongside is related to a similar 
scene in a Moronobu screen at the Freer. 

Awkward transitions from one section of the scroll to another sug
gest that it has been cut down. 
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45 Events of the Year in the Floating World 

Makimono (handscroll), 27.5 cm. high; ink, color, gofun and gold 
on paper 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1695-1700 
Provenance: Kegan Paul 
Reproduced: Harari Catalogue, vol. I, no. 19 

Harari Collection, London 

Scrolls like this are the painterly equivalent of printed series of the kind 
represented by no. 5. This scroll should be compared with the rather 
similar scroll attributed to Morohira (no. 44). Both works deal with 
the same kind of subject matter and are clearly in the same tradition. 
In their style of painting, however, they differ. The drawing is harder 
in this scroll and the colors more brilliant. 

46 Woman Standing beside a Cherry Tree 

Kakemono-e, 54 x 30.5; tan-e, colored by hand in yellow, tan, 
light brown, and gofun 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1690's 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 9 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1701 

This handsome print was formerly attributed to Moronobu, and it 
almost certainly belongs within the Hishikawa tradition. There is noth
ing quite like it among Moronobu's known works, however, and 
perhaps the most that one can say is that it stands halfway between 
the "Kambun Beauties" and the great Kaigetsud6 bijinga, still retaining 
some lingering resemblances to the first (cf. no. 2) while definitely 
anticipating the second (cf. no. 110). 
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ANONYMOUS WORK OF 
THE GENROKU PERIOD 

1688-1704 

47 Taihei Hinagata, "Patterns of the Era of 
Great Peace" 

Illustrated book , two volumes (complete); illustrations hand-colored. 
Date and publisher given in the preface: "an auspicious day of the 
first month of Genroku 9 (1696), Kuruma-machi , Ebisugawa-kado , 
Hayashi Kujiro hanko." 

The New York Public Library, Spencer Collection, Astor, Lenox 
and Tilden Foundations 

One example, a particularly beautiful one, of the many pattern books 
that were published in Kyoto and influenced fashions throughout the 
country. Kimono patterns very like the ones found in this book appear 
frequently in ukiyo-e. 

TORII KIYONOBU I 
Founder of the Torii School and one of 

the most significant artists of the period. 
Active from 1687 until well into the 

l 720's. A major influence from shortly 
before 1700. Died in 1729. 

48 Arashi Sangoro in the "Catching the Fox" Dance 

Kakemono, 32.5 x 44.5; ink, color, and gofun on paper 
Signature: Gako Torii Kiyonobu zu ; seal : Kiyonobu 
Date: ca. 1726 
Former Collection : Kuwahara 
Reproduced: Kokka , no. 390, pl. I; U.T.S., vol. 2, pl. I; 
Sekai Bijutsu, vol. 24; Nihonga Taisei, vol. 40; Noguchi, pl. 33; 
Gale Catalogue, no. 23 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Gale, Mound , Minnesota 

In the dance referred to in the title , the actor plays the part of a fox 
disguised as a man. He dances around the trap , tempted by the smell 
of the roasted rat with which it has been baited. Eventually, unable to 
resist any longer , his true nature reveals itself- at which moment the 
actor places the fox mask over his face-and he is caught. This is a 
very famous ukiyo-e painting in Japan , as one can judge from the many 
publications in which it has appeared. Note the delicacy of the brush
work and the sense of poise and restraint in this work, features that 
distinguish it from Torii School paintings of ten or fifteen years earlier. 



49 Sawamura Kodenji as Tsuyu No Mae in the Play, 
"Kanta Koroku" 

Kakemono-e, 53 x 30.8; tan-e 
Signature: Wagako Torii Shobei; artist's seal: Kiyonobu; 
publisher's seal: Hangi-ya, hammoto ... 
Date: 1698 
Reproduced: Gentles (1964), no. 19 

Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, Massachusetts, John Chandler 
Bancroft Collection 

The actor is shown performing a kyoran ("lunatic dance") before the 
Tadasu Shrine . He carries a branch with poem slips attached, as though 
taking part in the Tanabata Festival. 

"Kant6 Koroku" was performed at the Nakamura-za in 1698. This 
print is one of the earliest kakemono-e by Kiyonobu. The form of the 
signature also points to an early date. Nonetheless, almost every ele
ment of the fully developed Kiyonobu style is already present: the 
puffy, rounded outlines; the preference for blunt , stout forms (as in 
the fan design on the kimono or the thick cord attached to the hat .) 

This seems to be the only complete version of this print extant. 
Another copy, formerly in the Ledoux Collection and now in the 
Metropolitan, is "reconstructed" from the top of the signature on down. 
The reconstruction was obviously undertaken without knowing of the 
Worcester version and shows interesting similarities and differences. 

50 Uemura Kichisaburo as Nyosan No Miya 

Kakemono-e, 48.3 x 31.1 ; tan-e 
Signature: Wagak6 (Japanese painter) Torii Shobei; artist's seal: 
Kiyonobu; publisher's seal: Hangi-ya Shichirobei, hammoto, 
Shin Izumi-ch6 
Date: 1700 
Former Collection: Fenollosa 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 37 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1706 

The Princess Nyosan no Miya first appears in the famous Genji Mono
gatari of the 10th century. According to the story, she first catches sight 
of her future lover, Kashiwagi, as she lifts up a blind to rescue her pet 
cat, which has rushed out into the garden where Kashiwagi and other 
courtiers are playing kemari. By the early 18th century the princess and 
her pet cat had become stock motifs in ukiyo-e and also appeared in 
kabuki plays such as the one commemorated here, which was performed 
at the Morita-za in 1700. The large mon over the actor's head, the form 
of the artist's signature, and the designs on the kimono all tend to 
confirm the date arrived at on the basis of stage records. 
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51 Tsutsui Kichijuro in the Spear Dance 

Kakemono-e, 54.5 x 33.5; tan-e 
No signature; publisher's seal: Yamamoto (the publisher, 
Maruya Yamamoto Kohei) 
Date: 1704 
Reproduced: Images, no. 13; Ukiyo-e, no. 32 

The Watanabe Collection , Tokyo, Japan 

The inscription at the left margin , "Kyo kudari Tsutsui Kichijuro," 
gives the name of the actor together with the inform ation that he had 
just "come down" from Kyoto. According to stage records, the actor 
came to Edo late in Hoei 1 (1704). The yari-odori, "Spear-Dance," was 
first introduced in Genroku 4 (1691) and quickly acquired a place in 
the rather flamboyant dance repertoire favored at that time. Tsutsui 
Kichijuro was reputedly the first to use a second spear. One can imagine 
the almost acrobatic agility the dance required, especially after this 
added refinement. The spears were adorned with plumes and , of course , 
were not actually spears in our sense at all. 

There is another state of this print, with a different publisher's seal, 
in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. That copy also bears a collector's 
seal (with the character "nobu" enclosed in a jar) that has been found 
on a number of other Torii School kakemono-e in other collections, 
suggesting that they were all together at some time in the past (see 
nos. 60 and 71). 

Notice the conspicious placement of the actor's mon at the top of 
the print, a feature found in other early Torii works, such as no. 65. 
Though this print is unsigned, it has been universally attributed to 
Kiyonobu. 

52 The Courtesan Masatsune (Girl Fixing Her Hair) 

Kakemono-e, 54 x 33; tan-e, colored by hand with touches of very 
thin tan and gray-blue. 
No signature; publisher's seal: Naka-ya 
Date: ca. 1705 
Reproduced : AIC I, p . 40 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1737 

This has been attributed to Kiyonobu because of its closeness to a page 
in Kiyonobu's Keisei Ehon (no . 62), published in Genroku 13 (1700). 
But a second edition of that book virtually identical to the first, and 
brought out only a year later, is presumed to be by Masanobu. More
over, a very similar design, differing chiefly only in the woman's coiffure 
is found in the book Shidare Yanagi (no. 99), by the Kyoto artist , 
Omori Yoshikiyo, believed to have been published in Genroku 15 
(1702). Finally , the Buckingham Collection contains another print of 
this subject, differing only in minor details, which has been attributed 
to Masanobu. There is a distinct possibility that all of these designs 
refer back to an even earlier common source, and that Kiyonobu may 
not have been the originator. 
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53 Warriors Fighting in Mid-Stream 

Kakemono-e, trimmed to 54 x 28.6; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyonobu; artist's seal : Kiyonobu; publisher's seal: 
hammoto Yoshimura 
Date : ca. 1705-1710 
Former Collections: Sartiges, Vignier 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 39 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1932.1348 

Stories of the exploits of warriors, particularly those involving feats of 
almost superhuman strength and endurance, continued to be popular 
throughout the Edo Period . These stories were further popularized 
through their dramatization in the kabuki theater, which, as we have 
seen elsewhere, favored at this time scenes of stylized ferocity and 
swaggering bravado . Though this is apparently not a scene from a 
drama, a similar spirit of exaggeration pervades it. 

One must remember that the samurai still held pride of place in 
Japan at this time, and the martial arts were seriously cultivated . The 
number of illustrated books dealing with military subjects was enor
mous; and many of the ukiyo-e artists provided designs for them . 

54 Dancer 

Kakemono-e, 55.2 x 29.2; tan-e 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1708 
Former Collections: Doucet, Ledoux 
Reproduced: Vignier and Inada, Primitives, pl. IX, no. 34; Ledoux, 
Primitives, no. 9; Gentles (1964), no. 22; Master Prints, no. 12 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Dick Fund, 1949 

The dancer has freed his left arm from the sleeve of his outer robe, 
revealing the more delicate pattern in the hanging sleeve of his inner 
robe. He fills the bounds of the print in a most commanding way, 
partly through the sheer bulk and complexity of his many -layered 
garments. The thick bounding lines and bold designs of the outer robe 
are typical of this phase of the Torii manner. 



55 The Actors Ikushima Shingoro, Arashi Kiyosaburo 
and Ichikawa Danjuro in the Play Jinriki Teika 
Azuma Asobi (Teika Wayfaring to the East) 

Hosoban, 29.6 x 15.3; tan-e 
No signature; publisher's seal: Abura-ch6 Shichirobei 
Date: 1710 
Reproduced: Kikuchi (1968), fig. 53 

The Watanabe Collection, Tokyo, Japan 

The play was performed at the fall kaomise at the Nakamura-za in 
Hoei 6 (1710). The actors are identified not only by their mon, but by 
their names which are written out beside them. This print almost 
seems like a reduced (and simplified) mirror-image version of the un
signed kak emono-e, no. 64, from the Gale Collection. 

56 The "Taikomochi" (Professional Buffoon) 

Oban yoko-e, 26 x 36.8; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1710 
Former Collections: Fenollosa 
Reproduced: AIC I, p . 42 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1717 

This is a sheet from a shunga album, Shibui's Kiyonobu Series E. The 
series is signed, following a convention observed in a number of shunga 
series, on a landscape screen included in one of the prints. 

57 Courtesan Painting a Screen 

Oban yoko-e, 27 x 37.2; sumizuri-e with touches of color added by hand 
Signature: (on screen) Kiyonobu; artist's seal: (on screen) Kiyonobu; 
collector's seal: (at lower right) Wakai 
Date: 1711 
Former collections: Wakai, Appleton, Chandler 
Reproduced: Appleton Sale, Sotheby Catalogue, 1910, pl. IV; 
U.T.S., vol. 2, no. 19; AIC I, p. 21 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1942.61 

From a set of twelve erotic prints, Shibui Series B. The publisher and 
date are given on the last sheet of the set: "Takeda Choemon, Yoko
yama Dobo-ch6, Sh6toku !,eighth month (1711)." Both this and the 
last sheet are also in the Hiraki Collection. 

This is an example of the mature early Torii style applied to a gentler, 
less theatric subject; yet even here the woman lifts her brush with a 
certain conscious exaggeration, and all eyes are concentrated on that 
one gesture. Note the daintiness of the stool and the sake kettle com
pared with the ample forms of the figures. 
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58 The Actor Takii Hannosuke as a Wakashu 

Kakemono-e, 55.9 x 29.2; tan-e colored by hand in mustard, 
yellow, tan, and lilac. 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1710 
Reproduced: Vignier and Inada, Primitives, pl. VIII, no. 35; 
AIC I, p. 44; Ukiyo-e, no. 11 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1736 

One of those prints which, though attributed to Kiyonobu, could almost 
equally well be given to Kiyomasu. The boldly written calligraphy 
embellishing the actor's haori reminds one at once of the similar use of 
calligraphy by other artists at this time. As mentioned in the essay, this 
fashion seems to coincide with a pronounced calligraphic handling of 
line otherwise, in the drawing of obis and folds, for example. 

59 Standing Woman Raising a Comb to Her Hair 

Kakemono-e, 56 x 31.8; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1715 
Former Collection: Shibui 
Reproduced: Kikuchi ( 1968), fig. 63 

Hans Popper Collection, San Francisco 

There is something magnificent in the sheer bulk of this figure and the 
surging rhythms of the kimono patterns. The print is not signed, but it 
could hardly be by anyone other than Kiyonobu. 

60 Courtesan, Holding a Ground Cherry, and Kamuro 

Kakemono-e, 58.4 x 31.1; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Yamato hitsu zugashi (Japanese brush-painter) Torii 
Kiyonobu; artist's seal: Kiyonobu; publisher's seal: Hangi-ya, 
Kongen Edokoro (original picture place; i.e., studio) Shichirobei 
Date: ca. 1715 
Former Collection: Fenollosa 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 44; Ukiyo-e, no. 13 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1705 

There are several large-scale prints of this same type, showing courte
sans holding up some object which their young attendants seem de
lighted by and wish to have. The subject is an appealing one in its own 
right and also allows the artist to contrast the monumental pose of the 
courtesan with the tiny form of the attendant. 
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61 The Actor Sanjo Kantaro II as Yaoya 0-shichi 
and lchimura Takenojo as Kichisa 

Kakemono-e, 66 x 48.3; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyonobu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Komatsu-ya, Yushima Tenjin, Onnazaka no shita 
Date: 1718 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, James Fund 

Sanjo Kantar6 II is shown here in the same role, and in the same play, 
as in no. 82. It is interesting, and perhaps significant, that here, too, the 
print is signed Kiyonobu and sealed Kiyomasu. The publisher was the 
same for both prints, giving support to Jack Hillier's suggestion that 
the inconsistency might have been due to an engraver's error. 

62 Keisei Ehon, "Album of Courtesans" 

Orihon, one volume of eleven double-page sheets, 26 x 17; modern 
cover; no title slip. Artist's signature, date, and publisher on last page; 
signature: Wagako Torii Shobei Kiyonobu zu; seal: Kiyonobu; date : 
Genroku 13 (1700), an auspicious day of the fourth month; 
publisher: Izumi-ch6 Hangi-ya Shichirobei han. 

AIC, Martin A. Ryerson Collection 

The Keisei Ehon, literally "Picture Book of 'Castle Breakers,' " is de
servedly one of the most famous illustrated books of the Primitive 
Period. Each page depicts a well-known courtesan of the day. Follow
ing the example of the contemporary "Courtesan Critiques" or "Yoshi
wara Guidebooks," the courtesan's mon and name also appear on each 
page. The illustrations begin with a picture of the Omonguchi, or front 
gate, of the Yoshiwara. 

63 Furyu Shiho Byobu, "Fashionable Screens of the 
Four Directions" 

Illustrated book , one volume containing 41 illustrations (two 
apparently missing); 27 x 18.5; original cover with later, handwritten 
title slip, torn and only partly legible; but title, given as above, 
appears at the start of the preface. Artist's signature given at the end 
of the preface: Wagako Torii Shobei Kiyonobu, plus seal. Date of 
publication and publisher are given on the last page: an auspicious 
day of the 3rd month of Genroku 13 (I 700), Izumi-ch6 Hangi-ya 
Shichirobei han. 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Morse Collection 

Published in the same year and by the same publisher as Keisei Ehon 
(no. 62), this is an equally significant work, showing the already mature 
Torii style applied to the family specialty of actor pictures . The actors' 
names and their mon appear on each page. Many of the actors are 
shown in the exaggerated aragoto style so popular at the time. 



TORII KIYOMASU 
Near contemporary of Torii Kiyonobu I, 
possibly a brother or a son. Whether all 

the work signed with this name, especially 
prints dating from the l 720's on, are by 

the same person, has long been a matter 
of controversy. 

64 The Poet Teika Travelling 

Kakemono-e, 58.1 x 29.9; tan-e 
No signature; collector's seal: Wakai 
Date: ca. 1705 
Former collections : Wakai, Stoclet 
Reproduced: Stoclet Sale, Sotheby Catalogue, May 3rd, 1965, no. 48; 
Master Prints, no. 14; Ukiyo-e, no. 15; Gale Catalogue, no. 24 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Gale, Mound, Minnesota 

The three principal figures, Teika, on horseback, Nowake , the woman 
leading the horse, and Oe Saemon, are all identified by name panels. 
Scenes from around Lake Biwa (Lake Omi) appear in the background 
and are also carefully labelled: the hut of the blind poet, Semimaru; 
the temple of Hieizan; Sakamoto shrine; and the famous Pine of 
Karasaki . Teika (also known as Fujiwara no Sadaie) lived from 1162 
to 1242. As the compiler of Japan's best-known classical poetry anthol
ogy, the Hyakunin Jsshu, "One Poem Each by a Hundred Poets," he 
would be familiar to most literate Japanese of the Edo Period. This 
same subject is treated in at least two other prints, both actor prints, 
one a sumizuri-e by Masanobu (see AIC I, p. 118), the other a hosoban 
in the Watanabe Collection (no. 55 in this catalogue) dated 1710. This 
print is so close to the latter that it must be of about the same date. 
Neither print is signed, and some scholars have attributed both to 
Kiyonobu. Whoever the artist, its splendid state of preservation and 
interesting subject matter make this a rare and most handsome print. 

65 Nakamura Gentaro as Ayame 

Kakemono-e, 55 x 33; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal : 
Sakai-cho, Nakajima-ya, hammoto 
Date: before 1710 
Reproduced: Kikuchi (1968), fig. 133 

Watanabe Collection, Tokyo 

The designs on the actor's robes have a rich, three-dimensional quality 
that tends to work against one's sense of the volume of the figure 
underneath, making it more difficult than with many Torii prints to 
take the composition in at a glance. The sweet flag or iris (ayame in 
Japanese) on the actor's furisode probably is an intentional reference 
to the role . 

This seems to be a very early work for Kiyomasu. A comparison 
with Kiyonobu's print of Tsutsui Kichijur6 (no . 51), dated to 1704, will 
show the extent to which thi s still fits into that tradition. 
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66 Courtesan, Holding a Doll, and Attendant 

Kakemono, 54.3 x 29.5 ; tan-e 
No signature : no seals 
Date: ca. 1715 Illustrated page 66 

Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, Massachusetts, John Chandler 
Bancroft Collection 

The subject reminds one ofno. 60, but the manner is looser and broader. 
The enormous round peaches on the courtesan's kimono are design 
details which, in their fullness and rotundity, are of the kind found 
quite early in the Torii School. On the other hand, there is a certain 
simplicity to the kimono patterns, which are limited in the area they 
cover, that suggests a later date , closer to 1715, a possibility that is 
supported by the facial type, which also seems of that period. The 
block shows signs of having been rather coarsely carved. This is ap
parently the only known impression of this print. 

67 Ichikawa Danjuro II in a Shibaraku Role 

Kakemono-e, 59.4 x 31.7; hand colored 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Shimmei-mae, Emi-ya, Yoko-ch6; collector's seals: (lower left, at top) 
Ota (lower left, at bottom) Nampo bunko 
Date: 1714 
Former Collection: Ota 
Reproduced: U.T., vol. II , no. 29; Noguchi, pl. 43 

Hiraki Collection, Tokyo 

This print is generally conceded to be the prototype from which most 
later representations of this famous role are derived. This particular 
copy has the added distinction of bearing the collector's seals of Ota 
Nampo (1749-1823), also known as Shoku Sanjin, literary man and 
arbiter of taste who was one of the first serious historians of ukiy o-e. 
The Shibaraku role was invented by the first Danjiir6 in Genroku 10 
(1697) and revived by his son in Shotoku 4 (1714). In it, the actor, who, 
in spite of his fierce appearance, is a champion of the good, intervenes 
at a critical juncture in the play shouting shibaraku, "Wait a moment." 
The role is a classic example of aragoto, "rough stuff" acting. 

68 Katsuyama M atagoro as Soga Jura and 
Fujimura Handayu II as Tora Gozen 

Kakemono-e, 55.8 x 32. 7; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Sakai-ch6, Nakajima-ya, hammoto 
Date: 1715 
Reproduced: Images, no . 19; Ukiyo-e, no. 24; Kikuchi (1968), fig. 130 

Hiraki Collection, Tokyo 

The actors are shown in the "hair dressing" scene from a Soga play. 
The writing overhead is the handayubushi, the narrati ve chant or reci-



tative, that was sung during the scene. Hair dressing scenes were popular 
in kabuki (and hence also in ukiyo-e), symbolizing deep affection be
tween two people. 

69 A Gentleman Out Walking 

Kakemono-e, 56.8 x 31.l; tan-e 
Signature: Nihon Senkenga (beautiful picture of Japan) Torii shi 
(family) Kiyomasu zu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Motohama-cho, Iga-ya, hammoto 
Date: ca. 1715 
Former collections: Doucet , Fuller 
Reproduced: Vignier and Inada, Primitives, pl. XVII, no. 74; 
AIC I, p. 52 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1946.53 

Though the mon on the man's haori was worn by several actors con
nected with the Morita-za, there is some question whether this is really 
an actor print in the usual sense of the word; i.e., a print connected 
with a specific performance . Most Japanese scholars seem to feel that 
it is not and that it simply represents a fashionable young man of the 
day out walking. 

70 Standing Beauty Reading a Poem 

Kakemono-e, 55.5 x 31; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Motohama-cho, Iga-ya , hammoto 
Poem: ( on scroll) Tsuki no koro /utsu to shi keredo /mado no ume; 
"The moon is full, and in my melancholy, the plum at the window." 
Date : ca. 1715 
Reproduced: Ukiyo-e, no. 34 

Museum of Fine Arts , Boston 

Once again, the Kaigetsudo influence is apparent. The kimono pattern, 
of snow on bamboo, with a plum flower pattern just glimpsed on the 
under kimono, carries out the mood set by the poem. The print remains 
impressive in spite of its poor condition. It is severely trimmed at the 
bottom. 
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71 Standing Figure of a Woman 

Kakemono-e, 57.8 x 31.8; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Sakai-cho, Nakajima-ya, hammoto; and a jar-shaped seal (presumably 
a collector 's), reading nobu, impressed sideways, half at the top and 
half at the bottom of the print. 
Date : ca. 1715 
Former Collection: Fenollosa 
Reproduced: Buckingham Memorial Catalogue, opposite p. 46; 
AIC I, p. 49; Ukiyo-e, no. 27 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1729 

The striking crow design on the woman's outer robe (quite the most 
dramatic feature in this print) is similar to the design on the courtesan 
Wakoku's kimono in Kiyonobu's Keisei Ehon (no. 62). The jar-shaped 
collector's seal is found on a number of other important primitive 
kakemono-e, including catalogue no. 60 in this exhibition. The stains 
and losses on many of these prints follow a pattern that suggests that 
they were together, and piled one on top of the other, when the damage 
occurred. 



72 Woman with a Toy Lantern 

Kakemono-e, 57 .1 x 31.1 ; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Sakai-cho, Nakajima-ya, hammoto 
Date : ca. 1715 
Former collection: Ketcham 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 51 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1725 

A variation on the courtesan and child theme seen in other Torii 
School prints, such as nos. 60 and 66. But here the child is virtually 
lost in the display of calligraphic line making up the courtesan's robes 
and flamboyantly tied obi. The writing on the toy lantern or sparkler 
refers to a festival in Sakai Street. The publisher also lived in Sakai 
Street. 

73 Shoki the Demon Queller 

Kakemono-e , 50. 7 x 31. 7; tan-e 
Signature : Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Date; ca. 1714 
Sakai-cho, Nakajima-ya, hammoto 
Reproduced: .Tokyo National Museum Catalogue, Ukiyo-e Prints (1), 
fig. 66 

Tokyo National Museum 

Shoki the Demon Queller was-and still is-a popular subject in 
Japanese folk art. He is invariably shown as a powerful Chinese in 
military attire and shares some of the characteristics of the Nio, the 
two Deva Kings traditionally placed as guardians at the gates of Budd
hist Temples. Kiyomasu has depicted him here in the Torii style usually 
reserved for aragoto roles in kabuki, and he has carried the thick, calli
graphic quality of the lines to an extreme found in no other work in 
the exhibition. 

This print will be on view for two weeks only. 

74 Nakamura Gentaro as Ayame and 
Ikushima Shingoro as Yorimasa 

Kakemono-e, 55.5 x 33; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu ; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher 's seal: 
Sakai-cho, Nakajima-ya, hammoto 
Date: ca. 1712 
Reproduced: Images, no. 17; Kikuchi (1968), fig. 134 

Watanabe Collection 

74 

A remarkable composition which, viewed abstractly , is built up almost 
entirely out of interlocking circles and ellipses. Nakamura Gentaro's {iD 
costume is decorated with auspicious emblems usually associated with 
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New Year's: pine; bamboo; the crane; and the hairy-tailed tortoise. 
Even his fan bears an abstract tortoise-shell design. Ikushima Shingor6 
holds a kotsuzumi, an hour-glass shaped drum, which he beats with his 
right hand. Shingoro's romantic involvement with Ejima, a lady-in
waiting at the Shogun's court, led to his banishment in 1714 when the 
affair was discovered. An irregularity in the drawing of the mon has 
raised some doubt whether the one actor is Nakamura Gentar6, as 
given, or Nakamura Takesaburo. 

75 Nakamura Gentaro as Tomoe Gozen and 
Asao Jujiro as Sagano 

Kakemono-e , 55.9 x 28.6; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Sakai-cho, Nakajima-ya, hammoto 
Date: 1714 
Reproduced: Images, no. 20; Ukiyo-e, no. 21 

Yamamoto Collection, Tokyo 

Tomoe Gozen, renowned for her valor as well as her beauty, is about to 
depart for battle . The maiden Yoshino combs her hair. As mentioned 
elsewhere (cf. no. 68), haircombing scenes were popular in kabuki at 
this period. Kiyomasu treated the subject a number of times, but never 
with the combination of grace and strength that he achieves here. 

76 Nakamura Senya as Tokonatsu 

Kakemono-e, 59 x 31.1; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Komatsu-ya, Yushima Tenjin, Onnazaka no shita 
Date: 1716 
Previous collections: Ledoux 
Reproduced: Ledoux, Primitives, no. 13; Gentles (1964), no. 29 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Dick Fund, 1949 

This is probably the first of the two states of this print included in the 
exhibition. Though it was apparently folded in at least six sections, and 
there is some repainting along the folds, basically it is in excellent con
dition . The tan has oxidized beautifully. The gray-blue color used in 
addition to the tan and yellow is unusual. 

77 Another State of the Previous Print 

Kakemono-e, 58.4 x 32.9; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Komatsu-ya, Yushima Tenjin , Onnazaka no shita 
Date: 1716 
Previous collections: Straus-Negbaur, Chandler 
Reproduced: Einstein, pl. 36; Sammlung Tony Straus-Negbaur, no. 13 

Honolulu Academy of Arts 



It is not always easy to determine whether the differences between two 
prints of a given subject are due to differences of state-that is, to the 
recarving of part of the block-or to such factors as repairs and the 
inevitable variations caused by the addition of hand painted colors. 
Here, however, the evidence seems clear. The most obvious difference 
is in the spokes of the umbrella, where they radiate from the handle; 
but innumerable other differences exist as well. In general, the lines in 
this example are finer, lacking the robust energy of the lines in the 
Metropolitan example . This is true even of the artist's signature, sug
gesting that perhaps the entire block was recarved. Vignier and Inada 
(Primitives, pl. XIX) reproduce yet another impression that seems to 
fall somewhere between the two exhibited here. 

78 An Eagle on a Cliff Near a Kiri Tree 

Kakemono-e, 55.9 x 28.6; tan-e, colored by hand in blue, gray, 
yellow, green and tan. 
No signature ; no seals 
Date: ca. 1716 
Former Collections: Doucet, Fuller 
Reproduced: Vignier and Inada, Primitives , pl. X, no . 38; 
Ukiyo-e, no . 22 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1735 

The grandest in conception of all Kiyomasu 's prints of birds of prey. 
There is nothing similar to the design in Nigiri Kobushi, which served 
as the source for several other such prints by Kiyomasu; and though 
the basic idea is found in painting from the Momoyama Period on, there 
is nothing else like it in ukiyo-e. 

79 An Eagle Attacking a Monkey 

Kakemono-e, 57.1 x 30.5; tan-e 
Signature: Torii shi Kiyomasu zu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's 
seal: Motohama-cho, Iga-ya; collector's seal: Wakai 
Date: ca. 1716 
Former Collections: Wakai, Manzi, Vignier 
Reproduced: Vignier and Inada , Primitives, pl. XX, no. 77; 
Catalogue of Manzi Sale, 1921, 3rd part, pl. 11; AIC I, p. 56 

AIC , Buckingham Collection 1932.1352 

This print seems to have borrowed elements from two facing pages in 
Nigiri Kobushi. The eagle, called an 6washitaka, "great eagle hawk," 
in the book, is taken from page 5 while the monkey is taken from page 6. 
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80 Konori Taka, "Sparrow Hawk" 

Kakemono-e, 55 x 28.6; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal; Kiyomasu 
Date: ca. 1716 
Former Collections: Doucet, Fuller 
Reproduced: Vignier and Inada, Primitives, pl. XXI, no. 76; 
Von Seidlitz (1910), p. 9; Aubert, pl. II; AIC I, p. 55; Hillier (1960), 
pl. 7 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1733 

This print is taken almost directly from a page in Nigiri Kobushi, "The 
Clenched Fist," a book on falcons and falconry, illustrated by an 
unknown artist (probably of the Kano School), published in Jokyo 4 
(1687). Other Kiyomasu falcon prints (including no. 79) are also based 
on illustrations in that book. Falconry was a favorite pastime of the 
samurai, and falcons, hawks, and eagles were the subjects of a great 
number of screens and scrolls from at least the Momoyama Period 
(1573-1614) on. The ferocity of these great birds was probably con
sidered emblematic of the pure samurai spirit. It is a measure of the 
extent to which the samurai influenced popular tastes that an ukiyo-e 
artist should turn to this subject matter. 

The print has been severely trimmed at the right. 



81 A Hawk Capturing a Crane in Flight 

Kakemono-e, 55.9 x 28.6; tan-e 
No signature; no publisher's mark. 
Date: ca. 1715 
Former collections: Doucet , Fuller 
Reproduced: Vignier and Inada, Primitives, pl. XXI, no. 75; 
AIC I, p. 55 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1734 

A somewhat similar design is found in Nigiri Kobushi, but it is much 
weaker. This print has been severely trimmed at the right. 

82 Sanjo Kantaro II as Yaoya O Shichi 

Kakemono-e, 54.6 x 32.4; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyonobu ; artist's seal : Kiyomasu (see note below); 
publisher's seal: Komatsu-ya, Yushima Tenjin, Onnazaka no shita 
Date: 1718 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1707 

The actor is shown holding a book entitled Shinju Edo Zakura, "Double 
Suicide, The Cherry of Edo." He wears, besides his own butterfly mon, 
the jomon (love letter mon) of the first actor to play the role of Yaoya 
0 Shichi, Arashi Kiyosabur6. His hairpin is inscribed with the char
acter Kichi, a reference to O Shichi's lover, Kichisa. Sanj6 Kantar6 II 
won acclaim for his portrayal of O Shichi in a play performed at the 
Nakamura-za in Ky6h6 (1718), and that is presumably the performance 
commemorated here. The fact that this print is signed Kiyonobu but 
sealed Kiyomasu has given rise to considerable speculation. There is 
something rather stiff and flat about this figure, which sets the print 
apart from most of the other large-scale kakemono-e of either Kiyonobu 
or Kiyomasu. 

83 Another Impression of the Previous Print 

Kakemono-e, 50 x 30.5; sumizuri-e 
Signature : Torii Kiyonobu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Komatsu-ya, Yushima Tenjin, Onnazaka no shita 
Date : 1718 

Portland Art Museum, Portland, Oregon, Mary Andrews Ladd 
Collection 

An unpainted impression of the previous print. 
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84 Katagiri Yashichi 

Oban yoko-e, 28.3 x 41.2; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Motohama-ch6, Iga-ya, hammoto; title: (in cartouche at upper right) 
Katagiri Y ashichi 
Date: ca. 1716 
Reproduced: Ukiyo-e, no. 31; Kikuchi (1968), fig. 164 

Watanabe Collection, Tokyo 

The beautiful Tokiwa Gozen, pursued by the Taira and fleeing with her 
three sons through the snow, is discovered by Katagiri Yashichi in his 
garden. The story is part of the Heike-Genji cycle which provided ma
terial for innumerable plays. In spite of the rather theatrical postures 
assumed by the protagonists here, however, the scene is apparently not 
taken from any specific play. The prominent mon worn by Yashichi is 
his own, not an actor's. 

85 Yaoya O Shichi with a Flowering Cherry Branch 

Kakemono-e, 54.6 x 32.4; tan-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu; artist's seal: Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: 
Motohama-ch6, Iga-ya, hammoto, plus the character for "picture," 
enclosed in a hexagon 
Date : ca. 1718 
Reproduced: Gentles (1964), no. 30 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, James Fund 

It seems that Sanjo Kantar6 II's revival of the role (see no. 82) in 1718 
was so successful that it brought on a whole series of plays about 
Y aoya O Shichi. It is not certain which of these performances is repre
sented here. 0 Shichi is shown with a cherry branch with a poem slip 
hanging from it on which the words koi zakura, "love cherry," appear. 
These words also appear as the title of the book held by the actor in 



no. 82. Briefly, the basic story of Yaoya O Shichi is this: The young 
0 Shichi takes refuge with her parents in a temple after a fire that has 
destroyed their home. While there, she meets and falls in love with a 
temple page named Kichisa. Afterwards, when she has to return home, 
she is so unhappy that she sets fire to the new house , hoping that she 
will then get to return to the temple. The fire, however, spreads, burning 
a great part of the city. 0 Shichi is seized and burned to death. Kichisa 
becomes a monk and spends the rest of his life praying for her pardon. 

86 Nakamura Sukegoro and Nakamura T akesaburo 
in a Scene from a Play 

Chuban yoko-e, 21.3 x 31; beni-e, colored by hand in beni, yellow, 
yellow-green, and faded blue 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu hitsu; publisher's seal: Sagami-ya 
Date: l 720's 

Portland Art Museum, Portland, Oregon, Mary Andrews Ladd 
Collection 

The spirited drawing , the inclusion of the setting, and the horizontal 
format remind one of Kiyomasu's larger black-and-white prints of the 
preceding decade (cf. no. 84). If an actual play is represented here, as 
seems likely, future research may be able to identify it and thus allow 
this print to be more accurately dated. It should prove an interesting 
document in the Kiyomasu controversy (see no. 91). 

87 Sanjo Kantaro with a Branch of Bamboo 

Hoso-e, 34 x 15.6; urushi-e, colored by hand in two shades of beni, 
yellow, lilac, light olive, metal filings, and heavy sumi over 
embossed pattern on robe. 
Signature: Yamato eshi Torii Kiyomasu; publisher's seal: Murata (ya) 
Date: 1728 
Former Collection: Hunter 
Reproduced: Catalogue of Hunter Sale, 1919, no. 108 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1784 

The inscription at the lower left gives the name of the actor and identi
fies his role as that of a kyojo, mad woman . Comparison should be 
made with Kiyonobu's early print of an actor in a similar role (no. 49). 
There too the actor carries a branch of bamboo decorated with poems 
for the Tanabata Festival. The kimono pattern in this print is not unlike 
the pattern used in another Kiyomasu actor print of this period, no. 90. 
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88 Beauties of the Three Capitals 

Unsevered hoso-e triptych, 38.6 x 47.6; urushi-e, colored by hand in 
beni, yellow, light olive, blue, metal filings, and sumi over embossing 
Signature: eshi Torii Kiyomasu hitsu; publisher's seal: 
Urokogata-ya, hammoto 
Date: ca. 1729 
Former Collection: Garland 
Reproduced: U.T., vol. II, no. 103; Paine (1963), pl. 9 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1937.25 

A comparison with no. 141, presumed to be a pirated version of a lost 
original by Masanobu, will show how close to one another the two 
versions are. Kiyomasu has transposed the center and right hand panels; 
otherwise the resemblances are striking and provide yet further evidence 
of Masanobu's leadership in ukiyo-e at this time. 

89 Segawa Kikunojo Leaning on a Sugoroku Board 

Hosoban, 31.8 x 15.3; urushi-e, colored by hand in two tones of beni, 
yellow, mustard, lilac, blue (faded), brass filings, and heavy sumi 
over embossed check pattern. 
Signature: eshi Torii Kiyomasu hitsu; publisher's seal: symbol of 
Urokogata-ya; publisher's information: Urokogata-ya, hammoto 
Date: 1737 
Former Collection: Chandler, Straus-Negbaur 
Reproduced: Straus-Negbaur, Primitive Japanese Woodcuts, pl. VIII; 
Sammlung Tony Straus-Negbaur, pl. V.; AIC I, p. 99 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1942.73 



Once again, an unusually well preserved print, showing the special 
qualities of the urushi-e to good advantage. The subject is an appealing 
one, the outdoor setting, the towel drying on the rack, the flowers grow
ing by the fence and at the foot of the verandah all adding to its attrac
tiveness. 

90 Ichikawa Gennosuke as a Wakashu 

Hosoban, 33.4 x 15.9; urushi-e 
Signature: (at right of panel at bottom) eshi Torii Kiyomasu hitsu; 
publisher's seal: (at center of panel at bottom) symbol of 
Urokogata-ya; publisher's name: (at left of panel at bottom) 
Urokogata-ya hammoto; title: (in cartouche at upper right) 
Edo Fiizoku no Wakamatsu , "Typical Young Pines of Edo" 
Date : ca. 1730 

Portland Art Museum , Portland, Oregon , Mary Andrews Ladd 
Collection 

The actor holds the bundled-up skirts of his haori in front of him, in a 
pose not unlike that assumed by Ichikawa Monnosuke in print no. 160 
by Toshinobu. Here too the actor has taken the part of a somewhat 
self-conscious young dandy, with two swords tucked under his obi, a 
stylish kimono with hare and waves design, and an even more modish 
haori with its design of Emperor and Empress dolls and inubako (boxes 
in the form of a human-faced dog). The actor's name is inscribed at 
the lower left. 

91 Yamashita Kinsaku I as a Woman Peddler 

Hosoban, 34.3 x 15.9; urushi-e, colored by hand in two shades of beni, 
yellow, blue, lilac, light olive, metal powder, and urushi over 
embossed pattern 
Signature: Torii Kiyomasu in a cartouche; publisher's seal: Sakai-ch6, 
Nakajima-ya, hammoto 
Date: ca. 1729 
Former Collection: Lathrop 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 90 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1788 

The actor is shown in the role of an ohaguro peddler. Ohaguro was the 
dye used for blackening teeth. In Japan, up until the late 19th century 
at least, it was the custom for married women to blacken their teeth. 

For all its charm, this print has none of the power of Kiyomasu's 
earlier work. The signature, too, has changed and looks, in fact, almost 
like Gothic script. It is to these kinds of differences that some scholars 
point in support of their view that more than one artist used the 
Kiyomasu name. For them , this print would obviously be by Kiyo
masu II. 
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JIFU 
Nothing is recorded about this artist. 

Active during the second decade 
of the 17th century. 

92 Woman Reading by a Mosquito Net 

Kakemono, 69.8 x 37.1; ink, color , and gofun on silk 
Signature: Nihon eryii Buhiken Jifii kore ( o) zusu; seal : undeciphered 
Date: ca. 1720 

Mr. and Mrs . Jackson Burke, New York 

This painting resembles detail for detail, a kakemono-e by Kiyomasu 
in the Tokyo National Museum (see Tokyo Catalogue, vol. I, no. 62, 
and Kikuchi (1968), fig. 132). The only differences are in the design of 
the courtesan's robe , the wording of the letter , and the addition of a 
tiny incense burner in the Kiyomasu print. A similar subject (in some 
respects the mirror image of this) was also painted by Kaigetsudo 
Ando (see Hochi Catalogue, no . 100). Little is known of Jifii. One 
assumes that he is of the same generation as Eishun, Choshun, and Rifu. 

TORII SCHOOL 

93 Two Actors in a Play 

Kakemono , 37.5 x 45; ink, color , and gofun on darkened and worn 
paper 

93 No signature ; no seals 
Date: ca. 1700-1705 
Provenance: Janette Ostier 
Reproduced: Harari Catalogue, vol. I, no. 21 

The Harari Collection, London 

The style is that of the Torii School, but the manner of painting seems 
too cautious and controlled to permit attribution to either Kiyonobu 
or Kiyomasu, whose brushwork, judging from their prints, must have 
shown greater bravado. For all its theatricality, there is a studied 
delicacy to this painting-a kind of nicety in the matching and contrast 
of costume details, for instance-that points to a painter of some 
independence and originality . 

94 Girl Playing Battledore and Shuttlecock 

Kakemono, 95.25 x 40.6; ink, color, and gofun on paper 
No signature; no seals 
Date : ca. 1720 
Reproduced: Young and Smith, Japanese Painters of the Floating 
World, no. 24 

AIC, Gift of The Orientals 1962.691 

This painting was formerly attributed to Kiyomasu, but on no firm 
grounds, so it seems safer to give it simply to the Torii School. There 



is a very similar painting, by Kamigaki Horyu, in the Otani Collection 
(Images, no. 64). It does not have any of the background detail, how
ever. 

Battledore and shuttlecock was a traditional New Year's game, and 
the painting is filled with other references to that season; the kado
matsu (pine and bamboo), the shimenawa (rice straw rope) with its 
pendent cluster of auspicious symbols, and even the calligraphy on 
the girl's kimono, which suggests the kakizome, the "first writing of 
the year." 

TORII KIYOTADA 
Pupil of Kiyonobu I. 

Later came under the influence of 
Masanobu. Active from before 

1720 through the 1740's. 

95 Ichikawa Danjuro II as Kawazu Saburo, 
Sanokawa M angiku as Sanada, and Nakamura 
Dempachi as the Thread Seller 

Chuban yoko-e , 20.5 x 30.5 
Signature: Torii Kiyotada; publisher's seal: Shidashi (supplier) 
Asakusa Mitsuke, Hangi-ya Gonshiro, Hikage Dobo-cho 
Date: 1718 
Reproduced: Images, no. 52; Ukiyo-e, no. 57 

Aoki Collection 

Little is known about Kiyotada. He is said to have been a pupil of 
Kiyonobu I, though here he seems to owe more to Kiyomasu. The 
scene represented is from a play given at the Nakamura-za in the 
eleventh month of K yoho 3 (1718). It was part of the so-called Soga 
cycle; and Danjuro, who played the father of the famous brothers , is 
thus shown wearing the Soga family crest in addition to his personal 
mon. 

96 The Yoshiwara Naka-no-cho 

Extra oban yoko-e, 43.2 x 64.1; tan-e, colored by hand in pale beni, 
yellow, tan, benigara (Indian red pigment), buff, lilac, blue (faded), 
and thin sumi. 
Signature: (in left hand margin) Eshi Torii Kiyotada hitsu; engraver's 
name (at left of artist's signature): Sekine Shintaro; publisher's 
trademark: symbol of Urokogata-ya 
Date: ca. 1735 
Former Collection: Harmsworth, Orange and Thornicroft 
Reproduced : Orange and Thornicroft Sale, Sotheby Catalogue, 1912, 
no. 172, pl. XII; AIC I, p. 114 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1939.2152 

The huge gates are open and turned inward. The houses, identified in 
writing on the slashed curtains over the open house fronts, line both 
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sides of the central street. Courtesans move through the crowd with 
their customers or accompanied by attendants. Vendors, sight-seers, 
and deliverymen add to the bustle. In the center an attendant pulls at 
the sleeve of a fashionably dressed man. This print seems to be based, 
at least in part, on Masanobu's perspective view of the same scene (no. 
150), though the vantage point there is set somewhat further back. 

KIYONOBU II 
This artist's precise relationship to the 

first Kiyonobu is still being debated. 
In any case, he must have succeeded to 

the name at the time of the first 
Kiyonobu's retirement in 1727 or his 
death in 1729. He was active through 

the end of our period and died in 1752. 

97 Ogino Isaburo as Soga no Gora and Nakamura 
Shichisaburo II as Dozaburo 

Hosoban, 32.4 x 15.5; beni-e 
Signature: Torii Kiyonobu hitsu; publisher's seal: Iga-ya 
Date: 1730 
Reproduced: Images, no. 57; Ukiyo-e, no. 85 

Watanabe Collection, Tokyo 

Here is another encounter scene from one of the always popular Soga 
plays. The color is unusually effective in this print, but though all the 
standard Torii mannerisms are present-the ballooning forms and the 
swagger-the total effect is somewhat confused . Kiyonobu II was simply 
not the master that his predecessor was. 

RYUSOSHI KIYOHARU 
Artist in the Torii tradition. 

Active ca. 1700. 
Exact relationship with other artists 

using the Kiyoharu name is uncertain. 

98 The Onnagata Yoshikawa Kazaya 

Kakemono, framed, 99 x 48; ink and color with gofun on paper 
Signature: Ryusoshi Kiyoharu kore o gasu, "R yusoshi Kiyoharu 
painted this;" seals: undeciphered 
Date: ca. 1700-1705 
Former Collections: Vignier, Marianne Densmore 
Reproduced: Harari Catalogue (1970), no. 21 

The Harari Collection, London, England 



An important painting-one of the few of this scale known-in early 
Torii style; the painterly equivalent of such prints as nos. 49 and 54 by 
Kiyonobu. Here, too, are the broad swelling and tapering lines, the 
billowing forms, the stout, almost swollen, design elements (as in the 
pine tree motif on the outer kimono). The sense of movement is con
veyed perhaps even more effectively than in the prints. At the same 
time there is something almost simpering or affected about the actor, 
who actually comes across as a man in woman's role, as he is. 

As Jack Hillier points out in the Harari Catalogue, it is not known 
whether this Kiyoharu is identical with or separate from Torii Kiyo
haru and Kondo Kiyoharu, both of whom were working at approxi
mately this same time. 

OMORI YOSHIKIYO 
Kyoto artist and book illustrator. 

Active during the first two decades 
of the 18th century. 

99 Shidare Yanagi, "The Weeping Willow" 

Orihon, one volume of twelve pictures, arranged according to the 
iroha from i to wo with chi and ri not marked; 26.8 x 18. 7; original 
cover ( ?) made up of panels of printed papers pieced together to 
resemble kimono fabric; title slip added later. No colophon or 
introduction; artist, publisher, and date not given. 

AIC, Martin A. Ryerson Collection 

Kenji Toda, in his catalogue of The Ryerson Collection, refers to a copy 
of this book that was then (1931) in the Imperial Library in Tokyo. 
That copy, which seems to have been different in several important 
respects from this one, had a publisher's note dated Genroku 15 (I 702). 
The New York Public Library also has a copy of this book, but it, too, 
lacks a colophon. The page illustrated in the Spencer Collection cata
logue (p. 94) differs completely from the same page in this copy. All 
of this is of special interest since at least two of the designs in this book 
appear with only minor changes in Kiyonobu's Keisei Ehon (no. 62) 
dated Genroku 13. 
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KONDO KIYOHARU 
Little is known about this artist. 

Active during the first two decades of 
the 18th century. 

100 Kumagai Naozane and Taiga no Atsumori 

Unsevered hoso-e diptych, 34.3 x 32.1; urushi-e, colored by hand in 
two shades of beni, yellow, mustard , green, blue, metal filings, and 
heavy sumi. 
Signature: Kondo Kiyoharu hitsu; publisher's seal: Hasegawa-ch 0, 
Omi-ya Kuhei han 
Date: ca. 1720. 
Former Collection: Chandler 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 70 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1942.67 

Only in a well preserved pr int like this can one see how sprightly and 
effective the urushi-e colors actually were. 

The young Atsumori is seen swimming his horse out to sea in an 
attempt to reach the fleeing Taira forces. He is pursued by the fierce 
Minamoto warrior, Kumagai, who eventually, though not without 
remorse, kills him. The incident became the subject of a No drama and 
is illustrated in a number of prints. 

101 Standing Beauty 

KAIGETSUDO ANDO 
Founder of the Kaigetsudo School. The 

date of his birth is traditionally given 
as 1671. Reached the height of his 

influence just prior to 1714 when he 
was banished in connection with the 

Lady Ejima affair. No prints are known 
by him. 

Kakemono, 110 x 48; ink, colors, and gofun on paper 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsudo kore ( o) zusu , "Kaigetsudo drew 
this painting in Japanese style for fun" 
Date: before 1714 
Former Collection: Takenouchi 
Reproduced: Hochi Catalogue, no . 96; U.T.S ., vol. 3, no . 26 

Idemitsu Art Gallery, Tokyo 

The courtesan raises both hands to place a comb in her hair while, her 
mind on what she is doing, she stares unseeingly ahead. This simple but 
elegant gesture was to serve as the basis of many a painting by Ando's 
followers. Here we see it in one of its earliest forms, with none of the 



straining for effect that was to make itself felt later. The colors are 
bright but restrained, and the pose is striking but straightforward and 
dignified. 

This painting will be exhibited only during the first two weeks of the 
exhibition. 

102 Standing Beauty with Sleeve Upraised 

Kakemono, partially dismounted and framed, 104.1 x 42.5; ink, color 
and gofun on paper 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsudo kore ( o) zusu, "Kaigetsud6 drew 
this picture for fun in the Japanese style"; lower seal: 
Ando; poem (by Sarumaru tayii., from the Hyakunin Isshu) Oku 
yama ni/momiji fumiwake/naku shika no/koe kiku toki zo/aki wa 
kanishiki, "Hearing the voice of the stag as he breaks through the 
red maple leaves deep in the mountains, then, truly, autumn is sad" 
Date: ca. 1710 
Former collection: Hart 
Reproduced: Hart Catalogue, no. 16 

Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Burke, New York 

Seeing the stylish perfection and daring of a work like this, one can 
easily understand the fascination Ando held for an entire generation of 
ukiyo-e artists. The pose-the left arm raised displaying the handsome 
furisode, the right hand holding the gathered-up skirts-became a fa
vorite with Ando's followers. The beautiful bamboo pattern on the 
kimono is found again in a painting by Ando's favorite pupil, Dohan 
(no. 113). 

103 Sanjo Kantaro II as Urashima 

Kakemono, 105.7 x 59.4; ink, colors, and gofun on paper 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsudo kore ( o) zusu, "Kaigetsudo drew 
this painting in Japanese style for fun" 
Date: before 1714 
Reproduced: U.T., vol. II, no. 227; Lee, Japanese Decorative Style, 
pl. 99; Young and Smith, Japanese Painters of the Floating World, 
no. 19 

The Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio, Dudley P. Allen 
Fund and various donors 

This painting stands apart from the majority of Kaigetsudo works. It 
differs in subject matter, portraying a kabuki actor instead of a tayu; 
and the actor is shown in motion, not lost in thought or gathered up 
into a monumental, but essentially static, pose. We know, because of 
his implication in the notorious Lady Ejima affair, that Ando moved in 
circles frequented by actors; but on the whole, the stage seems to have 
had little impact on his work. This painting must represent Sanjo 
Kantar6 very early in his career, when he still specialized in wakashu 
roles. It shows him in one of the classic kabuki dances, in the role of 
Urashima Taro, the young fisherman who was carried away to the 
undersea palace of the Dragon King's Daughter. The story is one of 
the best-known Japanese folk tales. 
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104 Courtesan 

Kakemono, 102.8 x 44.4; ink, colors, and gofun on paper 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsudo kore ( o )zusu, "Kaigetsudo drew 
this painting in Japanese style for fun" 
Date: before 1714 
Reproduced: Young and Smith, Japanese Painters of the Floating 
World, no. 20 

William Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art, Kansas City, Missouri 

The courtesan turns to look back. The painting captures her as though 
at the very moment of stopping, the long ends of her obi still fluttering. 
Her white outer robe, with its elegant "plant of victory" design, has 
slipped a little from one shoulder, exposing part of her thick under 
kimono with its all over pattern of five-petalled flowers and tie-dyed 
cross hatching . The figure is an imposing one, but graceful also, and 
not as remote and forbidding as many a Kaigetsudo oiran. 

KAIGETSUDO ANCHI 
A pupil and possibly a son of Ando. 

Active from about 1710 to 1720. 

105 Standing Beauty 

105 Kakemono, 95 x 38.5; ink, colors, and gofun on paper 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Anchi kore o zusu, "Anchi, 
a 'last leaf' of Kaigetsu, drew this painting in Japanese style for fun" 
Date: ca. 1715 
Former Collection: Takenouchi 
Reproduced: U.T.S., vol. 3, no. 31 

Idemitsu Art Gallery, Tokyo, Japan 

This pose, perhaps the most imperious of any in the Kaigetsudo canon, 
is virtually the mirror image of no . 114. The muted all-over pattern of 
the kimono is unusual, the normal Kaigetsudo manner being to mass 
design elements at the bottoms of the sleeves and at the skirts of the 
garment. 

This painting will be on view only during the first two weeks of the 
exhibition. 

106 Courtesan Standing with Raised Left Hand 

Kakemono, 94 x 40.6; ink, color, and gofun on paper 
Signature: Nihon giga choyo zu (a painting in Japanese style 
drawn in fun by Choyodo); seal: Giga Yasutomo 
Former Collection: Ficke 
Reproduced: Catalogue of the Exhibition of Kyoto Yamato-e 
Kyokai, 1911; Catalogue of the first Ficke Sale, New York, 1920, 
no.25 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Gale, Mound, Minnesota 



The pose has been seen already in the Ando painting from the Burke 
Collection (no. 102). Its decorative possibilities are, of course, obvious 
at once: the elegant furisode, one of the most striking features of the 
costume of the time, could be displayed to its full advantage. The 
effect is somewhat less dramatic here, however, because there is so 
little contrast with the rest of the kimono, which is uniformly flowery 
throughout. 

107 Courtesan Placing a Hairpin in Her Hair 

Kakemono-e, 57.8 x 32.4; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Anchi zu, "an amusing 
picture in Japanese style drawn by Anchi 'a last leaf' of Kaigetsu;" 
artist's seal: Anchi; collector's seal: (at lower right) Takeuchi 
Date : ca. 1715 
Former Collections: Koechlin, Ledoux 
Reproduced: Ficke (1923), p. 111; U. T., vol. II, no. 38; Ledoux, 
An Essay on Japanese Prints, pl. I; Ledoux, Primitives, no. 19; 
Master Prints, no. 5; Gentles (1964), no. 33. 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Dick Fund, 1949 

This elegant pose, both arms upraised to adjust the hair and insert a 
pin, was much favored by the Kaigetsudo artists. Several painted ver
sions of this motif are known, and one of them is included in the exhibi
tion (no . 111). The kimono pattern here, with its happy contrast between 
the growing chrysanthemums above and the wave-borne chrysanthe
mum flowers below, is unusually graceful and open. There is a remark
able freshness and clarity to the printing. 

KAIGETSUDO DOSHIN 
Another of the immediate pupils of 

Ando. 
Active ca. 1715. 

108 Courtesan Writing a Letter 

Kakemono, 49.5 x 61.5; ink, colors, and gofun on paper 
Signature : Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Doshin zu, "an amusing 
picture in Japanese style drawn by Doshin, a 'last leaf' of 
Kaigetsu," 
Date: ca. 1715- 1720 
Former Collection: Hart 
Reproduced: Hart Catalogue, no. 17. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Burke, New York 

There is a very similar painting, by Ando, in the Sakai Collection 
(Sakai Catalogue [1968], no. C 11); but there the courtesan is reading a 
book, not writing a letter, and she uses a lacquer arm rest. Composi
tionally, there is greater emphasis on the horizontal; and the work 
does not have the coherence and intensity of this one. 
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109 Standing Courtesan 

Kakemono, 114 x 47.5; ink, color, and gofun on much weathered 
paper 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1715-1720 
Provenance: Hillier; Philip, Son, and Neale 
Reproduced: Harari Catalogue, vol. I, no. 23 

The Harari Collection, London 

The courtesan looks back with an even more pensive glance than is 
usual with the Kaigetsud6 artists. The long hair brought forward over 
her shoulder is particularly effective. The subdued colors and restrained 
brushwork complement the introspective mood. 

110 Courtesan Walking to the Left 

Kakemono-e, 59.7 x 31.7; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Doshin zu, "an amusing 
picture in Japanese style drawn by Doshin, a last "leaf" of Kaigetsu; 
artist's seal: Doshin; collector's seal : (at lower right corner): 
Takeuchi z6 in; publisher's seal: hammoto, Tori Abura-cho, Naka-ya. 
Date: late 1710's 
Reproduced: Ledoux, Primitives, no. 18; Gentles (1964), no. 38; 

112 Master Prints, no. 7 
Former Collections: Koechlin, Ledoux 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Dick Fund, 1949 

The bold feather and cord pattern on the courtesan's kimono might 
almost have been invented by Kiyonobu, though the total effect is 
somehow lighter here and less emphatic than it would be in that artist's 
hands. 

111 Courtesan Placing a Hairpin in Her Hair 

Kakemono, 98.1 x 41.9; ink, color, and gofun on paper 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Doshin zu, "Doshin, a 
'last leaf' of Kaigetsu, drew this amusing picture in Japanese style" 
Date: after 1715 

Mr. and Mrs. Joe D. Price, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 

Not only did the Kaigetsud6 artists virtually restrict themselves to 
bijinga but, within that rather narrow range of subject matter, even 
further limited themselves to a relatively small number of classical 
poses. The pose used here is extremely close to that found in the Anchi 
print no. 107 and is the mirror image of the poses found in nos. IOI 
and 113. A parallel phenomenon occurred in the West in the late 
Middle Ages and the early Renaissance with the theme of the Mother 
and Child. 

This particular painting seems relatively conservative, having neither 
the tense stylishness of nos. IOI and 103 nor displaying any of the 
exaggerations that began to appear in the School later. There is, per
haps, a certain awkwardness or stiffness in places; the tassels of the 
obi, for instance, seem to work against the protruding hems of the 
kimono shirts. 
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112 Beauty Facing Left 

Ill 

KAIGETSUDO DOHAN 
Of all the Kaigetsudo artists, the most 

active as a print maker. 

Kakemono, 93. 7 x 45.6; ink, colors, and gofun on paper 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Dohan kore o zusu, 
"Dohan, a 'last leaf' of Kaigetsu, drew this amusing picture in 
Japanese style" 
Date: after 1715 

Idemitsu Art Gallery, Tokyo 

Dohan's paintings often have a startling boldness. Such is certainly the 
case here. The brush seems to have been wielded with enormous vitality. 
The strong, forthright painting of the chrysanthemum and split bamboo 
fence design on the kimono is particularly impressive. Some scholars 
feel that Dohan's work in designing prints-he designed more than 
any of the other Kaigetsudo masters-had its effect on his style of 
painting. Apparently even his choice of palette reflects this other side 
of his work. 

This painting will be exhibited only during the first two weeks of the 
exhibition. 
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113 Standing Beauty Adjusting Her Comb 

Kakemono, 108.4 x 48.3; ink , colors , and gofun on paper 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Dohan no zu, "an amusing 
picture in Japanese style drawn by Dohan, a 'last leaf' of Kaigetsu;" 
artist's seal: Ando 
Date: after 1715 
Former Collections: Kumita 
Reproduced: U.T., Vol. II, no. 234; Noguchi , pl. 20; Images, cover; 
Zaigai Hih6, pl. 31 

Anonymous Collection, Japan 

The kimono pattern is almost identical with that on the courtesan's 
kimono in the Ando painting in the Burke Collection (no. 102), even 
to the tiny dead twigs painted in white. The presence of Ando's seal 
suggests that Ando presented it to Dohan , who it is assumed , therefore, 
was his favorite pupil. The pose is basically the same, even if reversed, 
as that found in no. 107, the Anchi print formerly in the Ledoux Col
lection, and no. 111, the Doshin painting in the Joe D. Price Collection. 
But this painting has a compact strength that sets it apart from either 
of those. It is undoubtedly among the masterpieces of the School. 

114 Courtesan Walking to the Right 

Kakemono, 107.9 x 46; ink, color, and gofun on paper 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Dohan kore ( o) zusu, 
"Dohan, a last 'leaf' of Kaigetsu, drew this Japanese picture in fun;" 
seal: undeciphered. 
Reproduced: Lee, Japanese Decorative Style , pl. 101; Gale Catalogue, 
no. 32 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Gale, Mound, Minnesota 

The figure is drawn in bold, dark outlines that contrast strikingly with 
the soft painting of the kimono design of flying geese. (The geese, by 
the way, are shown ascending in the upper part of the kimono and 
descending in the lower part). In typical Kaigetsudo fashion the rich 
chocolate brown of the kimono shades into white then back into 
brown. This painting shows interesting similarities to a painting by 
Kaigetsudo Ando in the Takeuchi Collection (reproduced as pl. 8 
in Richard Lane's Kaigetsudo); only there the courtesan faces in the 
opposite direction and the kimono design is different. 

115 Standing Woman 

Kakemono-e, 58.4 x 28.6; colored by hand in tan, blue, brown, and 
buff 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Dohan no zu, "An 
amusing picture in Japanese style drawn by Dohan, a 'last leaf' 
of Kaigetsu;" artist's seal : Dohan; publisher's seal: 
Iga-ya, Motohama-ch6, hammoto 
Date: ca. 1715 
Reproduced: Ficke (1923), p. 104; U. T. 1931, no. 34; AIC I, p. 28 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.2329 



A design of great dignity, even almost of severity. The hand-added 
colors are dark, and the paper is much toned. 

A comparison of the pine motif on the woman's kimono here with 
the pine motif on the onnagata's kimono in the painting by Ryiis6shi 
Kiyoharu (no. 98) will point up some of the differences between the 
Kaigetsud6 and Torii Schools. The lighter, more restrained touch in 
the Kaigetsud6 example is apparent at once. In fact, for all the hauteur 
and dignity of their carriage, there is still something introspective, at 
times even subdued, about these gorgeously clad women. 

116 Woman Playing with a Cat 

Kakemono-e, 57.1 x 29.2; tan-e 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuy6 Dohan no zu, "an amusing 
picture drawn in Japanese style by Dohan, a 'last leaf' of Kaigetsu;" 
artist's seal: Dohan; publisher's seal: Motohama-ch6, Iga-ya 
Date: ca. 1715 
Former collections: Doucet, Fuller 
Reproduced: Vignier and Inada, Primitives , pl. VII, no. 24; AIC I, p. 26 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1740 

A courtesan, seated on a cake box, teases a cat with a towel or handker
chief. The relaxed, playful mood of this print sets it apart from most 
work by the Kaigetsud6 artists, in which courtesans are shown standing 
or en promenade, with almost invariably a certain air of hauteur or 
disdain about them. This print, unlike the other known impression in 
the Grabhorn Collection, which is an uncolored sumizuri-e, has tan 
and yellow added by hand. 

Cake boxes like the one here, bearing the name and address of the 
cake-maker, Masaru-ya, and with a picture of a monkey on the side, 
appear in a number of prints and paintings of this period (see nos. 
129 and 126). 
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117 Courtesan in New Year's Finery 

Kakemono-e, 57. 5 x 31. 7; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Kaigetsu matsuyo Dohan zu, "Drawn by Dohan, a.last 
'leaf" of Kaigetsu ;" artist's seal: Dohan; publisher's seal: 
Motohama-ch6 , Igaya, hammoto 
Date: ca. 1715 
Former Collections: Fenollosa, Ketcham, Morse 
Reproduced: Michener, p . 33, pl. 15 

Honolulu Academy of Arts, James A. Michener Collection 

By combining two favorite devices of the Kaigetsudo School- the 
raised sleeve and the outer robe fallen from one shoulder-Dohan 
manages to display the courtesan's splendid costume to maximum 

. effect. The inner robe is decorated with battledores and shuttlecocks, 
pine branches, and other auspicious symbols of the New Year. The 
calligraphy of her outer robe probably represents the kakizome , the 
first writing of the year. 

118 Courtesan Holding Poem Slip 

Kakemono-e, 59.7 x 31.8; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Dohan no zu, "An amusing 
picture in Japanese style drawn by Dohan, a 'last leaf' of Kaigetsu;" 
artist's seal: Dohan; collector's seal: Takeuchi z6 in. 
Date: ca. 1715 
Former collection: Ledoux 
Reproduced: Ledoux, Primitives, no . 17; Gentles (1964), no. 38; 
Master Prints, no. 4 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Dick Fund, 1949 

The whimsical, spidery signature follows the formula used on most 
prints and paintings of the Kaigetsud6 School. The Takeuchi seal 
appears on the other Dohan print from the Ledoux Collection (no. 119). 
The poem is decipherable and reads: Asa yii o/sanae to wakuru /mitsuru 
kami/s6ban-s6ban to/s6ban-s6ban to, "morning and evening, I part 
my ravaged hair, thin as rice sprouts, wondering when he will come." 



119 Beauty Looking over Her Shoulder 

Kakemono-e, 56.5 x 30.5; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Dohan zu; "An amusing 
picture in Japanese style drawn by Dohan, a 'last leaf' of Kaigetsu;" 
artist's seal: Dohan; publisher's seal: Motohama-ch6, Iga-ya, 
hammoto; collector's seal: (at far left corner) Takeuchi z6 in 
Date: mid 1710's 
Previous Collections: Koechlin, Ledoux 
Reproduced: Ficke (1923), p. 106; U.T. II, no. 36; Ledoux, Primitives; 
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no. 15; Gentles (1964), no. 34 120 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art , Dick Fund, 1949 

The courtesan's outer robe with its woven fence and flower design has 
slid from her shoulders revealing a rich, striped kimono underneath. 
The crisp, dark blacks in this print are particularly effective. 

120 Standing Beauty in Kimono with Design of 
Autumn Flowers 

Kakemono-e, 56 x 29.4; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Nihon giga Kaigetsu matsuyo Dohan no zu, "an amusing 
picture in Japanese style drawn by Dohan, a 'last leaf' of Kaigetsu;" 
artist's seal: Dohan; publisher's seal: Motohama-ch6, lga-ya, 
hammoto 
Date: ca. 1715 
Former Collection: Mihara 
Reproduced: Ficke (1923), p. 100; U.T., vol. II , no. 32; Hiraki 
Catalogue, no. 16; Images, no. 28; Ukiyo-e , no. 40; Kikuchi (1968), 
fig. 125 

Hiraki Collection, Tokyo, Japan 

The kimono design consists of autumn flowers and a stylized yatsuhashi, 
"zig-zag bridge," motif. The figure seems unusually tall; her eyes are 
introspective though she seems to gaze ahead. This rare print, the only 
impression known, is registered in Japan as an "Important Art Object." 
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EI SHUN 
Worked in the Kaigetsud6 Tradition. 

Active from 1720 ( or possibly earlier). 

123 Courtesan Stopping to Look Back 

Kakemono, 102.6 x 41.3; ink, color, gold, and gofun on silk 
Signature: Nihonga Baioken Eishun; seal: undeciphered 
Date: ca. 1720 
Former collection: Hart 
Reproduced: Zaigai Hih6, pl. 34; Hart Catalogue (1963), no. 35 

Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Burke, New York 

The pose- the face turned back inquiringly , the empty left sleeve hang
ing straight down, the contrasting curve formed by the right arm and 
the bulge of gathered-up kimono skirts-is found frequently among 
the Kaigetsudo artists and their followers. No. 115 by Kaigetsud6 
Dohan is an earlier , more restrained example. A well-known painting 
by Choshun in the Yamato Bunkakan (Narazaki and Kikuchi, Nikuhitsu 
Ukiyo-e, vol. I, pl. 78.) is also fairly close. Note how the signature and 
the calligraphy at the top mirror and give emphasis to the vertical line 
of the hanging left sleeve. Little is known of Eishun other than that he 
evidently worked in the Kaigetsud6 tradition . This painting has a re
straint that seems untypical of most of his recorded work. The Ukiyo-e 
Ruiko, a late 18th century compendium of ukiyo-e artists , suggests 
that Eishun was identical with Mitsunobu, a Kansai artist known for 
his Sukenobu-like designs, a possibility that seems highly unlikely 
judging by works like this and the next. 

124 Courtesan Fixing Her Hair 

Kakemono, 94 x 52. 7; ink, color, and gofun on paper 
Signature: Nihonga Baioken Eishun hitsu; seals : (circular) Nantend6 , 124 
(square) Baioken 
Date: ca. 1725 
Former Collections: Oba, Nakano 
Reproduced: Sessoku Ukiyo-e Hyaku Sugata ( One Hundred 
Masterpieces of Ukiyo-e), 1927, p. 16; Nikuhitsu Ukiyo-e Taikan, 
1933, no. 32; U.T.S., vol. 3, no. 10 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Gale , Mound, Minnesota 

The courtesan 's pose is actually an exaggerated version of one that has 
already been seen several times in this exhibition. Basically it is no more 
than a variant of the pose seen already in no. IOI. There too the courte
san's uplifted arms form a low arch over her head as her fingers search 
out the proper place to insert her comb , and there too the longfurisode 
are displayed to full advantage against the curve of her body. But here 
everything is carried a step further. The figure is taller, her height em
phasized by contrast with the tiny size of her attendant; and there is 
something extravagant in the way she turns and bends back to look 
at the girl. Even the obi seems tied with excessive flair. Most startling 
of all is the effect of the white and gold calligraphy against the solid 
black of her kimono. Here again the little attendant, dressed in a much 
more conventional kimono, serves as the perfect foil to her mistress. 
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RIFU 
Worked mainly in the Kaigetsud6 

tradition. Active from 1720 on. 

125 Court Lady 

Kakemono, 71.1 x 33.5; ink, colors, and gofun on silk 
No signature (but see below); seals: undeciphered 
Date: before 1720? 
Former Collection : Hart 
Reproduced: Hart Catalogue, no. 26 

Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Burke, New York 

The poem, a waka, is by Kamo Suketame, a Kyoto artist, poet, and 
calligrapher and student of Sukenobu. His signature, Kamo Suketame 
kore o sansu, "Kamo Suketame extolls this," appears at the lower right. 
Rifu is usually thought of as an early follower of the Kaigetsud6 
artists; but here there seems to be a certain resemblance to late work 
of the Hishikawa School. The face is very similar to that of the woman 
in no. 46. 

OKUMURA MASANOBU 
1686-1764 

One of the commanding artists of the Period . 
Founder of the Okumura School. Active 

as a publisher as well as a print 
designer and painter. 

126 Courtesan Playing with Cat and Kitten 

Kakemono, 64.5 x 29.85; ink, color, and gofun on paper 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1715 
Reproduced: Young and Smith, Japanese Painters of the Floating 
World, no. 37; Gale Catalogue, no. 51 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Gale, Mound, Minnesota 

One can detect the pervasive influence of the Kaigetsud6 School in this 
painting. It is a more conservative work, however, and its subdued 
handling of the kimono patterns, especially the rather grand bamboo 
blind motif on the outer kimono, is particularly appealing . The white 
calligraphy on the inner kimono is also employed with marked restraint. 
Jack Hillier has attributed this work to Masanobu, and certainly the 
facial type and the manner of painting would point to some artist of 
the Okumura School. Masaru-ya cake boxes like the one shown here 
appear on a number of prints of this time, three of which, nos. 116, 
129, and 158, have been included in this exhibition. 



127 Courtesan and Two Attendants 

Kakemono, 32 x 69.2; ink, color , and gofun on paper 
Signature: Okumura Masanobu hitsu; seal: Masanobu 
Date: before 1720 
Reproduced: Gale Catalogue, no. 46 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Gale, Mound, Minnesota 

The courtesan leans back, paying no attention seemingly to her two 127 
attendants who are absorbed in adjusting the strings of a samisen. Her 
dark-red kimono with its pattern of gold leaves seems almost somber 
compared to the light, flower-decorated kimonos of the girls. The 
courtesan's pose and details of the tokonoma find close counterparts in 
a page of Nishikawa Yama no Fude (no. 172). The kimono patterns of 
the two girls might have been invented by one of the Kaigetsudo artists. 

128 Lovers Reading a Book 

Oban album sheet, 26.4 x 36.2; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals; verse: Daitan no/onna no noboru ni/Koya 
san Matsutake-gari ni/fumimayouran , "Bold women, who dare to 
climb Mt. Koya, may lose their way hunting mushrooms (Mt. Koya 
with its many monasteries was closed to women. Mushrooms are a 
phallic symbol.) 
Date: 1704- 1706 

Hans Popper Collection, San Francisco, California 

The young man's kimono is decorated with mon associated with two 
prominent Kyoto kabuki actors , Sodezaki Karyii, who visited Edo in 
Kyoho 1 (1716), and Sanogawa Mangiku, who came to Edo in Kyoho 3 
(1718). Karyii had also performed in Edo earlier, during the Genroku 
Period , however, and the style of this print (particularly if it is actually 
by Masanobu as seems likely) points to the final years of the Genroku 
Period (1688-1704) or slightly later. It is obviously from a shunga series, 
other prints from which could probably be identified quite easily. 

129 lkushima Shingoro and Asao Jujiro 

Oban album sheet, 26.35 x 37.5; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no artist's seal (these appear on no. 130, the final 
sheet of the series); collector's seals: K yosai shii; Metropolitan 
Date : before 1710 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Rogers Fund, 1918 

lkushima Shingoro is seated on a Masaru-ya cake box similar to those 
that appear in nos. 116, 126, and 158. The rectangular seal in the center 
of the print is of the late 19th century ukiyo-e artist, Kyosai. Asao 
Jiijiro's name appears in manuscript in the lower right corner. This 
print is part of the same set as the next. 
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131 

130 Two Actors as Asahina and Soga no 
Gora Fighting 

Oban album sheet, 26.35 x 37.5; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Tobu Yamato eshi Okumura Masanobu zu; artist's seal : 
Okumura Masanobu; collector's seals : K yosai shu; Metropolitan 
Date: before 1710 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Rogers Fund , 1918 

This print is reminiscent of the great Kiyotnasu kakemono-e of the same 
subject in the British Museum. The scene is one that was a great 
favorite with Edo kabuki audiences, combining as it did bluster and 
fustian with comic relief. Asahina has broken through a pair of sliding 
doors and is tugging at Goro's armour. Goro is immovable , however, 
and eventually the cords of the armour break, leaving Asahina holding 
the detached kusazuri or skirt in his hands . 

The names of the two actors, Nakamura Denkuri5 (at right) and 
Nakajima Kanzaemon (at left), have been added by brush , in the hand
writing , apparently, of Iwai Hanshiro IV, who wrote his name and the 
date, 21st day of the 7th month of Anei 8 (September 1, 1779) on another 
print of this set. At least four Masanobu sumizuri-e with Kyosai's seal 
and handwritten notations are also to be found in the Matsukata 
Collection at the Tokyo National Museum. 

131 The Arrival of the Korean Embassy 

Woodblock scroll of 12 oban yoko-e sheets, each approximately 
28.3 x 36.5; sumizuri-e 
Signature: (at lower right , first sheet) Tobu Yamato eshi Okumura 
Masanobu zu; seal: Masanobu; publisher's information (at lower 
left, concluding sheet) Odenma sancho-me, Tsuru-ya Kiemon han 
Date: 1711 
Provenance : Mayuyama 

Miss Edith Ehrman, New York 

A rare, intact version of this important scroll. There is another copy, 
in poorer condition , in the New York Public Library. The Clarence 
Buckingham Collection has the last six sheets, but not in scroll form; 
they are mounted in pairs and in a different order. The signature 
Torii Kiyonobu hitsu appears on the last sheet, at the upper left, above 
the name and address of the publisher. Since the Buckingham prints 
seem to be from the same blocks as this scroll, one can only conclude 
that the Kiyonobu signature , even though block printed, is a later inter
polation. 

Embassies were sent from Korea at fairly regular intervals during 
the Tokugawa Period. The official cavalcades rivalled those of the 
daimyo but aroused even greater interest in the populace who otherwise 
never saw foreigners. Years later Masanobu depicted another Korean 
Embassy in uki-e style. 



132 A Courtesan as Hichobo Riding a Crane 

Extra oban yoko-e, 28.6 x 43.2; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals; title: (in fan-shaped cartouche) Hich6b6 
Date: 1710's 

Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, Massachusetts, 
John Chandler Bancroft Collection 

This and the next print obviously form part of a series of mitate 
likening courtesans to various sennin, Taoist immortals or magicians. 
The sennin were Chinese in origin, and there is always something 
literary or fanciful about them when they appear in Japanese art. It is 
another indication of Masanobu's openess to a variety of influences 
that he should combine allusions to the sennin with subject matter 
drawn from the Yoshiwara. There are various stories about Hich6b6 
(Fei Chang-fang); he obviously had the power to ride through the sky 
on the back of a crane, but he is also sometimes shown disappearing 
into a pot . 

133 Rinreiso 

Extra oban yoko-e, 28.6 x 43.2; sumizuri-e 
No signature; no seals; title : (in fan-shaped cartouche) Rinreiso 
Date: 1710's 

Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, Massachusetts, 
John Chandler Bancroft Collection 

This belongs to the same series as no. 132. Stories about Rinreiso 
(Lin Ling-su) are apparently based in part on an actual person by that 
name, an advisor to the Sung Emperor Hui tsung. But the story repre
sented here has to do with a contest in which he took part with eleven 
other celebrated magicians. Rinreiso blew out a mouthful of water 
which turned into five colored clouds, each containing some fabled 
creature. Here the courtesan blows forth a lover, on his way to the 
Yoshiwara in a chokibune. 

134 Bankitsu Sennin 

Extra oban yoko-e, 28.6 x 41.3; sumizuri-e 
Signature: Okumura Masanobu zu; artist's seal: Masanobu; 
publisher's seal: Yushima Tenjin, Komatsu-ya, Onnazaka (no) shita; 
title: (in rectangular cartouche at upper right) Bankitsu Sennin 
Date: 1710's 

Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, Massachuestts, John Chandler 
Bancroft Collection 

It is not quite certain who Bankitsu is. He ( or she?) is not one of the 
better-known sennin; and in fact it may be the name of the courtesan, 
who seems to be taking the part of Rinreiso, if resemblance with the 
previous print is any guide. The poppy flower design in the courtesan's 
kimono has the fluency and transparency that one associates with 
paintings of the Okumura School (cf. nos. 126 and 127). 
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135 Lady Murasaki 

Obarr yoko-e, 29 x 44.5; sumi-zuri-e 
Signature : Okumura Masanobu zu; artist's seal: Masanobu; 
publisher's seal: (lower left) Kikuya, Asakusa Komagata-ch6; title: 
(in cartouche upper right) Ukiyo Suma, "A Stylish Suma" 
Date: 1710's 
Former collections: Cox, Morse 
Reproduced: Michener , p . 24, pl. 9 

Honolulu Academy of Arts, James A. Michener Collection 

Lady Murasaki is shown, following an established convention, on the 
verandah of Ishiyama temple, working on the Tale of Genji. She is 
dressed, however, not in classical court costume as usual, but in the 
latest Edo fashion. Her kimono pattern of white calligraphy on a black 
ground has been seen in a number of other works in the exhibition 
(such as nos. 124, 158, and 117). On the opposite shore, the courtier 
Yukihira is shown during his exile to Suma where he met the two salt
water carriers, Matsukaze and Murasame. Genji was also exiled for a 
time to Suma, which accounts for the allusion. 

136 A Courtesan as Chokaro 

Kakemono, 52.7 x 30.5; tan-e, colored by hand in soft yellow, light 
olive, tan and light blue (faded) 
Signature: Okumura Masanobu hitsu; artist's seal : Masanobu; 
publisher's seal: Asakusa Kiku-ya Komagata-ch6 
Date: ca. 1715 
Former collection: Fenollosa 
Reproduced: AIC I, p . 138; Ukiyo-e, no. 43 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.2239 

Apparently even Masanobu could not resist the pervasive Kaigetsud6 
influence of the years just before 1715. Yet the final effect of this print 
is quite unlike anything created by that school. The figure is dumpier 
and sweeter; and, as always with Masanobu, there is a point to the 
print; something is going on. A Kaigetsudo beauty need only be herself; 
the pose, the gesture is all. Not so with Masanobu. In the final analysis, 
this is another mitate, like nos . 132, 133, and 134. 
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137 A Court Lady and a Bird Cage 

Kakemono-e, 56.2 x 29.9 ; tan-e, colored by hand in pale yellow, 
tan, and light blue (faded) 
Signature: Tobu Yamato eshi (Edo Japanese artist) Okumura 
Masanobu; artist's seal : Masanobu; publisher's seal: Komagome, 
Nishimura 
Date: ca. 1715 
Former collections: Doucet, Fuller 
Reproduced: Vignier and Inada, Primitives, pl. XXVI, no. 17; 
U.T., vol. II, no . 51; AIC I, p. 142 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1743 

A curious work with few parallels, at least among kakemono-e prints 
of this period . The angular lines used to represent the stiff folds of the 
many-layered court costume seem complex and forbidding to an eye 
schooled in the prints of the Torii and Kaigetsudo masters. 

138 Seated Woman Solving a Puzzle on a Fan 

Kakemono-e, 55.6 x 33; tan-e, colored by hand in tan, yellow, 
and pale mustard 
Signature: Okumura Masanobu zu ; artist's seal: Masanobu ; 
publisher 's seal: Yushima Tenjin, Komatsu-ya, Onnazaka no shita 
Date: ca. 1715 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 137 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.2238 

The lines of the kimono have a fluency that seems to exist for its own 
sake, quite apart from any descriptive intent. This is especially true of 
the beautiful curve of the knee and the loose folds of the skirt. The 
kimono pattern of umbrellas and kerchiefs is printed with a delicate 
clarity that contrasts with the thick lines of the folds, giving the fabric 
a light, almost transparent appearance. 

139 0 Shichi and Kichisaburo 

Kakemono-e, 55.2 x 29.2; tan-e 
No signature; publisher's seal: symbol of Murata-ya 
Date: ca. 1718 
Former Collections: Doucet, Fuller 
Reproduced : Vignier and Inada , Primitives, pl. XIII, no. 37 
(catalogued as Kiyonobu); AIC I, p . 125 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1946.55 

Vignier and Inada attributed this print to Kiyonobu, but the facial type 
definitely points to an artist of the Okumura line. In AIC I the date is 
given as ca. 1708, but a comparison with the Kiyonobu print of these 
same two lovers (no. 61) will suggest a date closer to the one given 
above. The lengthy inscription on this print is made up of fragments 
from a popular ballad telling of the plight of the two lovers. The 



largest of the signs posted on the gate is the announcement of a forth
coming play: "Uta Saimon Yaoya O Shichi, in four acts, at the Naka
mura-za, opening in a few days." 

140 Ukiyo Omu ("Parrot") Komachi 

Kakemono-e, 54.6 x 31. 7; tan-e 
Signature: Okumura Masanobu zu; artist's seal: Masanobu; 
publisher's seal : Asakusa, Kiku-ya, Komagata-cho; title: 
(in cartouche at upper left) Ukiyo Omu Komachi, "Parrot Komachi 
of the Floating World" 
Date: 1715-1720 
Former collections: Mutiaux, Haviland, Bess 
Reproduced: Vignier and Inada, Primitives, pl. 33, no. 122; Gale 
Catalogue, . no. 48 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Gale, Mound, Minnesota 

Ono no Komachi was a ninth-century poetess whose beauty and wit 
gave rise to numerous legends. A number of No plays were written 
about her in the fourteenth century, each one built around a particular 
incident in her life. These became canonized as the "Seven Incidents," 
Nana Komachi, and as such served as the basis for kabuki plays and 
mitate such as this. The "Parrot" incident refers to the occasion when, 
forced to reply to a poem sent her by the Emperor, but unwilling to 
do so, she returns the poem with only a single syllable changed; but 
this change has altered the entire sense of the verse, much to everyone's 
astonishment. Here Komachi's part is taken by a courtesan, a basket 
of love letters in her lap, other letters hanging from a stick resting on 
her shoulder. A messenger in court dress reads to her. The courtesan 
wears a kimono decorated in part with white calligraphy against a 
black ground. 

141 Beauties of the Three Capitals 

Unsevered hoso-e triptych, 32.1 x 46.4; urushi-e, colored by hand 
in beni, yellow, blue (faded), metal filings, and heavy sumi 
No signature; publisher's seal: Shinmei lzutsu-ya hammoto; 
collector's seal: symbol of Crzellitzer Collection 
Data: ca. 1729 
Former Collections: Chandler, Crzellitzer, Schraubstadter 
Reproduced : Catalogue of Schraubstadter Sale, 1921, pl. LXXII, 
no. 702; Paine (1963), pl. 4 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1942.64 141 lllustrated page 100 

In a closely written article on the theme of "The Courtesans of the 
Three Cities," Robert Paine presented convincing evidence that this 
triptych is not by Kiyomasu, to whom it was ascribed in AIC I, but 
that it is a pirated version of a since vanished triptych by Masanobu. 
The hoso-e triptych form, which was especially popular during the 
l 720's and l 730's, favored, naturally enough, subject matter divisible 
into thirds. The result was a great number of prints dealing with repre
sentative (and topical) figures from each of the three major cities of 
Japan, Edo, Kyoto, and Osaka. 
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142 Night Rain at Karasaki 

Hosoban, 31.5 x 15.6; urushi-e 
Signature: (across bottom) Nihon gako Okumura Masanobu 
Shohitsu; title: (in gourd-shaped cartouche at upper right) 
Karasaki no Yau, "Night Rain at Karasaki" 
Date: ca. 1730 ( ?) 
Former Collections: Bretschneider, Stoclet 

H. M. Kaempfer, The Hague, The Netherlands 

141 From an Omi Hakkei, "Eight Views of Lake Omi," series. This should 
be compared with the rather similar series by Shigenaga and Kiyomasu. 
Shigenaga is more frequently associated with this kind of print than 
either of the other two artists; but there is the distinct possibility that, 
as with so many other developments in ukiyo-e at this time, Masanobu 
was the first to work in this genre also. Just when this development took 
place is another open question, some scholars putting it as early as 
the mid 1720's. 

143 A Classical Scene 

Hosoban , 32 x 13. 7; urushi-e 
No signature; publisher's seal : Tori Shio-cho; Okumura-ya, hammoto 
Date: 1720's 
Former Collection: Straus-Negbaur 

H. M. Kaempfer, The Hague , The Netherlands 

A court lady and a nobleman (Prince Genji ?) are seen through the 
open roof (a yamato-e convention) of a palace. Outdoors, two court 
women are engaged in the traditional New Year's activity of pulling 
up young pmes. 

Though this print bears the seal of the Okumura-ya, it need not 
necessarily on that account be by Okumura Masanobu. Masanobu and 
Shigenaga are known to have collaborated on a series of fan prints with 
similar subject matter; so that Shigenaga, at any rate, could have been 
the artist , if not some one else. This print should be considered together 
with nos. 165, 179, and 180, since it seems to be a result of the same 
sort of revival of yamato-e traditions that those prints represent. 

144 Sanjo Kantaro II as O Some and Ichikawa 
M onnosuke I as Hisamatsu 

Hosoban, 34 x 16.2; beni-e, colored by hand in two shades of beni, 
yellow, yellow green, and brown, with metal powder added in some 
areas 
Signature: Nihon gako Okumura Masanobu hitsu; artist's seal: 
Okumura; publisher's seal: Tori Shio-cho, kongen Okumura 
hammato, kono ho no e ni ... han ... hyotan ... idashi ... 
( .... suppliers of woodblock pictures at the sign of the gourd ... ) 
Date: late 1720's( ?) 
Former Collection : Glauber 

H. George Mann, Chicago 



There are two copies of this print in the Buckingham Collection (see 
AIC I, p. 151). One of them, apparently a pirated version of this one, 
is not from the same block. The other, no. 145, is from the same block 
but has had changes "plugged in." Since the changes mainly seemed 
to be in the actor's mon, perhaps they represented nothing more than 
an effort on the part of the publisher to keep up to date with a change 
in casting. The pirated version seems to have been taken directly from 
this one. The actors wear the same mon, and only minor variations 
prove it not to be from the same block. 

145 Another State of the Previous Print 
Showing "Plugged In" Revisions 

Hosoban, 31.7 x 15.5; urushi -e 
Signature etc. same as in previous print 
Date: 1731(?) 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 151 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1837 

Rectangular areas including the details to be revised were routed out 
and "plugs" put in their place. The process was apparently something 
like marquetry or wood inlay. The seam or join around the "plug" can 
be made out, on close scrutiny of the print, as a hairline break or 
suture in the impression. Two such "plugs" were added here, both 
involving changes in the actors' mon. 
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146 The Old Storyteller Shidoken 

Wide hashira-e , 69.5 x 15.6; sumi-e, colored by hand in green, yellow, 
lilac, and light and dark brown 
Signature: H6getsud6 Okumura Masanobu sh6 hitsu; artist's seal: 
Tanch6sai ; no publisher's seal; title (in panel at upper right) Kosen 
Monogatari, Koshi Shidoken; inscribed poem: Umi-kaki wa 
Daruma no nari ya ketsu-kusare , "The over-ripe persimmon with 
rotten bottom has the shape of Daruma" 
Date : ca. 1743 
Former collection: Schraubstadter 
Reproduced : AIC I, p. 159 

AIC , Buckingham Collection 1935.405 

An early example of portraiture in ukiyo-e, most figure prints of the 
time, especially those of actors and courtesans, making no attempt to 
render individual characteristics. There is something wonderfully human 
in the knowing leer of the storyteller whose gentle lecherousness, 
evident already in the way he holds the phallus-like baton, is also 
hinted at in the verse written in cursive script above his head. The 
Japanese original is full of double-entendres and ribald implications. 
Daruma was the near-mythical founder of Zen Buddhism and a familiar 
figure in Japanese folk-painting . Carved Daruma dolls are still a favorite 
folk toy in Japan . But in the Edo Period Daruma was also a slang term 
for prostitute. 

147 A Man and a Woman Watching a Young Man 
Write (from Some-iro no Y ama Neya no Hinagata, 
"Mountain of Dyed Colors, Examples of Bedrooms") 

Ohan yoko-e, 24.3 x 36.2; hand-colored in beni, yellow, green and 
other colors with added washes of ink 
Signature : Okumura Bunkaku Masanobu zu; seal: Tanch6sai; poem: 
Ni6 ume/aun no kuchi no/hatsu warai (for translation see below) 
Date: ca. 1739 
Reproduced : Master Prints, no. 27 

Metropolitan Museum of Art , Fletcher Fund , 1929, Church Collection 

148 There are at least five impressions of this print in this country. This is 
the only one to show the signature and seal of the artist. There is a 
distinct possibility that, in this case, these are not printed, but added 
by hand later. The individual sheets in shunga albums were usually not 
signed, though the final sheet might have been. This, however, is the 
opening sheet of this set; the second sheet makes the implications 
present here much more explicit. The poem to the left of the screen may 
be translated in several ways, but all tend to suggest that the older man 
is attracted to the younger one. Niou ume, "the fragrant plum ," is a 
reference to the youth; aun no kuchi no may mean "who is fond of the 
same things" or "at the joining of mouths ," hatsu warai means simply 
"the first smile." 



148 Another Impression of the Preceding Print 

Ohan yoko-e, 24.6 x 36.4; hand colored in brown, yellow, yellow 
green, indigo blue, vermilion, and ink washes 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1739 
Previous collection: Shibui 
Reproduced: Shibui, Estampes Erotiques, vol. II, pl. 53; 
UTS, vol. II, 32; Noguchi, pl. 58 

Hans Popper Collection, San Francisco, California 

Hand coloring reached its greatest perfection in the years just prior to 
the development of color printing. The colors chosen varied even with 
different impressions of the same print, as can be seen by comparing 
these two examples. The coloring in this example is especially beautiful. 

149 Perspective Print of the Echigo-ya 

Extra oban yoko-e, 43.6 x 63.4; colored by hand in various reds, 
yellow, ochre, and blue 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1740 
Reproduced: Rose Hempel, Japanische Holzschnitte, Sammlung 
Theodor Scheiwe, 1959, no. 18 

Theodor Schweiwe Collection, Munster, Germany 

The title and Masanobu's signature appear at the right on untrimmed 
examples of this print. Though not as imposing a work as no. 151, the 
interior view of the Nakamura-za, it gives equal proof of Masanobu's 
keen powers of observation. One can well understand the sudden vogue 
these prints enjoyed. When compared to the sparse backgrounds and 
stylized gestures found in earlier prints, their realism must have seemed 
astonishing. The Echigo-ya was one of the leading dry-goods stores of 
Edo. It was the first to establish a one-price policy (no haggling) and a 
sign to that effect can be seen posted overhead at the left. 
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150 The Yoshiwara Naka-no-Cho 

Extra 6ban yoko-e, 43.2 x 64.1; hand colored in benigara , tan, 
mustard yellow, white, and blue. 
No signature; no seals 
Date : ca. 1740 
Former collections: Rouart , Mellor 
Reproduced : Vignier and Inada , Primitives, pl. XXX, no. 137; 
Master Prints, no. 29 

AIC , Buckingham Collection 1963.1147 

Though described by Vignier and Inada as a street of theatrical agencies, 
this is almost certainly , as Harold Stern has pointed out, a view of the 
main street of the Y oshiwara. The street is thronged with Y oshiwara 
types, courtesans en promenade, samurai with basket hats, kamuro 
(courts ans' child attendants) , and the usual assortment of peddlers. An 
uki-e by Tanaka Masanobu, bearing the title Yoshiwara Naka-no-cho, 
shows some of the same mon on the curtains of the house fronts; and 
Kiyotada 's Yoshiwara scene (no. 96) has taken over bodily the detail 
of the man at center, with the kamuro tugging at his coat. A comparison 
with the Kiyotada print will point up Masanobu's greater mastery at 
representing space. 

151 Interior View of the Nakamura-za Theatre 

Extra oban yoko-e, 46.3 x 67.9; tan-e, colored by hand in yellow, 
brown , tan, benigara , lilac, and thin sumi 
Signature : (in left hand margin) Edo-e ichi-ryii kongen (Founder of 
one school of Edo pictures) Hogetsudo Tanchosai Okumura 
Bunkaku Masanobu sh6-hitsu; artist's seal: Tanchosai; publisher's 
address: (at right hand margin) T6ri-shio-ch6, followed by : edoi-ya 
akaki hyotan shirushi,. "Picture Wholesaler at the Sign of the Red 
Gourd ;" publisher's seal: gourd, Okumura-ya Genroku hammoto 
Date : 1740 
Former collections: Doucet, Fuller 
Reproduced: Vignier and Inada, Primitives, pl. XLII, no. 136; 
AIC I, p. 154; Mast er Prints , no. 30 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.2285 

A memorable picture, in scale and conception one of the grandest uki-e 
ever produced. One can readily imagine the stir such a print must have 
created at the time. 

152 Young Woman with an Umbrella 

Kakemono-e, 68.6 x 16.2; urushi-e, colored by hand in beni, 
light olive, yellow, lilac, and blue (faded), with traces of urushi 
Signature: H6getsud6 sho-mei Okumura Bunkaku Masanobu 
sho-hitsu; artist 's seal: Tanchosai; no publisher's seal 
Date : ca. 1746 
Former Collection: Chandler 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 165 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1942.125 
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Notice how the kimono pattern is made up of separate panels, each 
with a design of its own, forming a kind of patchwork. Such patterns 
were extremely popular in the I 740's, their vogue coinciding, apparently, 
with the new fashionability of checkerboard and plaid designs. Notice, 
also, the studied placement of the figure and the deliberate withholding 
of part of it. 

153 Onoe Kikugoro as Yoshino 

Wide hashira-e, 66.6 x 24.5; beni-e 
Signature: Hogetsud6 shomei hashira-e kongen Okumura Bunkaku 
Masanobu Shohitsu, "by the actual brush of Okumura Bunkaku 
Masanobu, originator of the hashira-e, H6getsud6 his true name;" 
artist's seal: Tanch6sai; poem: (at upper right) esugata o mite/ 
kazaritake/sasara no oto ni/Kikugor6, "Seeing his picture: Kikugor6 
in the sound of the beautiful bamboo whisks" 
Date: 1743 
Former Collection: Kanda 
Reproduced: U.T.S., vol. II, pl. 13; Noguchi, pl. 59 

Hiraki Collection, Tokyo 

The sasara, or "whisks," referred to in the poem were originally used 
as a kind of percussion instrument in folk music. Kikugor6 apparently 
used these in a dance sequence which is commemorated here. The 
actor's kimono shows an interesting combination of an all-over pattern 
(of plovers in waves) with the patch-work and checkerboard patterns 
that were just becoming fashionable. 

154 Yakusha Ezukushi, "A Collection of 
Actor Pictures" 

Orihon, one volume (complete) with twelve pictures; 27.5 cm. high; 
original cover. Artist's signature on last sheet: Yamato eshi 
Okumura Masanobu kore (o) zusu; seal: Masanobu 

Spencer Collection, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox 
and Tilden Foundations 

This splendid set of actor prints must date from quite early in Masa
nobu's career, possibly as early as 1705. Sumizuri-e series by Masanobu 
were undoubtedly often mounted in this fashion, as orihon, folding 
albums, but few examples so mounted have survived. 

155 Okumura Masanobu E-dehon, "Okumura 
M asanobu Picture Copy Book" 

Folding album, one volume (complete) with 20 illustrations; 
27 x 18.5; original ( ?) cover with later, handwritten title slip reading: 
Okumura Masanobu E-dehon. Artist's name appears at four different 
places in the book; on the first illustration, together with the 
publisher's name: Yamato eshi Okumura Masanobu zu (plus two 
seals), Rikura Kihei shimpan; on the fourth illustration: Okumura 



Masanobu zu (plus seal); on the 19th illustration: Okumura 
Masanobu zu (plus seal); and on the last illustration: Tobu Yamato 
gako Okumura Masanobu zu (plus seal). 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Morse Collection 

Most Masanobu folding albums contained twelve sheets, and only the 
final sheet would be signed. Here most of the illustrations carry separate 
titles, as though first published as separate prints, and four of them are 
signed. The publisher's name on the first page seems more lightly 
printed than the rest of the illustration, suggesting that it may have 
been added later. The name is not found on other prints or books of 
the period. 

The illustrations are almost all of subjects taken from well-known 
tales or folklore. 

OKUMURA TOSHINOBU 
Close follower of Masanobu and possibly 

his son. Active throughout the urushi-e 
period, from about 1718 to 1742 

156 An Actor in the Role of Yaoya O Shichi 

Hosoban, 29.3 x 16; urushi-e 
No signature; no seals 
Date: ca. 1718 

Portland Art Museum, Mary Andrews Ladd Collection 

The actor's pose, the turn of his head as he holds a half open book, 
and the book itself, quite apart from the role, which is the same, con
nect this print with one by K.iyomasu (no. 82). It is difficult to say 
whether the same performance or a later one is represented. Interest
ingly, this print seems to avoid the curious stiffness of the Kiyonobu 
version. The forms are more rounded, and volumes are rendered more 
convincingly. Toshinobu has been suggested as the artist. 

At least two other impressions exist. One, in the Philadelphia Mu
seum of Art, is printed on a wider, chuban-size piece of paper and is 
completely painted over with heavy pigments (see Stern [1969], no. 8). 

157 Nakamura Takesaburo in an Unidentified Role 

Hosoban, 33.6 x 16; urushi-e 
No signature; publisher's seal: symbol of Ogawa Schichirobei 
Date: ca. 1720 

Hans Popper Collection, San Francisco 

Some scholars have been inclined to attribute this print to an artist of 
the Torii School, perhaps even Kiyomasu. The facial type, however, 
seems closer to Toshinobu. There is a print, also unsigned but attributed 
to Toshinobu, in the Tokyo National Museum (Tokyo Museum Cata
logue, no. 315), that comes very close to this one. 
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158 Woman Playing with a Cat 

Hosoban , 31.1 x 15.9; tan-e 
No signature; no seals 
Date : ca. 1715 
Former Collection : Gookin 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 45 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1931.491 

This print is so close to the painting of the same subject in the Gale 
Collection (no. 126) as to give rise to the suspicion that one of the two 
works is directly based on the other . The costume designs in the print, 
which are quite different from those in the painting, point to some con
tact with the Kaigetsudo School. For a more extensive discussion of 
this subject see no . 126. 

159 Sanjo Kantari5 II as Yaoya O Shichi Dressing 
Her Hair at a Mirror 

Kakemono -e, 53.6 x 31. 7; urushi-e 
Signature: Yam ato gako Okumura Toshinobu hitsu ; seal: Mitsuoki 
Date: 1718 
Reproduced : Gale Catalogue , no. 53 

Mr. and Mrs . Richard P. Gale , Mound , Minnesota 
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The combined mon of Sanjo Kantaro II and Arashi Kiyosaburo appear 
on the lacquer mirror stand, indicating that Kantaro is here playing 
the role of Yaoya O shichi, originated by Kiyosaburo. Kantaro took 
this role in a kyogen performed in memory of Kiyosaburo at the 
Ichimura-za in Kyoho 3 (1718). At least two other prints in this exhibi
tion depict him in this same performance (nos. 82 and 61). Kakemono-e 
by Toshinobu are exceedingly rare. Another impression of this print 
bears the seal of the publisher Masu-ya . 

160 Ichikawa Monnosuke I as Kama no Jira 

Hosoban, 29.2 x 14.2; urushi-e, colored by hand in tan, indigo, 
yellow, beni, green, lilac, and mustard with added metal powder. 
No signature; no seals 
Date: 1718 
Former Collection: Harmsworth 
Reproduced: Harmsworth Exhibition of Japanese Color Prints, 
Victoria and Albert Museum Guide, 1913, pl. 8, no. 46; AIC I, p. 176 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1939.2154 

The actor has gathered up his haori in front, thus showing the attractive 
design on his kimono, a galloping horse under flowering cherry branches. 
The hand painting in this print seems unusually deft and spontaneous, 
and details such as the broad plaid or lattice-like design at the top of 
the exposed kimono skirt were added by brush. The print is not signed, 
but it has the gentle, open quality one associates with Toshinobu, and 
it could hardly be the work of a lesser artist. 

161 Flower Vendor 

Hosoban, 31.7 x 14.6; urushi-e, colored by hand in beni, mustard, 
yellow, blue, lilac and metal filings. 
Signature: Okumura Toshinobu hitsu; publisher seal: hammoto 
Motohama-cho lga-ya 
Date: ca. 1720-23 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1900 

Vendors of all sorts moved through the streets of Edo, carrying their 
merchandise with them in huge back-packs or in baskets slung from 
poles. They were such a regular feature of Edo life that they naturally 
appeared in plays of the time, and it is usually as actors in the roles of 
vendors that they appear in the prints. The Flower Vendor theme 
seems to have been especially popular (cf. no. 183). 

162 Young Woman Tuning a Samisen 

Hosoban, 31 x 14.5; urushi-e, colored by hand with lacquer and 
metal filings. 
Signature: Gako Toshinobu hitsu; no artist's seal; publisher's seal: 
Ezoshi Toiya Okumura; a faint owner's seal appears below and to 
the left of the signature; title: (in fan-shaped cartouche, upper left) 
Natsu Moyo (summer patterns) Muneake (open at the neck) 
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Sambukutsui (triptych) migi (right-hand panel) ; (to right of cartouche) 
Okumura Ichiryu Odoriko-fu, "Okumura Style Dancers " 
Former Collections: Straus-Negbaur; Major Barnes ; Massey 
Reproduced: U.T., vol. II, no. 124; Ukiyo-e, no. 56; Hillier (1960), 
pl. 9. 

Hans Popper Collection 

A lovely, fresh design of the sort that Toshinobu, even more than 
Masanobu, excelled in. 

163 Ichikawa Monnosuke I as a Young Man 
Carrying Fan Boxes 

Hosoban, 28.4 x 14.2; urushi-e 
Signature: Yamato-eshi Okumura Toshinobu hitsu ; publisher's seal: 
Emi-ya 
Date: I 720's 

Hans Popper Collection 

The actor's kimono pattern is made up of huge mon and kabuki play 
books , the titles of most of which can be clearly read . Various actors' 
mon, those of the principals in the plays referred to, also appear on the 
book covers. The idea is a felicitous one, well expressing the extent to 
which the obsession with kabuki permeated everyday life at this time. 

164 Ichikawa Monnosuke as Yoshinaga and 
Sodezaki Iseno as Sakura-hime 

Hosoban , 32.7 x 16.2; urushi-e 
Signature : (at left of panel at bottom) eshi Okumura Toshinobu 
hitsu; publisher's information: (at right in panel at bottom) hammoto 
Bakuro-cho yoncho-me , ezoshi oroshi (wholesaler of ezoshi, i.e., 
picture books) Ise-ya, plus the character ku enclosed in a circle 
Date : 1727 
Reproduced: U.T., vol. II , no. 128; Ukiyo-e , no . 54 

Aoki Collection, Tokyo 

The actors ' names and their roles, printed at the upper right and left, 
almost disappear against the background of flowering branches. These 
arch over the couple and combine with the leaf and blossom patterns 
on their kimonos to give an exuberant, garlanded effect to the scene. 



165 Pleasures of the Four Seasons-Autumn 

Hoso-e, 16.2 x 34.3; urushi-e, colored by hand in beni, yellow, 
mustard , blue, gray, metal filings, and sumi 
Signature: (in panel at right) Yamato gak6 Okumura Toshinobu 
hitsu; publisher's information: (in same panel) Yokoyama-ch6 
nichome, Omi-ya Kuhei han; title: (to left of panel at right) Shiki 
no asobi, kiku no kai, "Pleasures of the Four Seasons, 
Chrysanthemum meeting." 
Date: ca. 1730 

AI C, Buckingham Collection 1927 .1382 

After the middle years of the Kyoh6 Period (1716-1735), a number of 
artists began to experiment with prints that drew their subject matter 
from the classical yamato-e tradition rather than the comtemporary 
world of actors and courtesans. Kiyomasu, Toshinobu, Masanobu, and 
Shigenaga all produced prints of this type. The fan shaped picture set 
against a stenciled background gives the effect of a mounted album 
sheet. 
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OPPOSITE: 

126 Attributed to Okumura Masanobu 

OKUMURA GENROKU 
Pupil and possibly adopted son of 

Masanobu. Active only briefly at the 
start of the urushi-e period. 

166 lchimura Tamakashiwa as the Female 
Warrior Masaki 

Hoso-ban, 35 x 10.5 ; beni-e 
Signature: Yamato eshi Okumu ra Genroku; publisher's seal: 
shidashi (purveyor) Asakusa Mit suke , hangiya (woodblock shop) 
Gonshir6, Hikage, D6b6-ch6 
Date: 1715 (but see below) 
Former Collections 
Reproduced: Images , no. 31; Ukiyo- e, no . 51 

Aoki Collection , Tokyo 

Genroku was a pupil , and prob ably also an adopted son, of Okumura 
Masanobu. He app arently went into the Okumura family publi shing 
business and ceased designing prints while still quite young, which ac
counts for the rarity of his work. This print has an open, graceful 
quality which reminds one of Toshinobu, who was also a pupil of 
Masanobu 's. Yoshida Teruji has determined that Tamakashiwa per
formed the role of Masaki at the Nakamura-za in Edo in Shotoku 5 
(1715). On stylistic grounds, however, the print seems later by at least 
four or five years. Similar designs by Toshinobu have been dated as 
late as 1730. 

FURUYAMA MOROMASA 
Son and pupil of Moroshige. Later 

obviously came under the influence of 
Masanobu. The bulk of his 

known works are uki-e . 

167 A Game of Hand Sumo in the New Yoshiwara 

Extra-oban yoko-e, 33 x 47; hand colored in thick tan, beni, yellow, 
and faded blue 
Signature : (on right margin) Furuyama Moromasa; artist's seal: 
Saiho; publisher's information: ( on left margin) Motohama-ch6, 
Iga-ya, hammoto 
Date : ca. 1740 
Reproduced: Ma ster Prints , no. 33 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Frederick Charles Hewitt 
Bequest Income, 1912 

The sliding screens ((usuma), parallel rows of mats (tatami), and the 
exposed beams of the ceiling provide ready-made points of reference for 
the application of Western-derived rules of perspective. The view out 
into the courtyard at left offers relief from a scene that would otherwise 
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seem too relentlessly geometrical. Nearby, a woman gazes into a mirror 
as she arranges her hair. The reflection shown in the mirror is additional 
evidence of the artist's fascination with realistic effects. Kenzumo , 
Hand Sumo, was a kind of guessing game used in the Yoshiwara to 
match up courtesans and clients. 

168 An Interior View in the Yoshiwara 

Extra oban yoko-e, 43.2 x 64.1; hand colored 
No signature; no seals 
Date: early 1740's 
Former Collection: Hayashi 

Achenbach Foundation for Graphic Arts, California Palace of the 
Legion of Honor , San Francisco 

The title and artist's name, which would have appeared in the margin , 
have been trimmed from this handsome print, leaving one free to 
speculate as to its authorship. The uki-e, or perspective print, was ex
tremely popular during the early 1740's, and a number of artists worked 
in the form, Masanobu being foremost among them . The quality of 
this print is extremely high. The draughtsmanship is refined and the 
faces, particularly of the men, have the kind of distinction one asso
ciates with Masanobu . On the other hand, the perspective seems almost 
too obvious : people and objects are lined up too rigidly along the 
parallel lines formed by the tatami. Perhaps Masanobu is the artist, 
even so; but if not, Moromasa, on the basis of prints like the one just 
preceding this (no . 167), seems the likeliest candidate. Compare with 
the uki-e by Shigenaga (no. 181) and Kiyotada (no. 96). 

SUKENOBU 
Painter and book designer from the 

Kyoto-Osaka Area. A potent influence 
through his illustrated books which 

were distributed widely. 

169 Young Woman by a River Bank 

Kakemono , 85.7 x 33; ink , color, and gofun on paper 
No signature; seal: Sukenobu; poem: by Lady Ise, from the 
Kokinshii-Naniwa gata /mijikaki ashi no/fushi no ma mo/awade 
kono yo/sugushite yo to ya, "Do you say that we must pass through 
this world, not meeting even for an interval as short as that between 
the nodes of the reeds of Naniwa ?" 
Date: late 1730's 
Former Collection: Hart 
Reproduced: Hart Catalogue, no. IO 

Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Burke, New York 

The painting seems to have been done with the poem in mind, which 
is quite possible, in fact, since Sukenobu's book illustrations, too, were 
often inspired by specific poems (cf. no. 174). Though the young woman 
holds a leaf of one of the reeds, she seems unaware of her surroundings 
as she stands lost in thought. Her bowed head and the droop of her 
upraised sleeve reflect her inner melancholy. 



170 Sanfuni So Sugata Kurabe, "A Comparison 
of Thirty-Two Aspects of Women" 

Illustrated book, one volume (complete) with 32 illustrations; 
20.5 x 15; early, but probably not original , cover, without title slip. 
Artist's name given on title page: Ky6 Nishikawa uji hitsu. Date of 
publication and publisher given on last page: "an auspicious day 
of early winter, Ky6h6 2 (1717); printers, Murakami Genemon and 
Kyoya Kosuke , Osaka." 

AIC, Martin A. Ryerson Collection 

One figure is illustrated per page. The illustrations are framed with a 
border with scroll-like corners , and a large mon accompanies each 
figure. The book is of particular interest in that it shows Sukenobu's 
work in a formative phase, six years before his Hyakunin Joro Shina
sadame (no. 171) in which his mature style is already apparent. Here 
the figures are taller, their heads smaller in proportion to their bodies. 
They fill the page somewhat awkwardly at times , and, in general, lack 
the sweet grace associated with Sukenobu's later work. 

171 Hyakunin Joro Shina-sadame, "A Study of 
One Hundred Kinds of Women" 

Illustrated book, two volumes (complete) bound in one; 28.5 x 19.5; 
Volume One: 26 illustrations, not numbered; Volume Two: 
21 illustrations, not numbered; original cover with original title slip 
reading: "Hyakunin Jor6 Shina-sadame, ez6shi, Nishikawa hitsu, 
ue no maki (first volume);" to the back of this has been pasted 
the original cover, also with title slip, of the second volume. 
Date of publication and name and address of the publisher appear 
at the end of the second volume; date : an auspicious day of the 
first month of Ky6h6 8 (1723); publisher: Hachimonjiya 
Hachizaemon ban. 

AIC, Martin A. Ryerson Collection 

Surely one of Sukenobu's masterpieces . One is amazed by the breadth 
of the drawing and the inventiveness of the designs. The illustrations, 
which show women of all classes in their daily activities (though 
Volume Two concentrates on women of pleasure), provided an almost 
inexhaustable stock of motifs for other artists. 

172 Nishikawa Fude no Yama, "The Hill of 
Brushes of Nishikawa" 

Orihon, one volume of ten pictures (complete), 25.8 x 19; original 
cover with original title slip reading: Fiiryii Yamato Ezukushi, 
"Collection of Stylish Yamato Pictures," Nishikawa Fude no Yama, 
zen (complete). No colophon or introduction; artist, publisher, 
and date not given. 

AIC, Martin A. Ryerson Collection 
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Though the artist is not given, it is almost certainly Sukenobu. The 
style would suggest a date close to, but probably earlier than, Sukenobu's 
Hyakunin Joro Shina-sadame of 1723 (see no. 171). The designs show 
some resemblance to Masanobu's work of these years, suggesting the 
possibility that he may have drawn more extensively on Sukenobu book 
illustration than has hitherto been supposed. 

173 Ehon Tokiwagusa, "The Pine Tree 
Picture Book" 

Illustrated book (complete) in three volumes; 27 x 19; Volume One: 
15 illustrations; Volume Two: 16 illustrations; Volume Three: 
16 illustrations; original covers with original title slips reading: 
"Ehon Tokiwagusa." Artist, engravers, date of publication, and 
publisher given on the last page; artist: sakusha (author) gak6 
Kyoto Nishimura Sukenobu; engravers: Fujimura Zenemon and 
Murakami Genemon, both of Osaka; date: the eighth month of 
Kyoh6 16 (1731); publisher: Morita Sh6tar6, Osaka. 

AIC, Martin A. Ryerson Collection 

174 Here, too, as in no. 171, Sukenobu deals with his favorite subject 
matter, women going about their daily activities, working or amusing 
themselves in such pastimes as reading, walking, or flower viewing. 
The figures seem a little less imposing, perhaps, than in no. 171, but 
otherwise the two works seem very close. 

174 Ehon Yamato Hiji, ''Illustrated Study of Things 
T " Japanese 

Illustrated book, complete in ten volumes, Volume 9 missing; 
22.5 x 16; original covers in dark blue, with original title slips reading: 
"Ehon Yamato Hiji," plus volume number. Two prefaces, the first 
by Iwamatsu Michitomo, the second by the artist. Engravers, date 
of publication, and publishers given on the last page; engravers: 
Fujimura Zenemon and Murakami Genemon, of Osaka; date : 
Kanp6 2 (1742); publishers: Imai Zenbei; Nukada Sh6zabur6, 
Inoue Chiibei, Nakano Sozaemon, Imai Shichirobei, and 
Uemura Yaemon, all of Kyoto. 

AIC, Martin A. Ryerson Collection 

As its title suggests, this is a virtual compendium of things Japanese: 
folk legends; incidents from the lives of poets; fables; moralistic tales; 
beloved landscapes; traditional motifs; etc. The ten volume work took 
three years to prepare and four to publish. It is quite different in 
nature from the four preceding books by Sukenobu (nos. 170-173). 
Here the figures are smaller, and the artist's intent seems to be more 
clearly narrative and illustrative. 



MIYAGAWA CHOSHUN 
1683-1753 

Known as a painter only. Worked in an 
independent style though coming for a 

time under the pervasive influence 
of the Kaigetsudo School. 

175 Courtesan with Attendant 

Kakemono, 30.5 x 47; color and gofun on silk 
Signature: Nihon-e Miyagawa Choshun zu; seal: illegible 
Date: ca. l 730's 
Former Collection: Yabumoto 
Reproduced: Gale Catalogue, no. 44 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Gale, Mound, Minnesota 

A courtesan, seated on a sugoroku board, slumps back in a rather 
curious, almost dissolute-seeming posture watching her attendant chop 
some cosmetic, or more likely, some incense, which she places in a 
tiny lacquer box. Jack Hillier has pointed out the similarity of the 
courtesan's pose here with that of the single courtesan in another, better 
known kakemono by Choshun, reproduced in U.T.S., vol. III. The 
fact that the courtesan in that picture is inhaling incense supports the 
idea that it is incense that the attendant is preparing here. 

176 The Poetess lse 

Kakemono, 37.2 x 60. 7; ink, colors , and gofun on silk 
Signature: Nihon-e Miyagawa Choshun zu; no seals 
Date: ca. 1720's 
Former Collection: Hart 
Reproduced: Hart Catalogue, no. 13 

Mr. and Mrs . Jackson Burke, New York 

Ukiyo-e artists made much of their Japanese heritage, often calling 
themselves Yamato eshi, "painters of Yamato" (i.e., traditional Japan) 
or describing their paintings as Nihon-e, "Japanese pictures." Evidently 
they saw themselves as continuing the Tosa and Yamato-e traditions, 
particularly in contrast to artists of the Chinese-inspired Kano School 
(the Tokugawa equivalent of the Academy). Paintings like this should 
come as no surprise then. Moronobu, Masanobu, and Sukenobu, too, 
frequently dealt with such themes, and with a similar refinement. Here 
Choshun evokes the courtly elegance and poetic sensitivity to nature 
associated with the Heian Period (794-1185). There is a subtle corre
spondence between Lady Ise's voluminous court robes and long trailing 
hair and the meandering flow of the stream by which she stands. The 
turn of her head is repeated in the bend of the tree trunk. She is in 
perfect harmony with the natural scene. This painting presents an inter
esting contrast, in subject matter at least, with the preceding one. 
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SHIGENAGA 
1697-1756 

177 Setting Up the Fan at the Battle of Yashima 

Hosoban, 30.5 x 15.8; urushi-e 
Signature: Gako Nishimura Shigenaga hitsu; publisher's seal: 
Motohama-ch6, Iga-ya 
Date: ca. 1730 (?) 
Former collections: Ritchie, Stoclet 
Reproduced: Ritchie Sale, Christie Catalogue, 1910, no. 3, pl. 1; 
Stoclet Sale, Sotheby Catalogue, May 3rd, 1965, no. 71, p. 30. 

Theodor Scheiwe Collection 

Lady Tamamushi has just set up the Hi no maru ogi (fan with the sun 
disk design) at the head of one of the boats of the Taira fleet, as a 
challenge to the Minamoto forces on the shore . When the great archer, 
Nasu no Yoichi, responds by knocking the fan into the sea with a single 
arrow, one of the most celebrated battles in Japanese history ensues. 
The story is told in the Heike Monogatari, a 12th century chronicle 
which continued to be popular in the Tokugawa Period. The incident 
shown here seems to have been a favorite with ukiyo-e artists, often 
forming part of a diptych, the other half of which shows Nasu no 
Yoichi on horseback in the surf, raising his bow to take aim. 

178 An Utabikuni and Attendant in the Snow 

Hosoban, 33.8 x 16; urushi-e with indigo blue, beni, yellow, green, 
ink washes, and metal filings 
Signature: (in panel at bottom) Eshi Nishimura Shigenaga; artist's 
seal: Shige; publisher's information: Nihon beni-e shidashi kongen 
hammoto toiya ezoshi, "Purveyor of Japanese style beni-e, original 
publisher and wholesale dealer in ezoshi"; title: ( on sleeve hanging 
from plum branch) Setchu no Mume, "Plum in the Midst of Snow," 
Naka, "middle;" i.e., middle print of a triptych; Sanbuktsui, 
"triptych" 

Portland Art Museum, Portland, Oregon, Mary Andrews Ladd 
Collection 

Itinerant nuns, so called utabikuni, "singing nuns," who travelled 
through the countryside chanting the nembutsu were known as early 
as the Kamakura Period (1185-1333), but by the 17th century most of 
these nuns were nothing more than thinly disguised prostitutes. The 
utabikuni shown here carries an umbrella with the joined mon of two 
popular actors of the day, Ichikawa Monnosuke and Arashi Koisa. 



179 Dai Jugo Dan, Genji Yomogiu, "Chapter 
Fifteen, Genji Monogatari, the Overgrowth of Weeds" 

Hosoban , 16.2 x 33.9 ; urushi-e, colored by hand in mustard, olive, 
beni, gray blue and metal filings 
Signature: (right-hand side, to left of panel, lower half of inscription) 
Yamato gak6 Nishimura Shigenaga hitsu; artist's seal: Shige; 
publisher 's information : (in panel at right) Gosho Haribako-e (Palace 
workbox picture) beni saishiki (beni coloring) ukiyo sugata-e 
(ukiyo type pictures) shidashi kongen ruin ashi hammoto (original 
peerless publisher) ez6shi toi-ya (wholesale illustrated book house) 
Asakusa Mitsuke-mae, D6b6-machi (address); publisher's seal: jar at 
bottom of panel (symbol of Izumi-ya); Series title: (at left of panel 
above signature) Genji Gojuyomai no uchi ("Series of Fifty Scenes 
from the Genji M onogatari"); poem on fan: Tazunete mo/ware 
koso towame /michi monaku /fukaki yomogi ga/moto no kokoro o, 
"I shall search out and visit even over pathless tracts to find 
the depth of heart under the overgrowth of mugwort weeds." 
Reproduced : AIC, p. 192 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1927.1381 

This represents an even more ambitious attempt to recreate in print 
form the look of traditional yamato- e album and scroll painting . The 
Tale of Gen Ji, better than other literary work, typifies the classic Japanese 
sensibility, and already quite early a specific style of illustration be
came associated with it. Screens and album paintings of incidents from 
the long novel remained popular throughout the Edo Period . Here the 
fan or suhama shaped picture placed against a background of stencilled 
cloud form s gives the print a look of aristocratic elegance. 

180 Omi Hakkei , Hirano Bosetsu, "Evening Snow 
on Mt. Hira" 

Hosoban, 34.3 x 15.9; urushi -e, colored by hand in yellow, olive green, 
two shades of beni , lilac, blue, metal filings, and sumi 
Signature: (to right in panel at bottom) eshi Nishimura Shigenaga; 
artist's seal: (center of panel right) Shigenaga; publisher's 
information: (to left in panel at bottom) Shiba Shinmei-mae 
Yoko-ch6 , Emi-ya hammoto; publisher's seal: (center of panel at left) 
"e" enclosed in a circle 
Date : ca. 1725 
Former Collection: Mosle 
Reproduced: Mosle Catalogue, pl. CXLI, no. 1877a; AIC I, p. 187 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1928.865 

The hosoban set of which this print formed a part represented one of the 
first appearances in ukiyo-e of the classical "Eight Views of Lake Omi." 
As mentioned elsewhere, there was a tendency at this time to find in
spiration in older , pre-ukiyo-e traditions; and this print obviously at
tempts to reproduce, in woodblock form, the effects found in yamato-e 
album paintings. 
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181 Perspective View of the Interior of the 
lchimura-za 

Extra 6ban, 33.2 x 46.5; urushi-e 
Signature: Senkad6 Nishimura Shigenaga hitsu; publisher's address 
and name: (at lower left margin) Tori Abura-ch6, Izutsu -ya Sanemon 
Date: 1752 
Reproduced: UT, vol. III, no . 166; Images, no. 63; Ukiyo-e, no. 69 

Yamamoto Collection, Tokyo 

The play shown here has been identified by Yoshida Teruji as "Yuzuriha 
Sugatami Soga," which was performed at the Ichimura -za during the 
first month of Horeki 2 (1752). If this is correct, this print was published 
twelve years after Masanobu's great perspective view of the interior of 
the Nakamura -za (no. 151), yet in many respects it seems more primi
tive. Where the earlier one encloses space and thus conveys a sense of 
interior vastness , here the eye is drawn rather quickly to the stage, 
which is much closer to the viewer to begin with. The Masanobu print 
is full of devices that help define space, such as the rows of lanterns 
hanging from the ceiling or the short railing (at the lower left) that 
helps to separate the viewer from the interior. Shigenaga has used 
none of these. 

182 Retrieving the Crystal from the Dragon 
King's Palace 

Oban yoko-e , 29.2 x 43.8; painted by hand 
Signature: Senkado Nishimura Shigenaga hitsu; above the signature : 
Ryugu Tamatori no zu, "picture of taking the crystal from the Dragon 
King's Palace" 

Worcester Art Museum , Worcester, Massachusetts, 
John Chandler Bancroft Collection 

An uki-e, "perspective print," of the same subject as depicted in nos. 17 
and 18. The vantage point has changed, however. Now the diver, pre
paring to escape with the crystal, and the pursuing minions of the 
Dragon King are in the foreground, while Kamatari, restrained by his 
attendants, is a small figure in the upper left corner. The musicians are 
gone. Interest definitely centers on the events taking place in the Dragon 
King's Palace , the discovery of the diver and the consternation of the 
King and his followers. The artist's preoccupation with the more fanci
ful details of the story seems to rob his design of the blunt drama of the 
earlier versions . 



183 Flower Vendor 

SHIGENOBU 
Probably a pupil of Shigenaga. Thought 

by many to be identical with Ishikawa 
Toyonobu. Active during the 1730's. 

Hosoban , 30.5 x 15.25; urushi-e, colored by hand in two tones of 
beni , two of yellow, blue, and lilac, with metal powder added and 
glue or urushi over the embossed black of the robe 
Signature: Yamato eshi Nishimura Shigenobu hitsu ; publisher's seal: 
Shinmei-mae , Izutsu-ya, Yoko-cho, plus "well-curb" symbol of the 
firm 
Date: ca. 1738 
Former Collection: Fenollosa 
Reproduced: AIC I, p . 202 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.1918 

This should be compared with the rather similar Flower Vendor by 
Toshinobu (no. 161), which, however, is dated much earlier. If the 
dating in both cases is correct (the Toshinobu is dated on the basis of 
theater records), the two prints provide an interesting example of the 
persistence of certain motifs in ukiyo-e over a relatively long period of 
time. The fluttering tags tied to the flower branches are tanzaku, poem 
slips. 

184 Three Woman Poets, Ono no Komachi, Ise, 
and Izumi Shikibu 

Uncut hosob an triptych, 29.9 x 45.5; urushi-e 
Signature: (in panel at bottom of each print) eshi Nishimura 
Magosabur6 hitsu; publisher: (in same panel) hammoto , Odenma 
sanchome , Maruya, followed by the character yama (mountain) 
enclosed in a circle; title: (at upper right of each print) Bijin San
buktsui (triptych of beauties), followed by the name of each, Ise at 
left, Ono no Komachi in the middle, and Izumi Shikibu at the right. 
The characters for left, middle, and right are also given. Poems by 
each of the women are given in rectangular panels at the top of each 
print. 
Date: late I 730's 
Previous Collection: Hayashi (whose seal appears on each panel) 
Reproduced : Scheiwe Catalogue (1957), no. 21, pl. 4 

Theodor Scheiwe, Munster, Germany 

Uncut triptychs of this period are relatively rare. Apparently they were 
designed so as to be marketable either intact or cut up as hoso-e . This 
must have imposed rather severe limitations on the artist, some of 
which are apparent in this example. The garden seen beyond the 
verandah, though seemingly forming one continuous scene, represents 
at least two different seasons, early spring, with plum blossoms and 
returning geese, at the left, and summer, with insects flying among the 
plants at the stream 's edge, at right. Interestingly, though all three 
women were court ladies, only Ono no Komachi is shown in court 
robes. 
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HASEGAWA YOSHISHIGE 
Nothing is recorded about this artist. 

Active during the 1730's. 

185 The Actor Sanjo Kantaro as Tora Gozen 

Hosoban, 33.5 x 15.6; urushi-e 
Signature: Hasegawa Yoshishige hitsu; publisher's seal: Yushima 
Tenjin Onnazaka, Jihon Toiya, hammoto Sagamiya 
Date : 1728 
Reproduced: Ukiyo-e, no. 65 

Hans Popper Collection, San Francisco 

Y oshishige is one of those ukiyo-e artists about whom virtually nothing 
is known. The "shige" in his name suggests a connection with Shigen
aga. Were it not for the man, one would hardly recognize this as an 
actor print. 

TORII KIYOTOMO 
Pupil of Kiyonobu I. Active throughout 

the urushi-e period. 

186 Ichikawa Danjuro II Making a Congratulatory 
Speech on the Occasion of the 100th Anniversary of 
the Establishment of the Nakamura-za 

Hosoban, 32.2 x 14.6; urushi-e 
Signature: Tor ii Kiyo to mo hitsu; publisher's seal: lse-ya 
Date : 1723 
Reproduced: U.T., vol. II, no. 174 

Aoki Collection, Tokyo 

Danjur6, striking a characteristic stance, reads from a sheet of paper 
he holds in front of him. The character ju, "congratulations," appears 
super-imposed over the lozenge pattern on each leg of his formal 
trousers. A large lantern with the mon of the theater hangs above him. 
That the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Nakamura-za was 
celebrated with such pomp indicates that, whatever the authorities 
might think of it, kabuki had already acquired a strong sense of tra
dition and looked back at its history with pride. 



FUJIKAWA YOSHINOBU 
Nothing is recorded about this artist. 

Active during the l 730's. 

187 lchimura Takenojo IV and Sanjo Kantarif II 
in a Soga Play 

Hosoban, 31 x 15; urushi-e 
Signature: Fujikawa Yoshinobu hitsu; publisher's seal: Shiba 
Shinmei-mae, Emi-ya 
Date: 1733 

Aoki Collection, Tokyo 

Yoshinobu is one of a number of obscure artists who appeared on the 
scene briefly during the urushi-e period. One can detect various in
fluences-emanating from the Okumura School in particular-in a 
print like this; but it is very difficult, on the basis of this one known 
work by the artist, to conclude anything more about him. 

TOY ONO BU 
1711-1785 

Created a style of great dignity and 
charm based on Masanobu's work of 

the early l 740's. 

188 Woman with a Fan and a Lantern 

Wide hashira-e, 72.4 x 16.5; urushi-e, colored by hand in two shades 
of beni, brown, yellow, mustard, and blue (faded) with thin urushi 
on yellow and beni. 
Signature: Tanjodo Ishikawa Shuha Toyonobu zu; artist's seals: 
Ishikawa uji and Toyonobu; publisher's seal: symbol of Urokogata-ya 
Date: ca. 1745 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 210 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.2251 

One ofToyonobu's more brilliant designs. For all its studied emphases, 
there is something lavish about it, something prodigal in the abundance 
of rhythmic counter currents and eddies that play against the gravita
tional pull of the composition. In many respects the design is the mirror 
image of one formerly in the Ledoux Collection (Ledoux, Primitives, 
no. 39) though it lacks the background and, being narrower, the vertical 
emphasis is more pronounced. 
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189 After the Bath 

Wide hashira-e, 71.1 x 15.7; urushi-e, hand-colored in two shades of 
beni, blue, yellow, and mustard with thin urushi on beni. 
Signature: Tanj6d6 Ishikawa Shiiha Toyonobu zu; artist's seals: 
Ishikawa uji and Toyonobu; publisher's seal : Mura (Murata-ya) 
hammoto; verse : utsuri-ga wa/samete ayame no/nioi kana, "The 
lingering scent on the robe has faded, and in its place is the fragrance 
of the iris." 
Date: ca. 1745 
Reproduced: AIC I, p. 208 

AIC, Buckingham Collection 1925.2253 

The woman has just emerged from the bath. Everything about the 
print expresses a sense of coolness and refreshment, the simplicity of 
the patterns on the loose robe, the relative informality of the drawing, 
even the choice of colors. 

190 Young Woman Tying a Poem Slip to a 
Branch of a Flowering Cherry Tree 

Vertical 6ban, 50.5 x 23; beni-e 
Signature: Tanj6d6 Ishikawa Shiiha Toyonobu zu; artist's seals: 
(upper) Ishikawa uji; (lower) Toyonobu; publisher's seal : symbol of 
Urokogata-ya 
Reproduced: U.T., vol. III, no. 141; Hiraki Catalogue, pl. B; 
Ukiyo-e,no. 72 

Hiraki Collection, Tokyo 

In a print like this, brought out at the very end of our period, some of 
the grandeur and scale of the first Primitives begins to reappear, though 
in a gentler, sweeter guise. The design is superb, with a fullness that is 
emphasized by the circular mon on the wind curtain, the round "pock
ets" of the girl's sleeves, her full, round face itself, and the beautiful 
arch of the flower-laden cherry branch. There is a look of concentration 
on the girl's face, and her effort, as she stretches up to tie a poem slip 
to the branch, is apparent, the extended length of her body set off as it 
is against the circular rhythms in the rest of the composition. The print 
is in perfect condition. Everything considered, it is one of the glories 
of ukiyo-e. It is registered in Japan as an Important Cultural Property. 
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Glossary 

bijinga pictures of beautiful women; a standard category of ukiyo-e. 

furisode literally , "waving sleeves;" the long flap-like extensions to the sleeves that 
were such an important part of costume during the Primitive Period. 

gofun calcium carbonate used as a white pigment, formed by baking and pulverizing 
sea shells. 

ichimai-e a print on a single, separate sheet of paper (as opposed, for example, to a 
book illustration) . 

kaomise literally, "face showing;" the first performance of the theater year, during 
which the season's actors were formally introduced. Kaomise traditionally 
took place in the fall. 

kemari Japanese football. A game of the aristocracy, it is mentioned already m 
The Tale of Genji. 

mitate a contemporary "equivalent" of classical subject matter; often, but not 
necessarily, taking the form of a parody or travesty. 

mon an insignia or crest inherited like a coat-of-arms, important here as a means 
of identifying actors. 

obi an elaborate sash. 

oiran a high-ranking courtesan 

onnagata an actor specializing in women's roles. 

orihon a folding album; covered like a book but with the pages joined accordion
fashion. 

otokodate a champion of the common people against arrogant samurai; the popular 
heroes of many kabuki plays. 

samurai members of the hereditary military caste. 

shunga literally, "spring pictures;" erotic pictures. 

sum1 ink made from lampblack or pine soot; the traditional ink of China and Japan. 

tokonoma an alcove reserved for hanging scrolls or flower arrangements. 

uki-e prints using Western perspective 

uchikake a long trailing outer robe 

wakashu a young dandy, often a homosexual 

yamato the ancient name of Japan. When used by artists it implies a reliance on 
Japanese (as opposed to Chinese) traditions. 
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Appendix 

Research on pigments used on ukiyo-e prints was begun in December, 1970. It was an out
growth of studies made of the surfaces of several prints with the stereo microscope. In the 
course of this project we examined the surfaces of some 48 hand-colored prints under the 
stereo microscope and, in some cases, took photomicrographs of painted or printed lines. 

Using the stereo microscope and a tiny surgeon's scalpel (1 mm . wide x 5 mm . long x 50 
µm. at the point) we then took, where possible, minute samples of each pigment from each 
print. These were most often taken from areas of broken color, or from overlappings onto 
printed lines. The samples were mounted in Arocolor 54421 and examined under the polar
ized-light microscope with objectives up to lOOx. 

In many cases certain pigments, notably yellow and (faded) blue were too sparse or 
deeply sunk into the paper fibers to be sampled successfully. Rice starch, which in polarized 
light appears in the form of white circles 5- 10 µm. in diameter with distinct black crosses, 
was found mixed with most of the organic samples and with none of the mineral. The 
calcium carbonate present on some prints is probably oyster shell white or gofun, as it is 
called in Japan. It is anisotropic and has flaky particles which vary greatly in size (2-24 µm.) 
and shape. Red lead is known in Japan as tan; an anisotropic pigment, it appears blackish 
in ordinary light and orange-red under polarized light, with green and blue polarization 
colors in the smears. The range of particle sizes varies from 1-2 µm. but is often difficult to 
measure because particles tend to stick in agglomerates. The iron oxide pigment (probably 
red ochre) found on some prints might be benigara or "Indian red"; lack of comparative 
examples precludes definite identification . Red ochre particles appear blackish under ordi
nary light and orange-red under polarized light. They are generally uniform is size, ranging 
from 0.5 µm. to I µm. There may be some confusion between these particles and those of 
very finely ground vermilion. Vermilion particles, however, tend to be more irregular in 
shape and slightly larger (1-2 µm.) than tho se of red ochre, and they are more crimson or 
blue -red in color. 

Apart from these reds, and single instances of malachite and orpiment, the majority of 
pigments used on the prints were simple organic dyes. Indigo was much used, both by itself 
and in combination with a .yellow dye (forming green and yellow-green) and a red dye 
(forming purple, or "lilac", and, with thinned-down ink, brown.) The yellow dye is prob
ably gamboge, but our available samples were too small to test for positive identification as 
one of the several vegetable yellows known to Japanese artists. Under the polarizing 
microscope the pigment appears as runny pools of bright yellow, with no discrete particles 
visible even under the IOOx objective . The red dye, which is probably the Japanese beni, 
appears much the same, but with colors ranging from crimson to pale peach. The color 
depends, most probably, on the relative strength of the vegetable dye and the amount of 
medium with which it is mixed. The medium is a thick, clear substance which may be glue, 
though exactly what sort of glue has not, up to this time, been determined. 

As may be seen from these notes, the pigments on Japanese ukiyo-e prints are both 
simple (being mostly vegetable dyes or pure mineral pigments) and difficult (difficult to 
sample and to identify, particularly with regard to the precise coloring matter of each dye.) 
This project must therefore be seen as a beginning attempt to establish tentative procedures 
for sampling and viewing such pigments, procedures which will necessarily be refined and 
replaced by those continuing the research in this fascinating field. 

Nancy Grove 
Research Associate 

1. Made by Monsanto Chemical Company. This mounting medium has proved most useful because of its 
flexibility. Samples may be mounted and viewed and if further dispensing of the sample is desired, the slide 
may be reheated until the medium is again liquid and the sample crushable. 
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